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ABSTRACT
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have emerged as versatile platforms for a wide
range of scientific data acquisition applications. Wireless sensor network systems are
used in many applications including: surveillance, environmental monitoring, target
tracking, wildlife tracking, personal health monitoring, machinery monitoring, and
many others. Current research efforts in WSN system designs are moving toward
approaches that enable direct in-network processing of acquired sensor data to avoid
the high energy costs associated with the bulk transmission of data to outside systems
for processing. Implementation of collaborative in-network processing algorithms is
a non-trivial issue for WSN system development. Design complexity for in-network
processing algorithms is compounded by the fact that there are few frameworks
available to enable general purpose, energy-aware, data sharing within WSN envi-
ronments. This dissertation presents a novel WSN communications and data sharing
framework called WSNFS (Wireless Sensor Network File System), which is designed
to enable general purpose collaborative in-network sensor data processing. WSNFS
presents a common symbolic distributed file system that provides virtual views that
uniquely display sensor data, node characteristics, and network topology to each
sensor node in the network. These features significantly simplify the development
and implementation of in-network collaborative processing algorithms in WSNs.
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1CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have emerged as versatile platforms for a wide
range of scientific data acquisition applications. Wireless sensor networks are com-
posed of many individual “sensor nodes,” each of which has (at a minimum) a small
microprocessor, a radio system, and some collection of sensors. The capabilities
of the hardware and software present in WSN systems vary greatly depending on
the application. Wireless sensor network systems are also used in a wide range of
applications such as surveillance [1], environmental monitoring [2, 3], target tracking
[4, 5, 6], wildlife tracking [7], personal health monitoring [8, 9], machinery monitoring
[10, 11], and many others.
Significant research is being done in nearly every area of WSN design includ-
ing: hardware platforms, network topology, programming abstractions, and data
processing. While complete consensus is unlikely, much of the research community
is convinced that sensor data processing is best done, at least in part, within the
sensor network itself (e.g., in-network processing or collaborative data processing),
since the data is collected in a distributed fashion. In-network processing systems
treat the WSN as a distributed, parallel processing system. This approach solves the
scalability problems associated with transmitting sensor data to an outside system
2for processing, particularly in applications where the data needs to be processed in
real-time (e.g., target tracking).
We present a network and data management system for wireless sensor networks
called WSNFS (Wireless Sensor Network File System). WSNFS provides a means
for WSN nodes to more effectively share data while participating in collaborative
data processing. The presented system provides a common distributed file system
(DFS) that supports any number of virtual data views. WSNFS data views uniquely
present sensor data or node characteristics to each sensor node in the network. Each
sensor node may, for example, be presented with a file structure that gives access to
all data within the network while also explicitly providing a relative hierarchy that
is representative of the network topology from each node’s point of view. As such,
collaborative processing algorithms can make intelligent decisions as to what data
should be utilized based on the cost of data access (power, communications, access
time, etc.). For example, nodes may choose to directly utilize only data that is at
most one network hop away. As the file system may have virtual elements, many other
views may be implemented. As an example, the file system may represent aspects
of the sensor nodes within the network such as sensor configurations or internal
node parameters. The file system may also enable basic aggregation of sensor data
by providing sensor data representations at variable resolution. Beyond its unique
characteristics, the presented system may also be used as a traditional distributed
network file system suitable for storage of raw and processed sensor data. WSNFS is
also capable of supporting data replication, storage load leveling, and data expiration
concepts.
3In the following sections, we outline some background on the general nature of
WSNs and the current direction of research as applied to data management within
WSN systems.
1.1 Wireless Sensor Networks
Wireless sensor networks are composed of many components. As with most complex
systems, WSNs generally have a hierarchical design. Wireless sensor networks are an
arrangement of many nodes, each with a means to communicate with other nodes in
the network. At the lowest level of the design, the sensor node hardware is composed
of digital and analog circuitry. Such hardware includes microprocessors, communi-
cations systems, power management systems, sensors, actuators, memory devices,
etc. Next, we have the firmware level, which contains the operating instructions for
the microprocessor(s) on a sensor node. The firmware is itself composed of several
logical layers including the device drivers, an operating system, and applications.
The final component is a means of interacting with the WSN. This is typically
implemented as a traditional computer system with a WSN hardware interface to
enable communication with the WSN. However, with the emergence of highly capable
mobile devices, this may also include smart phones or tablet devices. Figure 1.1 shows
an overview of general WSN architecture.
1.1.1 Hardware
The hardware of each sensor node dictates what fundamental capabilities are avail-
able to the sensor network system as a whole. As shown in Figure 1.1, the hard-
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ware architecture is essentially composed of a microcontroller, a wireless transceiver
(radio), sensors, and a power management system. Systems may also include the
hardware shown as dotted ovaloids in the hardware diagram. The optional hardware
can include actuators, data storage (e.g., serial flash or Secure Digital (SD) cards),
and real-time clocks (RTCs).
Microcontrollers provide an energy efficient CPU connected to many physical in-
terfaces for managing external hardware including analog-to-digital converters (ADCs),
digital-to-analog converters (DACs), and serial communications interfaces such as
I2C, SPI, and UART. Microcontrollers also include both non-volatile flash for pro-
grams (storage and execution) and volatile SRAM for use as dynamic data storage
during program execution. Many microcontrollers also have special regions of flash
memory, which may be configured as a boot loader. The boot loader area is protected
from being unintentionally overwritten while also enabling firmware residing in the
boot loader area to modify any other region of flash. This allows for self-modification
5of the majority of a microcontroller’s flash without the need for a programmer such
as a JTAG or ISP device. Recently, many microcontrollers have been designed
with support for external memory interfaces that enable the addition of external
flash, SDRAM, or SRAM. The on-chip memory capacities within microcontrollers
has been steadily increasing as memory becomes cheaper and more compact. At
the time of this writing, microcontrollers are available with flash capacities ranging
from 512 bytes to 2 megabytes and SRAM capacities from 32 bytes to 512 kilobytes.
Microcontrollers typically used within WSN systems have greater than 32 kilobytes
of flash and greater than 2 kilobytes of SRAM. Of course, platforms that support
external memories are not constrained to these limitations, however the cost, in terms
of the additional energy needed to power external memories, can be significant.
1.1.2 Firmware
The code and data that is loaded to the non-volatile flash memory of a microcontroller
is generally referred to as firmware. This contrasts with software, which is compiled
to a hardware executable form, stored on a secondary non-volatile medium (e.g., hard
drive), and only dynamically loaded into RAM for execution. As is seen in Figure
1.1, the firmware executing on a given sensor node is hierarchical in nature. At the
lowest level, the device drivers interact directly with the underlying hardware. Device
drivers provide an abstracted interface to the upper levels of the firmware stack. This
abstraction allows the upper levels to interact with the hardware without needing
any knowledge of the underlying hardware implementation. The next layer is the
operating system. Now, “operating system” is used loosely here only to point out
6that there is some type of management program executing that controls the device
drivers and responds to other layers of the firmware. The operating firmware may
be as simple as a finite state machine or as advanced as a fully fledged preemptive
multitasking operating system. Finally, we have the application level of the firmware.
This is the layer that is responsible for the global behavior of the sensor node, and
in turn, the global behavior of the WSN as a whole.
1.1.3 Computer System Interfacing Software
The software within WSN systems is found in the interfacing computer systems. As
shown in Figure 1.1, computer systems may be linked to the WSN using some type
of wireless interface. The purpose of this computer system varies greatly with the
WSN system application. In some systems, the computer is responsible for collecting
all of the data gathered by the WSN, storing the data, and processing the results.
In other systems, the computer system serves only to enable a means to configure
the WSN as needed and receive messages from the network on a limited basis.
1.2 WSN Data Processing
Perhaps one of the most significant issues facing WSN systems is how to manage the
vast amount of data that is available from sensor networks. Sensor networks range in
size from just a few to hundreds of nodes. However, there are basically three schools
of thought (although hybrid designs exist, e.g. [12]) as to how the sensor data should
be managed:
71. Stream Processing: Stream data to high-performance machines outside the
sensor network to subsequently be processed [13].
2. In-Network Query: Treat the WSN like a distributed database and require the
WSN to send out only the data required to answer specific structure query
language (SQL) database type queries [14].
3. In-Network Processing: The WSN itself processes the data in-network, sending
out only relevant information or alerts as needed [15].
Table 1.1 summarizes some of the primary differences between these data manage-
ment approaches. As seen in Table 1.1, each approach to WSN data management
is compared across several characteristics: the average amount of network traffic,
sensor data access latency, the ability to do computations on sensor data, and network
scalability. The network traffic characteristic is based on what level of network traffic
must occur for sensor data, or the results of sensor data processing, to be made
available outside the WSN. Similarly, the data access latency characteristic refers
to the time it takes for sensor data, or sensor data processing results, to be made
available outside the WSN. The computation characteristic compares the relative
ability to apply complex algorithms to sensor data by the WSN itself. Finally, the
scalability characteristic provides a comparison of how effectively the network may
be expanded to an arbitrary number of sensor nodes.
From Table 1.1, we see that in-network processing inherently provides much more
control of characteristic behavior as compared with the other methods of sensor
data management. Both the average network traffic and data access latency are
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WSN Data Management Approaches
Characteristic Stream Processing In-Network Query In-Network Processing
Average Network Traffic High Moderate Application Dependent
Data Access Latency Low Moderate Application Dependent
Computation on Sensor Data None Limited Hardware Dependent
Scalability Limited High Application Dependent
controlled by the WSN application. The computation capabilities are limited only
by the available computational resources on the WSN hardware platform, and as
with in-network query, in-network processing can be highly scalable. However, other
issues need to be considered. In the following sections we will briefly analyze each
data management approach and identify issues involved with each methodology.
1.2.1 Stream Processing
Initially, WSN systems were designed to stream data collected out-of-network for col-
lection and processing. Many WSN systems still utilize this model. Primary benefits
to stream processing include its relatively simple implementation and effectiveness
in small networks with a limited number of sensors. “Smart” control of the wireless
channel can reduce the inherent network congestion. However, an upper limit to
the scalability of a network implementing direct streaming still exists. This limit is
determined by the bandwidth of the receiver and the bandwidth requirements of each
sensor node. Other issues include packet loss due to network congestion, inefficiencies
both in terms of transmit power and data duplication, and finally, the throughput
may be too slow to be processed and acted upon from outside the network. Processing
latency issues arise due to the fact that, typically, no data analysis is done within a
9streaming system by the WSN itself. Instead, an outside system must aggregate
data, perform analysis, and finally, act upon the results. These delays may be
significant depending on the WSN system, and as such, a limited number of systems
can effectively operate in this mode.
1.2.2 In-Network Query
In-network query processing provides a high-level abstraction for interaction with a
sensor network. As discussed above, this system treats the WSN as a database that
responds to SQL-type queries. When a query is injected into the network (typically
one node is responsible for receiving such queries), the query is propagated through
the network so that each node may supply its part of the result. To make this
more efficient, the network internally keeps tables/indexes updated (even when no
active queries are being processed). This makes it unnecessary for all sensor nodes
to be involved in response to each individual query. The primary benefit of this type
of communication is that it can allow the natural application of data aggregation
algorithms such as min, max, avg, etc. In-network query also has the means to
potentially reduce overall network traffic as compared to stream processing since
most of the communication only takes place to answer an injected query. As we have
previously alluded to, one area where in-network query falters is that, depending on
implementation, it may still require significant continued communication outside of
queries to maintain up-to-date indexes and tables. Additionally, there is significant
software overhead required for implementation. Furthermore, in-network query has
a somewhat limited usefulness for general WSN applications that require advanced
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analysis of sensor data beyond the simple, database-like, aggregation algorithms.
1.2.3 In-Network Processing
In-network processing effectively applies both the concepts of parallel processing
and distributed systems to the WSN domain. It requires that each sensor node be
capable of both responding with data directly when requested, as well as accepting
computation jobs that must be completed and returned. The benefits of this type of
framework are many: duplicate data can easily be silenced, data can be aggregated
before sending it out of the network, network communication can be directly con-
trolled (and thus reduced), advanced algorithms can be applied to the sensor data,
and high-level abstractions such as in-network query can be supported. Moreover,
this type of management system can support nearly all common uses of WSN systems
as it provides a low-level control of each sensor node that can easily be abstracted
to provide simple high-level management of the network as a whole. As with the
other methods, in-network processing has some disadvantages. With sensor nodes
participating in computation, there are several side effects. Namely, the sensor nodes
must have greater computational performance, and the power requirements may be
increased since computation must be done in addition to normal sensor management.
Additionally, since the programming interface is flexible, it can be inherently more
complicated to develop programs in such an environment.
Figure 1.2 provides a graphical representation of how the WSN responsibilities
are allocated. As seen in Figure 1.2, stream processing reduces WSN responsibilities
to only collection of data, requiring an external computer system to analyze and
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Figure 1.2: WSN Data Processing Methods
react to collected data. On the other hand, in-network query systems move some
analysis capabilities into the WSN. Finally, in-network processing provides a flexible
WSN system that may process and react to the data collected as well as forward
data and results to external computer systems.
As a whole, in-network processing provides the necessary characteristics for im-
plementation of a general purpose method of WSN data management. However, we
believe there is a need for an inter-node data sharing mechanism to efficiently carry
out in-network processing. While there is much research being applied to in-network
collaborative processing, there is a lack of general purpose data-sharing facilities
within in-network processing frameworks. In-network processing frameworks are
typically designed to only allow sensor nodes to engage in collaborative processing
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utilizing data local to each sensor node, or they are limited to very specific application
domains.
1.3 Related Work
As discussed in the previous section, a central problem of WSN systems is managing
the vast quantities of data acquired by sensors. Several research areas are being pur-
sued to address this problem including: optimal data routing through the network,
data abstraction methods such as file systems, and data context assignment to allow
better use of collected data. In the following, we discuss work in the aforementioned
categories as they apply to the development of WSNFS. Some of this material will
be revisited in Section 2.3 when discussing some of the finer points of the WSNFS
approach to WSN system management.
1.3.1 WSN Routing Protocols and Network Abstraction
Many approaches to WSN data routing have been considered over the years. Villaba
et al. provided a review of many common approaches while also presenting their
own “Simple Hierarchical Routing Protocol” (SHRP)[16]. Villaba et al. identify four
classes of routing protocols typically applied to WSN systems: attribute-based/data-
centric, geographic, multipath, and hierarchical.
Attribute-based routing protocols route information from the sensor network
according to data attributes that are supplied by the entity making the data request.
Only data that has the specified attribute will be returned to the requesting party.
In-network query, as discussed in Section 1.2.2, is a good example of attribute-based
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routing. Geographic protocols make routing decisions based on the physical or
virtual location of the information requested. Multipath routing algorithms maintain
many possible routes, which allows data requests to be fulfilled by any number of
independent paths. Multipath algorithms can improve quality of service (QoS) by
maintaining alternate routes and thus allow data to be routed through the alternate
paths when an active route fails. Finally, hierarchical routing algorithms partition
the network into distinct groups (clusters). This approach helps scale networks to
very large sizes. However, the algorithm must then maintain cluster membership
information as well as negotiate links between clusters. This overhead may be
considered undesirable in smaller networks.
SHRP was designed to optimize routing based on energy stores, link quality, and
number of hops. Furthermore, SHRP was built as an extension to the Sensornet
Protocol (SP) developed by Polastre et al. [17], and it provides features of both
multipath and hierarchical routing. Sensornet Protocol attempts to provide some
transparency between the link layer and the network layer in an effort to provide
a communications framework that can reliably route messages in WSNs while also
allowing the WSN application to participate in routing decisions. Sensornet Protocol
operates by acting as a intermediary to the link layer of the communications stack,
and it provides applications with information about the link layer by maintaining a
table of immediate neighbors to each node within the network. Sensornet Protocol
is also responsible for managing data transmission and reception to and from the
application, allowing link information to be incorporated into application decisions
for data transmission and reception. We believe these concepts (e.g., link-state trans-
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parency) are important to effective data sharing within sensor networks, particularly
for in-network processing. SHRP itself utilizes SP to implement a system that
attempts to optimize routing and network hierarchy based on link quality (LQI),
network distance (hops), and battery availability. SHRP also attempts to reduce
energy consumption through data aggregation, e.g. avoiding transmission of sensor
data when it has not changed.
SPIN (Sensor Protocols for Information via Negotiation) was developed by Kulik
et al. to investigate adaptive routing protocols in energy constrained networks
[18]. The key premise of SPIN is that a significant number of data exchanges may
be avoided by utilizing descriptors (metadata) that uniquely identify data when
deciding what needs to be transmitted. Beyond the use of metadata to negotiate
data transmissions, SPIN seeks to provide WSN application level control of how
data is routed through the network. As with SHRP/SP, we see a system that
provides some link information to the application, but in this case we also see the
concept of providing a framework that helps WSN systems avoid unnecessary network
communications by utilizing metadata to make communications decisions.
Finally, an important routing protocol strongly related to our work is the Opti-
mized Link-State Routing (OLSR) protocol [19]. Unlike traditional network routing
schemes, OLSR proactively establishes the network topology to allow immediate
and optimized routing when needed. OLSR networks have two node types. The
first node type is the multi-point relay (MPR), which is responsible for all network
control traffic. Any messages that need to be broadcast are forwarded to MPR nodes
to be distributed to the rest of the network. The MPR nodes are elected based
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on a distributed election process, and once elected each MPR identifies all of its
2-hop neighbors in the network. One significant distinction for OLSR as compared
to the routing protocols discussed above is that OLSR does not actually manage
routing directly. OLSR only maintains possible route information and enables other
services to use the information for routing. Additionally, the process of identifying
an optimal set of MPR nodes is an NP-complete problem, and as such must be solved
heuristically. OLSR will be discussed further in Section 2.3.
1.3.2 File System Abstraction and Data Context Assignment
Data abstraction is studied in many domains. Perhaps the most analogous sys-
tem to our work is that of Picco et al. in which a set of programming language
constructs were developed for describing what they termed “distributed abstract
data types” or DADT [20]. Picco et al. proposed the concept of abstracting
distributed data by representative views as part of a programming language construct
to facilitate distributed programming. While our concept of data views is similar to
the DADT model for abstracting distributed data, we will be applying the concept
to an application-level interaction within a file system abstraction rather than in
programming language constructs.
File abstraction for sensor networks is not a new idea. A wide range of file system
abstraction concepts have been applied to sensor networks. Some systems abstract
all aspects of WSN systems using a virtual file system [21, 22]. Other WSN systems
employ a UNIX-like architecture in which tasks and system features are represented
by files [23]. These systems focus on the external access and interaction with the
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WSN rather than inter-node data sharing.
Aside from general file system abstractions, many traditional WSN optimized file
systems exist for use with on-board flash memory [24, 25, 26]. Such file systems focus
on storing data local to each sensor node, utilizing the storage medium physically
attached to the sensor node. As part of the proposed research, flash-based file systems
of some type will be incorporated to provide management of local data to each sensor
node.
Other file system related concepts in WSNs are those that deal with organiz-
ing and controlling data access. One such concept is a file system optimized for
multi-resolution storage and access of sensor data [27]. Multi-resolution data access
provides many benefits. However, our system differs from other approaches in that
it is providing multi-resolution access as one interface to stored data rather than
as the primary mechanism of data storage. The WSNFS approach extends the
multi-resolution data concept into a distributed model.
Finally, systems built around file system abstractions exist that attempt to pro-
vide a measure of real-time access to sensor data while also providing data access
based on the network hierarchy [28]. This type of system is perhaps the most closely
related to our proposal in that such systems have some similar goals. It differs,
however, in that the file system is again used primarily as a mechanism for externally
controlling and receiving data from the sensor network rather than providing a means
of simplifying collaborative processing between nodes within a WSN.
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1.3.3 WSN Distributed File Systems
Outside the WSN domain, a large body of research has been applied to the develop-
ment of generic network file systems for mobile platforms (e.g., data sharing between
cell phones, tablets, etc.) [29]. These systems typically try to extend traditional
network file systems (e.g., NFS or similar) to the mobile domain by addressing the
issues associated with unreliable network connectivity in mobile networks. While
many principles can be leveraged from this work, much of the transport layer is
not applicable to WSN systems, because traditional network file systems rely on
transmission control protocol/Internet protocol (TCP/IP) and/or remote procedure
call (RPC) support, which is not present or easily implemented in WSNs.
Other related work includes approaches to data handling within a sensor network
such as general multi-resolution storage [30], data aging [31], and data replication
[32]. We see these concepts as “plug-ins” to our overall architecture, that is, these
features may be added to or removed from a particular implementation. WSNFS
is expected to provide a general purpose mechanism to support many different data
views based on the requirements of specific applications while still maintaining a
consistent interface to sensor nodes participating in collaborative processing.
A wide range of collaborative storage systems have been developed for sensor
networks [33]. Typical collaborative storage systems seek only to store data in the
network without the need for real-time access. Collaborative storage systems in
WSNs arose as an alternative to streaming sensor data out-of-network. In applica-
tions that do not require active processing of sensor data, the system continuously
stores sensor data on the sensor nodes directly, and only when the data is needed
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is it recovered from the network. These systems require storage load leveling as
a result of potential non-uniform data generation rates and the limited storage
space available on individual sensor nodes. Additionally, these systems often have
data replication mechanisms to provide redundancy throughout the network. Data
redundancy ensures data availability despite a few individual sensor node failures.
While systems of this class implicitly provide node-to-node data sharing, it is done
with different goals than our proposed system, and as such is not well suited to
in-network processing applications.
1.4 Thesis Statement and Dissertation Contribution
WSNFS provides a novel approach to WSN data sharing that can improve the energy
efficiency of in-network processing and simplify development of WSN applications
that require collaborative in-network processing.
1.5 Dissertation Outline
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the general WSNFS
concept, protocols, and definitions. Chapter 3 presents the framework in which
WSNFS concepts and protocols were implemented for experimentation. Chapter
4 discusses a hardware platform that was developed as part of this work, to test
WSNFS. In Chapter 5, we present the experimental results from testing each of the
primary services provided by WSNFS. Chapter 6 provides an analysis of WSNFS
as compared to other approaches to in-network processing. This is done through a
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general discussion of the results from Chapter 5 and through several case studies.
Chapter 7 presents some discussion of possible directions to take the work presented
in this dissertation. Finally, Chapter 8 provides some closing thoughts and conclu-
sions based on this work.
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CHAPTER 2
WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK FILE SYSTEM
2.1 Introduction to WSNFS
WSNFS is a distributed file system like communications framework that greatly
simplifies data sharing between sensor nodes at the application level, while also
providing more efficient access to sensor data for out-of-network devices. A number
of features are important for a general purpose WSN framework. The feature of
primary importance is a close coupling between the WSN application data interface
and the network routing framework. Wireless sensor network applications have
difficulty making effective, energy conscious decisions regarding data use when the
network routing and application layers are completely decoupled. Beyond energy
awareness, WSNFS supports multi-resolution data storage/access, data replication,
data expiration, and virtual file representations. Furthermore, WSNFS provides a
common application programming interface (API) on which to base a wide variety
of WSN in-network processing applications. In effect, WSNFS hides much of the
complex details that make in-network processing difficult to achieve in the WSN
environment, while also providing a rich set of tools to address in-network processing
problems, reducing WSN application development time.
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As discussed in Section 1.2, advanced in-network processing for collaborative data
processing requires efficient data sharing. At its simplest, collaborative processing
may be implemented by only considering data local to each sensor node. However,
for advanced data processing algorithms, sensor nodes need to share much of the
data available. The difficulty with sharing large quantities of data inside a WSN is
the costly nature of data transmission (i.e., the power required to transmit). Thus,
collaborative processing algorithms need to make intelligent decisions as to what
data is transferred for processing. We propose the concept of data views to help
collaborative processing algorithms make well-informed data-use decisions. WSNFS
data views provide a virtual file system abstraction representing the underlying
data, which gives the WSN nodes explicit data context. As an example, one such
view could represent the data in the context of its geographical location within the
monitored area. This would allow sensor nodes to leverage the context of the data
for target tracking. Another such view could be defined as the location of data
in terms of the relative number of network hops required for access. Such context
enables collaborative processing algorithms to limit access to distant nodes while
enabling quick access to data from sensor nodes logically near (according to network
hierarchy).
One important application of data views is the possibility for multi-resolution
storage/access of sensor data. Multi-resolution data views of sensor data would
provide an efficient way to manage the large quantities of sensor data generated in
WSNs. A multi-resolution view can enable data-processing algorithms to be applied
to low resolution data initially, until an event of interest is identified. At such point,
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higher resolution data can be utilized for final analysis. Multi-resolution data access
can greatly reduce the volume of data transferred across the network, which directly
reduces energy requirements.
As WSNs often rely on battery power, it is critical that WSN applications be
energy aware. The energy use in WSN systems falls into a few distinct categories:
computation, sensors, and communications. Energy requirements for sensors are pri-
marily controlled by duty-cycling and sensor design, thus there are few opportunities
for significant optimization. However, in contrast to sensors, much can be done to
manage computation and communications. WSNFS seeks to address the trade off
between computation and communications by taking a different approach to data
management.
Beyond data abstraction, we believe there are several other important features
that are important to a distributed WSN file system. These include data replication,
data aging, and virtual file representations. Data replication is the process of enabling
redundant storage of data in the network. This ensures that a few sensor node failures
do not necessarily make data unavailable to remaining nodes. Data aging is the
process of assigning an expiration date to acquired data. Once the expiration date
has been exceeded, the data is deemed no longer relevant and may be overwritten.
The data expiration concept is important, particularly for dynamic applications in
which data acquisition is occurring at a high rate and becomes stale quickly. In such
applications, generally it is desirable to avoid filling limited storage resources by
keeping irrelevant data. Finally, virtual file support enables sensor nodes to export
internal settings and status without the need for explicit data requests. The DFS
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can naturally make this class of internal configuration and status properties available
efficiently due to their static nature.
The final piece of a complete file system is the physical storage interface. The
underlying storage medium greatly affects the architecture of the file system that
manages its storage. As such, this system will be optimized to take advantage of
typical flash-based storage mediums used in WSN systems.
2.2 WSNFS Services
WSNFS provides a novel method for improving the effectiveness of collaborative
processing in WSN systems. The primary services provided by WSNFS include
peer-to-peer network routing, data context assignment, general data sharing, and
data storage. In the following, each of these services, as well as some of the benefits
to the overall approach to managing sensor networks with WSNFS will be discussed.
Figure 2.1 shows a high-level block diagram of an individual WSNFS node. As seen
in Figure 2.1, the primary components of a WSNFS node are the WSNFS services,
which utilize on-board storage for managing global routing, data views (metadata),
and global shared data. The WSNFS API provides a standard interface for the
services to WSN applications. WSNFS is a completely peer-to-peer system such
that all nodes are logically equivalent. This architecture fits well with the typical
nature of WSNs and provides the additional benefits that the network is more easily
scaled and more robust to individual node failures. The WSNFS routing service is
responsible for maintaining a global routing table as well as forwarding messages
to the desired recipients. Some WSNFS data structures, such as the routing table,
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may be globally synchronized within the WSN. This may be done to ensure the
system can continue to function when individual nodes fail or leave the network and
to provide an efficient way for new nodes to become aware of the existing network
architecture.
In order to set the stage for the following discussion, it may be useful to define
some of the terms that will be used to describe WSNFS. Table 2.1 identifies some
key conceptual terms.
2.2.1 Routing and Data Sharing
Network routing and data sharing are closely related. To effectively share data
among nodes in a network, the data must be efficiently routed through the network
to the desired recipients. Network routing issues are complicated by the fact that
WSNs typically utilize multi-hop networking architecture to allow use of low-power
transceivers.
Efficient collaborative in-network processing requires that the data to be pro-
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Table 2.1: WSNFS Definition of Terms
Term Definition
WSNFS Server
Any WSNFS node that is providing a service to another entity, e.g.
providing data.
WSNFS Client
Any WSNFS node that is requesting a service from another WSNFS
node.
WSNFS Data View
A virtual file system tree in which the hierarchy is metadata for the
data linked within the file system tree.
Metadata Data that both describes and provides information on other data.
Data Sink An entity that consumes data from a sensor network.
Multi-resolution Data
Access
Access of data at a resolution higher or lower than the original
sampling rate.
Data Replication
The process of maintaining multiple copies of a dataset at remote
locations in addition to a local storage.
Data Aging
The process of placing an expiration date after which the data may be
considered irrelevant and be discarded.
Uniform Peer-to-Peer
Non-hierarchical formation of nodes in which all network nodes have
an equivalent role.
Routing Table
A data structure that provides information describing how to move
data through a network.
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cessed is easily accessible by all participating parties. In WSN collaborative pro-
cessing, a mechanism is needed for identifying the most efficient use of available
data. WSNFS seeks to accomplish this by maintaining a distributed sensor network
routing table. While there is overhead in synchronizing routing information for an
entire WSN, we believe much energy may be saved by enabling WSN applications
to optimally route data through the network. Utilizing the global view of the
network, WSNFS can directly provide the WSN application with the energy context
of accessing the available data. Efficient routing lookups are based on use of a table
data structure. The table index is the desired recipient, and the returned value is the
next node in the routing chain. The WSNFS nodes independently and collaboratively
manage routing tables and modify them as nodes join or leave the network. Any
node in the network may determine participating nodes by simply reading an active
node table. From the perspective of the WSN application, most of the routing details
are actually transparent as they are handled in the transport layer provided by the
WSNFS routing service.
Data views are based on network routing data or other characteristics of nodes
in the network such as energy stores. This metadata is cached locally and updated
based on changes in network characteristics. WSNFS abstracts such information
as a file system tree, and modifies the tree to reflect the perspective of each node
as it relates to global information. Figure 2.2 shows a theoretical example of such
a file system tree from the perspective of two nodes in a corresponding example
network. As seen in Figure 2.2, the “hops” view would be adjusted by WSNFS
to indicate the relative hops required to communicate with the node’s surrounding
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Figure 2.2: Example Views
neighbors. WSNFS data view information is cached in the local metadata cache and
incrementally updated as changes occur in the network.
As discussed earlier, multi-resolution data access enables collaborative processing
algorithms to reduce network traffic by utilizing data at the coarsest data resolution
possible. Similar to other context-based data organization (e.g., network hops, or
energy stores), WSNFS enables multi-resolution access through its data views system
and a specialized time-series data file format.
Generic data sharing services (such as data replication) can be achieved by
providing a region of memory on each node dedicated to shared data storage. The
shared data area requires more energy overhead to synchronize, since changes to the
shared area involve actual data transfers, as opposed to the metadata synchronization
that occurs for the WSNFS data views mechanism.
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2.2.2 Support for External Data Sinks
One of the many benefits of a peer-to-peer architecture is that it becomes far easier for
external monitors to connect to the sensor network system to utilize sensor data and
services provided by the sensor network. This advantage is brought about through
network uniformity. Many existing WSN topologies require the use of special nodes
that act as coordinators. In such systems, it is necessary to connect to a coordinator
to gain access to the sensor network facilities. The peer-to-peer architecture ensures
network uniformity, thus an outside device may connect with the network at any
physical location in the network, gaining access to the same information. This is an
important feature for many networks, as mobile devices gain greater utility in active
monitoring and control of sensor network systems.
2.2.3 Physical Data Storage
Sensor data may be generally thought to fall into two categories: time-series and
events. WSNFS will store both types of data in a space efficient manner, while
also providing a simple means for the data to be accessed through the WSNFS view
interface. WSNFS is essentially symbolically linking remote data into the data view
path structure dynamically.
As usual, time-series data in WSNFS is represented as ordered pairs of time and
value (t, v). Physical storage space is saved, when possible, by storing the starting
time, interval, and number of values of each time-series. The ordered pairs can be
reconstructed as needed with this information. In storage constrained systems, a
number of simple compression algorithms may also be employed, such as run length
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encoding.
Events in WSNFS are defined as data that meet specific criteria. An event
may be as simple as a binary value indicating a signal has occurred, or it may be a
complex relation based on historical time-series data. In practice, event data is simply
time-series data that meets a set of criteria. WSNFS stores only the event criteria
and links to the time-series data range that forms the event to avoid duplication of
stored data.
2.2.4 Summary
Overall, WSNFS is unique in that it merges file system abstraction with a WSN
communications framework. We believe this framework provides a uniform method
for abstracting and leveraging the context of data that is collected in WSNs for
efficient in-network collaborative processing.
2.3 WSNFS Novelty
As discussed in Section 2.2, the key components of WSNFS are the network discov-
ery/routing framework, the data context abstraction (data views) system, and the
DFS. These components work together to allow WSN applications to make informed
decisions when accessing non-local sensor data. We believe WSNFS provides a novel
approach to WSN data management, and as such, the following discussion will focus
on how the WSNFS approach differs from existing solutions.
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2.3.1 Networking
As discussed briefly in Section 1.3.1, a wide range of existing systems support
route management within WSNs. However, a few existing systems are particularly
relevant to the WSNFS approach. We briefly discussed the Sensornet Protocol (SP)
abstraction, as related to its role in the WSN framework, such as providing a way for
link layer information to be utilized directly in applications. We also discussed the
SHRP system for managing data and network routing based on a fixed set of criteria,
e.g. battery availability, link quality, and network distance. The WSNFS routing
service is partially analogous to the abstraction provided by SP for enabling WSN
applications to be aware of underlying network states at a deeper level. SP works as
an intermediary between the network level and the link level of the WSN system, with
its primary role being the maintenance of neighbor tables and message queues. While
the WSNFS network service has a similar purpose, it goes beyond the functionality
of SP by not only maintaining neighbor information but also identifying the network
topology as a whole. WSNFS provides both the network level management as well
as link layer abstraction. WSNFS goes beyond SHRP by providing a framework
that allows data access/management to be controlled by the application, using any
criteria desired, i.e. not only battery, link quality or distance. WSNFS does this by
providing each sensor node with a complete picture of the network topology, which is
built from a node’s relative position in the network. Additionally, WSNFS provides
a generic abstraction to represent system criteria or sensor criteria in a generic way,
which can be directly utilized by the application level of the system, to make data
transfer decisions. These properties allow WSNFS to provide a more general solution
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to network management and routing within WSN systems.
While the network discovery and formation protocols of WSNFS were developed
independently, some similarities to the OLSR protocol exist, which we briefly dis-
cussed in Section 1.3.1. WSNFS may be considered a link-state routing protocol
belonging to the same family as OLSR. One of the more significant differences
between OLSR and WSNFS network architecture is the use of multi-point relays
(MPR) in OLSR. WSNFS was designed to provide a uniform network architecture,
and as such, all nodes within WSNFS have the same responsibilities. This avoids the
distributed election process needed in OLSR to select MPRs, as well as the issues
associated with the network trying to determine the optimum nodes to function as
MPRs. One of the primary benefits of having MPRs is for broadcast management.
OLSR can reduce repeated broadcasting by requiring all nodes wishing to broadcast
a message to notify its nearest MPR, which then executes the broadcast by notifying
other MPR nodes, which in turn notify their neighbors. WSNFS manages the
broadcasting issue by establishing a set of broadcast rules that mitigate problems
with message flooding without MPR nodes. Section 2.4 will revisit WSNFS routing
in further detail.
2.3.2 Data Storage and Access
We briefly touched on some DFS concepts related to WSNFS in Section 1.3.3. While
WSNFS may appear to be a typical DFS on the surface, it does not operate like a
traditional DFS. WSNFS is a DFS in the sense that it presents a file system tree that
contains both local and remote (distributed) data. However, while WSNFS presents
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remote data as though it is available locally (e.g., linked into the local file system),
the WSN application is fully aware of the fact that certain data sets are remote based
on where the data resides in the file system (data views). As WSNFS is targeted
specifically to the use cases of WSNs, DFS operations are limited to those necessary
for in-network collaborative processing, i.e. primarily read access. Additionally,
WSNFS data files utilize a fixed format, optimized for time-series sensor data, which
greatly simplifies access semantics for time-interval access, record-interval access,
and multi-resolution access of sensor data. Local WSNFS data file access is limited
to append-only writes (single writer) and stateless reads (many readers). In this
context, stateless read operations are defined as read operations that do not depend
on any previous read operation (e.g., last file cursor position). Access to remote data
is generally limited to read-only in WSNFS to avoid write concurrency complexity
issues such as consistency maintenance, file locking, etc.
2.3.3 Data Context Assignment
As briefly visited in Section 1.3.1, the SPIN protocol utilizes metadata to make
routing decisions, controlling how information is transferred. WSNFS extends the
use of metadata as applied in SPIN to a virtual file system environment. In contrast
to SPIN, the file system approach provides a common interface for WSN applications
to work with while also providing other useful services to the WSN system. The
file system trees in WSNFS (data views) describe not only what data is available
on remote nodes, it also provides data context based on the data view in which
the data is found. In WSNFS, the metadata is presented as virtual file system
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trees. In general, only the metadata is synchronized throughout the network in
WSNFS by default. General sensor data may be shared and synchronized in the
network, but may be regarded as only an application-specific function of WSNFS.
As discussed in Section 1.3.2, the WSNFS approach to data context management is
unique. However, data context management in WSNFS is influenced by the work of
Picco et al. in their discussion of abstract data types (ADT) and distributed abstract
data types (DADT). ADTs define interfaces for data objects that enable individual
and collective (distributed) operations to be applied to them. This is accomplished
by creating new programming language constructs such as distributes, bind, on, local,
and within, etc. These programming constructs provide the basis for the language to
express relationships and operate on distributed sensor data explicitly. WSNFS seeks
to provide some of these benefits without redefining the language. As described in
Section 2.2.1, WSNFS provides context for distributed data by expressing metadata
with virtual file system trees. Data classification in WSNFS is represented by the
file system hierarchy, and as such, individual operations are accomplished by directly
accessing resources within the file tree. Collective operations are grouped based
on the file system hierarchy. The classifications imposed on data in WSNFS are
determined by the active set of data views, and are thus application specific.
2.3.4 Summary
WSNFS builds on a number of concepts to address the problem of sharing data
within WSNs. It provides a novel approach to providing network information to the
WSN application while also providing a mechanism for placing context on sensor data
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collected by the WSN system. Additionally, WSNFS provides a reduced complexity
(and reduced functionality) DFS to give WSN applications simple data discovery
and data access semantics.
2.4 Protocol Definitions
WSNFS system operation is governed by many distinct protocols. Each of these
protocols can be arranged into just a few distinct categories: network management,
data management, and data context assignment. Network management includes
network formation, topology detection, routing, and maintenance. Data management
encompasses the way sensor data is stored within WSNFS, such as the data file
formats. Data context assignment includes management of WSNFS data views.
2.4.1 Network Management
WSNFS provides a link-state protocol type network. It continuously maintains
network topology at each node to facilitate minimal-hop routing from any source
to any destination within the network. As discussed in Section 2.3.1, WSNFS avoids
use of “special” nodes to enable network uniformity. All nodes within a WSNFS
network have the same knowledge of the network topology to ensure redundancy
against failure and allow external data sinks to connect to the network at any
location. WSNFS network formation and management is defined by four states:
discovery, mapping, routing, and maintenance.
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Discovery
The discovery state is responsible for identifying 1-hop neighbors. This is accom-
plished by broadcasting a discovery message on a random interval. The random
interval is in place to reduce the likelihood of communication collisions between
neighboring nodes (also possibly in the discovery state). Any node that receives
a discovery message responds by generating a discovery response. Nodes in the
discovery state that receive a discovery response message add the corresponding
responder to a their local neighbor list. The WSNFS discovery protocol rules are
summarized as follows:
1. Discovery messages are broadcast at random intervals without retransmission.
2. Discovery response messages are sent in reply to all received discovery messages.
3. When a discovery message reply is received, the originating node is added to
the 1-hop neighbor list.
4. The discovery state is concluded when the neighbor list no longer changes.
Mapping
The mapping state allows each node in the network to identify the network topology.
Each node broadcasts a mapping message that includes the originating 1-hop neigh-
bor list. Additionally, as each mapping message is forwarded through the network,
each relay node appends its identification data to form a route list for each mapping
message. Upon receiving a mapping message, each node builds an adjacency table,
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which is used for determining the shortest path between any two known nodes in the
network. The WSNFS mapping protocol rules are summarized as follows:
1. Mapping messages includes a unique (to generating node) packet identifier,
origin of packet, associated 1-hop neighbor list, and network path traversed.
2. Mapping messages are broadcast at random intervals with retransmission lim-
ited to desired network maximum hop size.
3. Mapping messages are not forwarded if a message with the same ID and origin
have been previously received. (This rule applies to broadcasts in general.)
4. Mapping messages are not forwarded if the retransmission limit is exceeded.
5. The mapping message path field is appended with the receiving node identifier
before being relayed.
6. The mapping state is concluded when the adjacency table no longer changes.
Figure 2.3 shows an example of mapping message propagation through a representa-
tive 3Ö3 network, in which Node 9 broadcasts a mapping message to the network. For
this example, the mapping message is represented by a rectangular box showing the
message’s internal state, and the top-right corner of the box indicates the message’s
current location in the network. The color of the location box indicates whether the
message should be rebroadcast: green indicating retransmission and red indicating
no rebroadcast.
As seen in Figure 2.3, Node 9 broadcasts its 1-hop neighbor table, which in this
case includes nodes 6 and 8. In the initial state, at the top of the figure, we see
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Figure 2.3: Mapping Message Propagation (WSNFS Broadcasts)
that the source node is set to 9, the packet should be retransmitted three times, the
neighbor table includes nodes 6 and 8, and the message packet path only includes
node 9. Next, we see that nodes 6 and 8 receive Node 9’s broadcast and in turn
rebroadcast the message. When the broadcasts from nodes 6 and 8 are received by
their 1-hop neighbors, we see that Node 5 will receive the message from both 6 and
8. Based on the mapping rules, Node 5 will opt to retransmit the mapping message
that it received first. In this example, we assume Node 5 received the message from
Node 6 first, and thus Node 5 will not retransmit the message received from Node 8.
Additionally, we see that when Node 5 receives the mapping packet, the retransmit
field has been decremented by one, and the path field now includes Node 9 and Node
8 or Node 6, depending on which node the packet originates. This process continues,
with repeated messages being silenced at each stage, and the message surviving being
the one that was first received. Finally, at the bottom left of Figure 2.3, we see that
Node 1 receives Node 9’s message from Node 2, with Node 9’s 1-hop neighbors and
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the path through the network that the mapping packet traversed.
Routing
Routing is accomplished by applying Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm [35] on first
request. In WSNFS, routes from one node to another are not calculated until
there is a request to send a packet to the particular destination. The results of
the path finding algorithm are stored for future use. This approach spreads the
overall overhead of building the routing table by avoiding the calculation until it is
actually needed the first time. Subsequent routing requests will be fast since the
route has been already calculated. Broadcast messages do not utilize the routing
table. Instead, they rely on the message propagation method described in Section
2.4.1. The routing process is summarized in the following sequence:
1. The source and destination node identifiers are passed to the mapper.
2. If the route between source and destination has been calculated, the next hop
is returned from the previously calculated route.
3. If the route between source and destination has not been calculated, the short-
est path algorithm is applied to the adjacency table, and the next hop on the
calculated route is returned.
Maintenance
Maintenance occurs when nodes join or leave an established network. Periodic
“heartbeat” messages are sent to 1-hop neighbor nodes to indicate reachability.
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Failure to receive a number of heartbeat messages over an expected interval results in
a timeout and the neighbor table being updated. Additionally, each node may enter
the mapping state periodically to signal the network when the local topology has
changed. Any node receiving mapping information that is different from its current
view purges routing information associated with the differences and updates. Of
course, new nodes joining an existing network will simply be added when mapping
packets are received, as when the network as a whole is being formed. Mapping
packets, as with all other packets in WSNFS, include a monotonically increasing
packet identifier that aids in determining the chronology of information (i.e., Lamport
time stamps [34]). As an example, if a node leaves the network and reappears in a
different physical area of the existing network, the node will produce mapping packets
that override the previous topology information associated with it. The primary
controlling element for data synchronization is the packet identifier chronology. Thus,
each node that receives newer topology information will purge older entries and
update.
2.4.2 Data Management and Consistency
The data generated by sensors requires some management to enable mechanisms
such as multi-resolution access, data replication, and data aging. Essentially, this
requires that sensor data is stored in such a way as to allow quick access by sample
offset, time stamp, sensor identifier, or a combination thereof. For this work, only
multi-resolution data access will be specifically addressed. As mentioned earlier,
data replication and data aging are viewed as plug-ins and can be supported by
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WSNFS through specific action on the part of the WSN application. As discussed
in Section 2.3.2, establishing multi-resolution access for sensor data storage requires
a rethinking of the storage mechanism. WSNFS accomplishes these features by both
restricting the type of file accesses that are allowed and by utilizing a storage format
to specifically support time-series data that is collected at a fixed sampling rate.
The symbolic distributed file system presented by WSNFS enables all nodes in
the network access to shared file objects. As such, it is necessary to define the
data consistency model used to maintain valid data for all nodes in the network.
Furthermore, as WSNFS must operate on a wireless network supported by embedded
hardware, the chosen consistency model must consider the issues associated with
potentially unreliable communications and the limitations of embedded systems
hardware. Giving these constants, the basic file consistency model approach in
WSNFS is to generally restrict remote file operations to read only and local file
operations to append only by default. Any given file resource may have a single
writer process (resource owner), but any number of reader processes (e.g., remote
nodes). The metadata associated with each remote file resource provides the latest
information (since last synchronization cycle) concerning the amount of available
data in the file. Thus, nodes accessing remote data will always be operating on the
basis of what properties were assigned by the node sharing the resource (which is in a
position to know the current state of the file resource). Prohibition of random access
modification greatly simplifies maintenance of chronology and consistency within
files for WSNFS. With this model, nodes may safely cache remote data and simply
refresh any cached files or metadata during future synchronization cycles based upon
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Lamport time stamps. Additionally, when a time-series data file is created, the
sampling rate of the data to be stored must be specified. Fixed time intervals between
samples allows quick lookups when collecting sub-sampled data, selecting data based
on a time-range, or selecting by sample index without the need of hashing or external
indexing. In the proof-of-concept implementation of the time-series data format, this
is achieved by splitting the logical data file into two physically distinct parts, i.e. a
data description and one or more data records.
2.4.3 Data Context Assignment
In addition to providing general management for sensor data, WSNFS also provides
context for the data as it is collected. This mechanism is achieved through the
view manager. The view manager allows each node to assign arbitrary labels and
organization to both local and remote sensor data (views) within a common interface.
Each node may publish its available data via the view manager. Views are created
by generating a view name, defining categories, and assigning members to their
corresponding categories. This process requires that each node publish its category
membership. Published view category states must be propagated through the net-
work when state changes occur if the view is to remain accurate. Thus, views must
be managed carefully to ensure that network overhead does not become too great.
One special case of this process is network-related view generation. In WSNFS, the
network information is discovered, as a matter of course, during network formation.
As such, views based on network information may be formed without direct action
on the part of each node in the network. Network information may be the most
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important view to maintain as it can have the greatest effect on how an application
manages power and processing time. Overall, data context assignment through views
enables applications built on WSNFS to more efficiently identify and utilize available
data.
2.5 Packet Definitions
In this section, we will define a minimal set of packet types required for WSNFS.
All WSNFS packets utilize a header that maintains all data fields necessary for
node-to-node transmissions. Additionally, most packet types in WSNFS are derived
from a single packet class, the routed packet type, which includes data fields enabling
multi-hop communication.
2.5.1 WSNFS Packet Header
The WSNFS packet header provides a common header that all other WSNFS packet
types must prepend. The WSNFS header provides the low-level network stack with
all information required to transmit and receive. The header fields include: packet
sequence number, immediate source node, immediate destination node, acknowledge
required, retransmit allowed, hop count, enclosed payload type, payload size, and
finally, the payload.
The sequence number provides a means of determining the sequence with which
packets were transmitted from a particular node. This sequence value is a simple
Lamport time stamp that enables the system to maintain the ordering of events
relative to individual nodes. Each node must increment the sequence number each
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time it transmits a new packet. This ensures that there is a way for a receiver
to order packets even if they arrive out of sequence. The sequence number is also
utilized for processing broadcast messages. In multi-hop broadcasts, it is likely an
individual packet may be received from multiple nodes due to multi-path. The
sequence number allows a node receiving a broadcast packet to filter the messages
and avoid repeatedly broadcasting the same packet to other nodes in the network.
The packet sequence number is compared using modulo arithmetic to seamlessly
manage roll over of the data type storing it. The source and destination fields
provide storage of the immediate source and destination node addresses. The source
address is the current source node and destination address is next node destination
within its (likely) multi-hop path. The acknowledge field is a binary flag to indicate
when a given packet requires acknowledgement. The network stack uses this flag
to determine if a packet should be acknowledged upon reception. The retransmit
field simply provides a way to determine whether a packet should be retransmitted.
This value is initialized to the maximum retransmits allowed for a given packet. The
retransmit field is primarily used to determine when a broadcast message should be
terminated. Similarly, the hop count field provides a record of how many hops a given
packet has traversed. The hop count value is typically used for identifying network
architecture during formation. Each node must decrement the retransmit field and
increment the hop count field when it relays the packet to another node. The payload
type field is used internally to determine the appropriate handlers to correctly parse
the enclosed payload. Each packet type that utilizes WSNFS is assigned a unique
identification code to facilitate processing. Finally, the payload size and payload
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Sequence Number Source Destination Acknowledge Retransmit Hop Count Type Payload Size Payload
Figure 2.4: WSNFS Packet Header Format
Packet Header Origin Target Payload
Figure 2.5: WSNFS Routed Packet Format
fields store the size of the data and the data to be transmitted, respectively. The
payload must be one of a set of valid WSNFS packet types, which will be discussed
in the following sections. Figure 2.4 shows the layout of the WSNFS packet header
format.
2.5.2 Routed Packet
The routed packet provides the basic packet structure for all multi-hop packets, and
as such, all multi-hop packets must include the routed packet fields. The packet
header is simply the general WSNFS packet header discussed in Section 2.5.1. The
routed packet format adds an origin address, target address, and the payload. The
origin address indicates to receiving nodes where the packet actually originated,
while the target address allows each node that handles the packet to identify the
final destination of the packet. These addresses stand in contrast to the source and
destination addresses present in the WSNFS packet header that only indicate the
immediate source and the immediate destination of the packet (which are only valid
for one hop). Finally, the payload may have any other packet format that allows
for many types of routed packets to be present on the WSNFS network. Figure 2.5
shows the structure of routed packet class packets.
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WSNFS Packet
Packet Type Sequence Number Source Destination Acknowledge Retransmits Hop Count Payload Size
Discovery n address broadcast address 1 0 0 0
Figure 2.6: WSNFS Discovery Packet Format
WSNFS Packet
Packet Type Sequence Number Source Destination Acknowledge Retransmits Hop Count Payload Size
Heartbeat n address broadcast address 0 0 0 0
Figure 2.7: WSNFS Heartbeat Packet Format
2.5.3 Discovery Packet
The discovery packet is a specific-valued WSNFS packet because it has no payload.
It simply has the discovery packet type, a destination address set to the system
broadcast address, and the maximum retransmits set to zero. As this type of packet
is broadcast by each node to determine 1-hop neighbors, the retransmit maximum is
set to zero to ensure that it is not retransmitted to other nodes. The acknowledge
field is set to one, indicating that a response is needed from any node that receives
it. Figure 2.6 shows the format of the discovery packet.
2.5.4 Heartbeat Packet
The heartbeat packet is broadcast periodically by nodes to indicate that they are
still active and network routing is still valid. Similar to the discovery packet, the
heartbeat packet has no additional fields beyond the standard WSNFS packet header.
It differs from the discovery packet in that it does not require an acknowledgement
from any receiver. Similar to a discovery packet, it is only broadcast to 1-hop
neighbors. Figure 2.7 shows the heartbeat packet format.
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Routed Packet Header Neighbor Count Neighbor List Route Node Count Route Node List
n Node Address[0] ... Node Address[n-1] m Route Node[0] ... Route Node[m-1]
Figure 2.8: WSNFS Map Packet Format
2.5.5 Map Packet
The map packet is an extension of the routed packet. In addition to the normal
routed packet header, it has fields for storing network topology. As discussed in
Section 2.4.1, the map packet is used during network formation and maintenance.
Each node broadcasts their present neighbor list with a map packet. As the map
packet traverses the network, each node appends itself to the routed node list. Thus,
each time the map packet is received, it may be utilized to identify the current
topology of the network. The topology is extracted based on which nodes make
up the 1-hop neighbors of the node that sent the original map packet, and by the
path that the map packet took through the network to be finally received. The map
packet specific fields include neighbor count, neighbor list, route node count, and
route node list.
The neighbor count is the total number of 1-hop neighbors discovered by the
node creating the map packet. The neighbor list entries are the actual addresses
associated with each 1-hop neighbor of the node generating the map packet. The
route node count is the total number of nodes that the packet has traversed, and the
route node list is simply the list of nodes with which the packet has been relayed.
Figure 2.8 shows the map packet format.
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Routed Packet Header Request ID Operation Type Argument Count Operation Arguments
n Argument[0] ... Argument[n]
Figure 2.9: WSNFS Remote Operation Packet Format
2.5.6 Remote Operation Packet
The remote operation packet extends the routed packet, providing a mechanism for
nodes to support remote procedure execution. The primary usage of the remote
operation packet is in remote file operations. All file operations (read(), write(),
creat(), etc.) on remote objects will eventually be translated to a remote operation
packet that is sent by the cache manager to the node associated with the resource
being accessed. The packet contains a locally unique request identifier generated by
the requesting node, similar to the packet identifiers. The request identifier provides
a way for the inherently asynchronous responses to be collected and directed to
the appropriate module within the system. The operation type may be one of a
predefined set of valid operations that determines what action is to occur at the
remote node. The argument count field is the number of command arguments being
sent to the remote node. The operation arguments field is a variable list of arguments
to be associated with the requested operation. Figure 2.9 shows the layout of the
remote operation packet.
2.5.7 Remote Data Packet
The remote data packet extends the routed packet, providing a packet format for
transferring raw data between nodes. This packet type is primarily used within
the cache manager to make remote data available to applications. Remote data
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Routed Packet Header Request ID Block Number Total Blocks Data Block
Figure 2.10: WSNFS Remote Data Packet Format
packet fields include the request identifier, data block number, data block total, and
the data block being transferred. The request identifier is used to help manage
and organize multiple asynchronous data packets. The protocol supports a variable
number of data blocks to be requested on a given data transaction. All data blocks
for a given transaction have the same sequence identifier. The data requesting node
must generate a self-unique number for the request identifier to ensure that it may
properly assemble each of the data responses to form the completed data transaction.
The request identifier is stored on the requesting node when sending a request to the
remote node. The block number field indicates the current data block index, which
is used to maintain correct data sequencing even with asynchronous and potentially
out-of-order reception of data blocks. The total blocks field, as the name implies,
represents the total number of blocks associated with the request identifier. The
data transaction is complete upon reception of all (total blocks) data packets with
the corresponding request ID. Figure 2.10 shows the overall layout of the remote
data packet format.
2.5.8 Remote File System Tree Packet
The remote file system tree packet provides a mechanism for transferring remote
file system metadata. This packet type extends the standard routed packet format.
Remote file system tree packets are generated and broadcast when a node wishes
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Routed Packet Header Object Count Remote Object List
n Remote Object Item[0] Remote Object Item[n-1]
Sequence ID Parent Index Object Type Object Name ... Sequence ID Parent Index Object Type Object Name
Figure 2.11: Remote File System Tree Packet Format
to share data with the rest of the WSNFS network. The additional fields within
the packet provide a self-referencing hierarchical list of file system objects that
enables receiving nodes to reconstruct the directory and file system structure that
was exported by the node that originally broadcast the packet. The fields include
a remote object count and remote object list. Each remote object has several fields
including a sequence identifier, internal parent index, remote object type, and a
remote object name. The sequence identifier is a monotonically increasing value
that provides the receiving node with a way to determine whether the particular
object should be updated within the local WSNFS views when the object is already
linked. The node generating the remote file system tree packet must increment
the corresponding sequence IDs when it intends on updating an object set. This
signals all receiving nodes to update any previously linked objects if the sequence
identifier is larger than the existing sequence identifier. The parent index is utilized
to reconstruct the hierarchical relationship between objects within the remote object
list. The object type field identifies whether the object is a directory, data, device,
or other type. Finally, the object name field defines the exported name of an object.
Figure 2.11 shows the format of the remote file system tree packet.
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2.6 WSNFS API
Having defined the general protocols involved in WSNFS, this section provides a
rough overview of the API presented by each WSNFS module for the WSN applica-
tion layer. The pseudo-code prototypes provided in the following reflect the expected
API for an embedded system, which would be implemented in the C programming
language.
2.6.1 Network Manager
The network manager API provides functions for initialization, data transmission,
network state access, and network basic topology. Listing 2.1 provides some example
pseudo-code prototypes.
Listing 2.1: Network Manager API
1 boolean network_init(net_id_t nid, network_cfg_t *conf, network_callback_t *ncb);
2 void network_transmit(routed_packet_t *packet);
3 void network_set_state(network_state_t state);
4 network_state_t network_get_state(void);
5 void network_get_known_nodes(node_t *nodes, int count);
6 void network_get_nid(void);
7 void network_task(void);
2.6.2 Storage Manager
The storage manager API provides functions for initialization, linking and unlink-
ing files, creating symbolic links, and accessing directory trees. Listing 2.2 shows
pseudo-code prototypes for the storage manager module.
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Listing 2.2: Storage Manager API
1 void storage_init(storage_cfg_t *conf);
2 boolean storage_link_exists(char *path);
3 fsnode_t *storage_get_fsnode(char *path);
4 boolean storage_get_path(fsnode_t *node, char *path_out, int path_len);
5 fsnode_t *storage_link(char *path, file_t data);
6 fsnode_t *storage_slink(char *path, char *name, file_t data);
7 boolean storage_mkdir(char *path);
8 boolean storage_unlink_fsnode(fsnode_t *node);
9 boolean storage_unlink(char *path);
10 boolean storage_isdir(char *path);
2.6.3 View Manager
The view manager API provides functions for module initialization, adding, remov-
ing, and accessing views. It also provides tools for managing remote view data import
and export. Listing 2.3 shows example pseudo-code prototypes for the view manager
module.
Listing 2.3: View Manager API
1 void views_init(storage_t *store, network_t *net);
2 void views_add(view_t *view);
3 void views_rm(view_t *view);
4 void views_clear(void);
5 boolean views_get_by_name(char *view_name);
6 size_t views_get_count(void);
7 boolean views_get_views(view_t **views, size_t count);
8 boolean views_remote_tree_packet(net_id_t * source, net_id_t *dest, int retrans, char *path,
fs_remote_tree_packet_t *p_out);
9 boolean views_link_remote(fs_remote_tree_packet_t *p_in);
2.6.4 Cache Manager
The cache manager API provides functions for module initialization and access to
remote resources. The API also provides functions for managing remote data requests
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and responses. Listing 2.4 shows example pseudo-code prototypes for the cache
manager.
Listing 2.4: Cache Manager API
1 void cache_init(storage_t *store, network_t *net);
2 boolean cache_read(net_id_t *nid, char *rem_path, long offset, size_t count, data_t *data_out);
3 boolean cache_write(net_id_t *nid, char *rem_path, fsdata_t *data, size_t count)
4 void cache_read_async(net_id_t *nid, char *rem_path, data_t *data, int offset, size_t count,
cache_event_callback_t *ecb);
5 void cache_write_async(net_id_t *nid, char *rem_path, data_t *data, size_t count,
cache_event_callback_t *ecb);
6 boolean cache_exists(net_id_t *nid, char *path);
7 boolean cache_rm(net_id_t *nid, char *path);
8 boolean cache_creat(net_id_t *nid, char *path);
9 boolean cache_exists_async(net_id_t *nid, char *path, cache_event_callback_t *ecb);
10 boolean cache_rm_async(net_id_t *nid, char *path, cache_event_callback_t *ecb);
11 boolean cache_creat_async(net_id_t *nid, char *path, cache_event_callback_t *ecb);
12 void cache_process_remote_op(fs_remote_op_packet_t *p);
13 void cache_process_remote_data(fs_remote_data_packet_t *p);
14 void cache_task(void);
2.6.5 WSNFS I/O
The primary interactions with WSNFS are through file I/O methods. As such, the
API for working with data in WSNFS is through typical file system methods as
shown in Listing 2.5.
Listing 2.5: WSNFS File I/O API
1 boolean creat(file_t file);
2 boolean open(file_t file, mode_t mode);
3 size_t read(file_t file, int offset, int count, data_t *data_out);
4 size_t write(file_t file, data_t *data, size_t count);
5 boolean ioctl(file_t file, ioctl_t params);
6 void close(file_t file);
Aside from direct file I/O, WSNFS must provide a generic container for holding
various file objects such as data files, directories, sensor devices, etc. The container
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used for this purpose in WSNFS is the file system node. Listing 2.6 outlines the
expected API for working with file system node objects in WSNFS.
Listing 2.6: WSNFS FSNode API
1 void fsnode_get_name();
2 boolean fsnode_from_path(char *path, fsnode_t *node_out)
3 fsnode_t *fsnode_get_parent(fsnode_t *child);
4 boolean fsnode_get_children(fsnode_t *node, llist_t *list);
5 file_t *fsnode_get_file_object(fsnode_t *node);
6 boolean fsnode_isdir(fsnode_t *node);
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CHAPTER 3
WSNFS IMPLEMENTATION
3.1 Overview
As proof of concept, the major aspects of WSNFS were implemented using Java
within a Beowulf cluster environment. This approach was taken in an effort to reduce
development time and allow validation of the WSNFS concepts without implemen-
tation on embedded hardware. Classically, development time for embedded systems
applications tend to be significantly greater than traditional computer systems. This
is primarily due to the limited interaction available with embedded hardware. Aside
from the development time associated with embedded systems, it seemed clear that
there was little to be gained by restricting the WSNFS testing platform to embedded
systems. By initially removing the hardware limitations, it was possible to test
solutions that would not immediately be possible on embedded hardware but could
then be scaled back as needed once a technique was proven effective. Additionally,
implementation of WSNFS on embedded hardware offers no particular contribution
to this area of research, other than as a more difficult means of validation. Given
these constraints, it was determined that the WSN environment could be adequately
emulated by creating a wireless simulation layer that would operate within a LAN
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environment. The simulation layer would limit communications between WSNFS
sensor nodes using rules similar to those found in traditional WSN systems, and
as such, provide a platform capable of validating protocols without the unnecessary
constraints imposed by development on embedded hardware. As the purpose of
WSNFS is to aid collaborative processing on typical WSN systems, implementation
considerations for these platforms are addressed in detail in Chapter 6.
As mentioned above, each WSNFS node is an independent Java application. Each
node communicates with all other WSNFS nodes on the same network utilizing UDP
multi-cast sockets. UDP multicast communications is made to model WSN commu-
nication channels (such as ZigBee®) by setting multicast group membership such
that packets may not be received if they originate from a WSNFS node that is not
within a specified communications radius (according to the simulation configuration).
The communication radius in the simulated wireless environment is defined as the
radial distance inside of which the WSNFS node can receive a message from another
node. Figure 3.1 shows a graphical representation of the transceiver radius.
Additionally, as seen in Figure 3.1, the simulated network environment is also
determined by a virtual WSNFS node spacing. The simulation framework was
designed to support any network geometry. However, uniform rectangular grids were
the primary geometry used to verify WSNFS protocols. This WSNFS implementa-
tion models the architecture of an embedded system implementation by utilizing
inter-module interrupt signaling and multi-threaded design to emulate hardware
parallelism. Figure 3.2 shows the overall implementation architecture.
From Figure 3.2, we see that the WSNFS system is built with a highly layered
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Figure 3.2: WSNFS Implementation Architecture
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architecture. At the lowest level, the implementation directly utilizes the hosting
computer’s devices, file system, and UDP ports. A common UDP port and a
multicast group are chosen for all WSNFS nodes at runtime. The packet filter
module acts as a kind of firewall that prevents messages that do not meet reception
criteria from being passed on to the receiver of a WSNFS node. The packet filter
system is a priority filter chain that can be configured to filter messages based on
address, node distance, and simulated pseudo-random packet loss. The host file
system is utilized for storing sensor data, and the host devices can be used to provide
emulated sensors (e.g., the CPU temperature). The transceiver module provides the
analog of a wireless transceiver. In general, the system was designed to keep wireless
simulation layer specific logic independent of the WSNFS functions. This provides a
more straight forward path to port this implementation to typical WSN hardware.
3.2 Simulation Manager
The simulation manager module is responsible for providing all variable simulation
parameters to the various components of the WSNFS implementation. The system
behavior is controlled by a wide range of simulation parameters. Thus, a simple
method of passing variables to the simulation at runtime was needed. Table 3.1
shows the current set of parameters accepted by the simulation framework.
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Table 3.1: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Description Type Units Example
id
Node identification
number (NID) Integer - 30
port
UDP port used for
sending and receiving
WSNFS packets Integer - 7000
multicast-group
Multicast group for
transmission and
reception of UDP
packets String address 224.5.6.7
x-grid-size
Number of nodes along
the x-direction of a
rectangular WSNFS
node grid Integer count 4
y-grid-size
Number of nodes along
the y-direction of a
rectangular WSNFS
node grid Integer count 8
grid-space
Spatial distance
between WSNFS nodes
on the simulation grid Float meters 10.5
txr-radius
Spatial radius within
which a transceiver can
communicate with a
neighboring node Float meters 12.5
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Table 3.1: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Description Type Units Example
log-level
Controls the number of
messages output from
the simulation Integer level 4
message-interval
Application message
interval for direct
messages etc. . . Integer milliseconds 1000
discovery-time
Duration to remain in
the discovery network
state Integer milliseconds 10000
discovery-interval-
min
Minimum time between
discovery message
generation during
discovery network state Integer milliseconds 1000
discovery-interval-
max
Maximum time
between discovery
message generation
during discovery
network state Integer milliseconds 2000
mapping-time
Duration of time to
remain in the mapping
network state Integer milliseconds 20000
mapping-interval-
min
Minimum time between
mapping message
generation during
mapping network state Integer milliseconds 7000
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Table 3.1: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Description Type Units Example
mapping-interval-
max
Maximum time
between mapping
message generation
during mapping
network state Integer milliseconds 10000
broadcast-
retransmits
Maximum number of
times a broadcast
message may be relayed
in the network Integer count 10
running-time Duration of operation Integer seconds 600
packet-loss
Random loss filter
probability of loss Float probability 0.05
cpu-speed
Percentage of CPU
time to allow for a
given WSNFS node Float percent 75.8
wsnfs-packet-size
Maximum total size of
WSNFS packets Integer bytes 1024
broadcast-address
Network ID to indicate
a broadcast Integer - 0
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Aside from the general operating parameters, the WSNFS wireless simulation
layer must be provided with the network geometry information. Depending on
the size of the network, the network geometry description requires many values to
determine network neighbors for each node based on the specified spatial distances
between the nodes and the transceiver range parameters. An XML format settings
file was defined to provide a single parameter input source for the entire system. Node
specific parameters such as NID, broadcast group, and UDP port may be passed to
each WSNFS node though command line arguments. Generation of settings files is
aided by a Python program (called netgen) that generates XML settings files with
the specified network geometry and general operation parameters.
3.3 Storage Manager
In WSNFS, the storage manager is responsible for abstracting file system objects
including local and remote data, configuration objects, and sensor devices. This
is accomplished by providing an in-memory linked file system tree that maintains
pointers to the underlying objects. Figure 3.3 shows an example diagram of the
storage manager linking remote data and local data onto the same virtual file tree.
As seen in Figure 3.3, the storage manager provides a common file system for distinct
data types. In this WSNFS implementation, local data files map to standard files
in the host file system. While all file objects within the storage manager share a
common interface, the underlying data type dictates how data is actually sent or
retrieved from the objects in the tree. Additionally, the name within the storage
manager does not depend on the actual resource being name referenced. As such,
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Figure 3.3: Storage Manager Virtual File System Tree
all of the file objects in the storage manager are symbolic.
3.3.1 Local Data
Local data is directly linked within the storage manager file tree to a local path
that may be accessed with normal file I/O operations. The actual name of the local
data source, as presented by the storage manager, can be any ASCII string. Flexible
naming is a result of the linking mechanism, which is simply the generation of a soft
link of the file object to the storage manager tree node. Local data is linked in much
the same way as other file objects in the system to ensure a common application
interface, regardless of the actual type of file object.
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3.3.2 Remote Data
With remote objects, the storage manager data structure points to an object stub,
which forwards file I/O calls to the cache manager. Thus, remote data is completely
managed by the cache manager, but it appears within the storage manager exactly
like any other file object type. The mechanics employed by the cache manager are
discussed in detail in Section 3.5.
3.3.3 Devices
Devices are also represented as one or more files within WSNFS. As with POSIX-
based operating systems, devices in WSNFS may be accessed via file I/O operations.
For example, the value of a sensor may be determined by reading the device file
(potentially at a specific byte offset). Similarly, a general purpose I/O pin may be
controlled by writing a desired value to the device’s value file.
3.3.4 Virtual
Virtual files are similar to device files in that they provide a file interface to a non-
linear file object. Virtual files provide an interface to memory that may be accessed
with file I/O. In WSNFS, a typical use of virtual files is in system configuration and
status. Thus, writing a value to a specific offset within a configuration file results in
changing a system parameter within RAM. Similarly, reading from a status file at a
particular offset may return the status of a particular aspect of the system.
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3.4 Network Manager
The network manager provides the API for all network related operations. This
includes inter-node communications and the underlying network operations associ-
ated with WSNFS data sharing. The network manager controls network formation,
routing, and network maintenance. It utilizes several modules to carry out its
various functions, which include a transceiver, packet sequencer, and network mapper
module.
3.4.1 Transceiver
The transceiver provides an interface similar to a typical embedded radio transceiver
for wireless transmission and reception of data. However, in this simulated wireless
environment, the data is actually being transferred over Ethernet using multicast
UDP. At the lowest level, a single multicast socket is managed by two threads.
One thread manages data transmission, and another manages data reception. Both
transmit and receive threads manage thread-safe queues to enable asynchronous
access by upper-level threads. The transceiver works with packet objects of various
types via inheritance: one packet type for each unique communication function.
Thus, the transceiver truly only processes a single packet type (the base type) with
all transmitted packet objects extending the base packet type. Upon transmission of
a packet object, the transceiver serializes the Java object representing a packet into
a byte stream, which is then inserted into a standard UDP datagram. Similarly, on
reception of a UDP datagram, the transceiver extracts the object byte stream from
the datagram payload and reconstructs it as a Java packet object.
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As discussed briefly in Section 3.1, range limitations are imposed by multicast
group membership. Each node is assigned a unique multicast group. Additionally,
each node is made to join each of its neighbors’ unique multicast groups. Thus, when
the transceiver sends a UDP packet, it must do so using its unique multicast group.
In doing so, only neighbors of the node will receive the message. This greatly reduces
the UDP traffic on the network as compared to assigning a single multicast group
to all nodes in the network. This method also more closely simulates the true range
limitations imposed on low-power wireless communications.
In order to better emulate transceivers found in typical WSN systems, reception
of data causes interrupt signaling to upper levels of the system. This is handled
by an interrupt notifier module that notifies any registered event listeners of packet
reception events. The notification module executes as an independent thread to
prevent upper level event handlers from preventing reception of additional packets
while processing packet data. In this case, the reception event listener is the network
manager, which then notifies upper levels of the system.
3.4.2 Packet Sequencer
The packet sequencer prevents multiple receptions of an identical message due to
multipath propagation. In a multi-hop network, broadcast messages must be relayed
when received (if the packet has not reached its retransmit limit). As all the sensor
nodes operate within the same communication channel, and the likelihood that
two non-neighbor nodes may share a common node as a neighbor is strong, some
nodes may “hear” a message multiple times. In WSNFS, all packets generated by a
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particular node in the network have unique sequence numbers with respect to each
other. At the lowest level, when a packet is received by the transceiver, the sequence
number of the packet is compared with the sequence number of the last packet
received from the originating node of the packet. If the sequence number found in a
given packet is larger (in modulo arithmetic) than the stored number or there is no
stored sequence number for the originating node, the packet is passed to the receiver
queue, otherwise the packet is ignored. The storage of the latest sequence numbers
is accomplished with a hash table data structure for quick lookups. The size of the
table is determined by the number of nodes within the network that have directly
communicated or relayed messages through a node.
3.4.3 Network Mapper
The network mapper maintains data structures to keep track of the network topology
based on various inputs from the network manager. The inputs to the network
mapper are neighbor sets that are primarily acquired during the mapping phase of
network formation. During the mapping phase, each node broadcasts a message
that includes an node identifier (NID) for the node sending the message and a list of
1-hop neighbors that were determined earlier during the discovery phase of network
formation. A number of data structures are utilized during this process to maintain
network information. These data structures are continually updated as network
topology evolves. The primary data structures in use by the network mapper are
the: neighbor table, known-node table, distance table, path table, and route table.
The neighbor table maintains a list of all 1-hop neighbors to a given node. This
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table is updated when the network manager receives a discovery message from an
unknown node. In general, the table is used for determining what route options
are available. In this WSNFS implementation, the neighbor table is a hash set that
simply stores the network identifiers of all 1-hop neighbors.
The known-node table maintains a running list of all nodes that have been
identified as active in the network. This table is updated when the network manager
receives discovery messages or when a node relays a packet on its way to another
node in the network. In the later case, the table may be updated from the destination
or the origin of the packet.
The distance table (or adjacency table) maintains the minimum number of hops
required to reach any other node in the network. The distances to each node are
determined during the shortest path calculation initiated during the first routing
request to a corresponding node. The distance table is simply an array in which the
index corresponds to a destination in the network. The value at a given index repre-
sents the number of network hops necessary to reach the node at the corresponding
index.
The route and path tables are closely related. The route table maintains the
results of the path finding algorithm from one node to another, which is organized
in a manner that is efficient for the path finding algorithm (Dijkstra’s shortest path
algorithm in this case). The path table maintains a translated version of the route
table, which is organized so as to be efficiently used for network routing.
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3.5 Cache Manager
As briefly discussed in Section 3.3.2, the cache manager is responsible for maintaining
access to remote data. This includes access to time-series data, devices (e.g., sensors),
and virtual files (e.g., status or configuration). Essentially, the cache manager is
responsible for copying data from remote sources and linking the local copy within
the storage manager so that it appears to be local data. Technically, the linked copy
in the storage manager is simply a special object (that from the application point of
view is a regular file) that initiates cache manager activity when file operations are
applied to it.
Depending on the cache policy, the cache manager requests remote data when
access is attempted on the file stub within the storage manager. This request may be
for a complete file or for a subset of the file data, with the overall behavior determined
by the cache policy. As an example, an application may request a sub-sampled
remote data set to enable preliminary calculations. If the cache policy is lazy, the
cache manager will retrieve only the data at the resolution requested. However, if
the cache policy is zealous, the cache manager will retrieve the entire file despite
the fact that the initiating request was at a lower resolution. Additionally, remote
data access can be done either synchronously or asynchronously, depending on which
method is requested.
The cache manager also provides some error handling associated with remote
data access. If a node in the network becomes unavailable, it is likely the cache
manager will be the first to detect the error as it is the entity responsible for actually
retrieving the remote data. Detected errors are relayed to the file accessor in the
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form of a return code for the pending operation.
3.6 Views Manager
The views manager is responsible for maintaining WSNFS data views within the
file system presented to the application layer. The file system presented may be
composed and updated based on network characteristics, data exported by nodes
within the network, and any other views that are defined. The default view that
is presented to the application layer is a combination of the local file system and
the various virtual views defined in the system. The views manager works with
the storage manager and the network manager to maintain network dependent in-
formation within the storage manager. In the case of network topology, any node
may periodically broadcast its shared file tree when it changes. The placement of the
exported file tree within the storage manager is determined by the type of view being
represented. In the case of the network hops view, the placement of the exported file
tree is determined by the relative network distance to the node that sends the file
tree. Thus, the views manager is responsible for processing file system packets and
translating them to actions within the storage manager.
Views are defined by a common interface that provides methods for determining
how nodes should be related within the view. Essentially, each view type specifies
a set of categories and establishes membership criteria of each category, which is
applied to each node in the network. The work of categorization is done within the
implementation of each view class type. As an example, in the network hops view,
the categories are the number of hops (e.g., 0, 1, 2, 3, up to n), relative to the node
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making the query.
3.7 Application
The application layer dictates the global behavior of each sensor node. It may
leverage any of the facilities presented by WSNFS as well as implementing its own
functions. The application layer is what must be provided by the engineer to
implement the desired behavior for the WSN. Furthermore, the application layer
is where algorithms for collaborative processing must be defined. In the case of this
WSNFS implementation, the application layer defines the various network behaviors
used to test the system.
3.8 Summary
The architecture of this WSNFS implementation is very similar to that which would
be required to implement WSNFS on an embedded system. The primary differences
are found in the lowest network layers and in the conversion from a high-level object-
oriented implementation to a low-level C-object oriented design.
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CHAPTER 4
A DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM FOR WSNFS
While the proof-of-concept WSNFS implementation was designed to operate on any
set of computers connected on the same network, a Beowulf cluster environment
was found to be especially convenient for testing WSNFS. During the design and
testing of the WSNFS implementation, it became clear that it would be important
to have an always-available Beowulf cluster for development of the system. This
led to the development of the RPiCluster, a 33-node Beowulf cluster built using low-
cost, ARM-based, Raspberry Pi single-board computers. Aside from the convenience
factor, this platform also offered the option to attach additional embedded hardware
to cluster nodes, such as LEDs or sensors (using the available GPIO, I2C, UART, or
SPI).
4.1 Cluster Nodes
The Raspberry Pi (RPi) utilizes a single-core ARM1176 (ARMv6 architecture) pro-
cessor clocked at 700MHz (though it may be over-clocked to 1GHz ). It has 10/100
Ethernet, 1080p HDMI video output, USB 2.0 host, and a general purpose header,
which provides GPIO, I2C, SPI, and UART interfaces. Figure 4.1 shows the overall
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Figure 4.1: Raspberry Pi Layout and Specifications
layout of the RPi single-board-computer (SBC).
The RPi utilizes an on-board SD card interface to host its operating system, and
it is designed to be powered by an externally regulated 5V power supply through a
microUSB connector. Several operating systems are available for the RPi including
Raspbian (Debian-based), Arch Linux ARM, Pidora (Fedora-based), and RISC OS.
Arch Linux ARM was utilized for this system.
4.2 System Architecture
Utilizing 33 RPi nodes, a fully functional Beowulf cluster was created by using a
48-port 10/100 switch and a router. This number of nodes (33) was chosen as it
enabled the permanent assignment of one node to operate as the cluster master (and
gateway) while leaving a power-of-2 slave nodes (25) available for general use. The
router was used to provide the domain name system (DNS) for the cluster, while also
providing a measure of security via an isolated subnet network address translation
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Figure 4.2: RPiCluster System Architecture
(NAT) for the cluster network. Additionally, the port-forwarding facilities of the
router were used to enable access to the cluster’s master node from the university
network over secure shell (SSH). Figure 4.2 shows a diagram of the overall system
architecture.
As is seen in Figure 4.2, each node was given a static IP address ranging from
192.168.1.10 (rpi00) to 192.168.1.42 (rpi32). The master node (rpi00) was also
responsible for hosting NFS shares for both /home and /usr/local. NFS provided
a convenient mechanism for distributing software to all of the nodes as well as
synchronizing the user files for all nodes in the cluster.
4.3 Cluster Node Software
As mentioned above, each node in the cluster was outfitted with Arch Linux ARM.
This Linux distribution was chosen due to its highly configurable and lightweight
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architecture. Arch Linux takes the minimalist approach. The default configuration
provides a bare-bones, minimal environment that boots to a command line interface
(CLI) with network support. Any additional software must be manually installed
if desired. The primary optional software packages installed included: base-devel
(GCC compiler and tools, etc.), NFS, Java, Python, Perl, MPICH, and OpenMPI.
This set of applications enabled software development and testing with multiple
programming languages, while also supporting the message passing interface (MPI)
parallel computing API for cluster computing.
4.4 Cluster Hardware Design
One aspect of the cluster design that required much thought was the rack mounting
system and power distribution method. In order to keep the cluster size to a minimum
while maintaining ease of access, the RPis were stacked in groups of eight using
PCB-to-PCB standoffs with enough room in between them for a reasonable amount
of air flow and component clearance. Additionally, a custom PCB was designed to
provide a means to distribute power to each node in the cluster. The stacked groups
in combination with the power PCB enabled power to be passed vertically along
each stack. Using this orientation, four RPi stacks of eight nodes were assembled
and mounted between two pieces of 0.25” acrylic. This created a solid structure in
which the cluster could be housed and maintain physical stability under the combined
weight of 32 Ethernet cables. Figure 4.3 shows a prototype stack of three RPis using
the PCB stand-off mounting system.
Two methods are available for powering an RPi. As discussed earlier, each RPi
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Figure 4.3: Prototype RPiCluster Stack
has a microUSB port that enables it to be powered from a conventional USB port.
Using this method would require a microUSB cable and a powered USB port for
every RPi in the cluster. Such a configuration would add more cabling to manage,
and it would also require routing cables on both sides of the cluster. The alternative
method is to utilize the general purpose header on the side of the RPi, which contains
a 5V pin that can be used to power the board externally. The latter method was
chosen as it would also allow for additional customization and control of each node.
The custom power PCB for each node, which was created to fit the header, provides
both power and a general purpose RGB LED. Figure 4.4 shows the PCB design
schematic and layout.
As seen in Figure 4.4a, aside from an RGB LED and some connectors, a poly
fuse (PF1) is also provided. This was included to maintain short-circuit protection
in the event of a board failure. The RPi has a poly fuse between the USB power
connector and the 5V rail. That fuse is bypassed when using the 5V pin available
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(a) Schematic
(b) Layout
Figure 4.4: Power/LED PCB Design
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on the general purpose header to power the board. JP1 provides a 5V interconnect
vertically between the RPis in each stack.
With the power being directly distributed via the Power/LED PCB, a 5V supply
was needed that could supply sufficient amperage to drive the whole cluster. Each
RPi draws approximately 400mA at 5V (2W ), thus a minimum of 13A at 5V (65W )
was needed. Rather than purchase a dedicated high output 5V power supply, a
standard PC power supply was used. PC power supplies are already designed for
high loads on their 5V rails, and they are relatively cheap when compared to general
purpose power supplies. The 430W Thermaltake (430W combined output for 5V,
12V, etc.) selected is rated to provide 30A at 5V (150W ) and costs $36. Two supplies
were utilized to keep the overall load very low on each and allow for over-clocking.
Finally, the completed cluster can be seen in Figure 4.5.
From Figure 4.5a, we see that the master node (rpi00) was mounted on the top
of the cluster structure. Heat sinks were added to both the system-on-chip (SoC)
and USB/Ethernet controller of each node to allow the system to be over-clocked
without causing a significant IC temperature increase. Aside from the heat sinks,
four 120mm PC fans were also added to provide cooling of the cluster stacks. The
combination of heat sinks and fans ensured the SoC temperatures did not exceed
35, even under 100% load. Figure 4.5b shows a close up of one node stack with
the RGB LEDs lit on the Power/LED PCB.
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(a) Front
(b) Close-up of Node Stack
Figure 4.5: RPiCluster
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4.5 Configuration
As mentioned earlier, the RPi processor supports over-clocking, which can signif-
icantly improve performance. Additionally, the 512MB of RAM available on the
RPi is shared by both graphics processing unit (GPU) and CPU. Conveniently, the
amount of RAM reserved for the GPU is adjustable. The CPU clock rate and RAM
allocation are both set through modification of parameters in a configuration file
read by the system boot loader. After some testing, the whole cluster was set to
operate in “Turbo Mode,” which over-clocks the ARM core to 1GHz and sets the
other system clocks (such as SDRAM) to 500MHz. The result was a proportional
increase in performance (≈30%) and power draw. Since the cluster does not require
a desktop environment, the GPU RAM reserve was reduced to the minimum amount.
In experimenting with the RAM partition, 48MB was determined to be the smallest
value allowed for the GPU (the RPi failed to boot with anything less).
4.6 Summary
Not only did the RPiCluster provide an always-available system for testing WSNFS,
but it also offered additional feedback not directly feasible on a traditional cluster in
the form of the general purpose RGB LEDs. As discussed in detail within Section
5.4, the RGB LED enabled direct visual reference for network formation and packet
path indication. Additionally, the WSNFS implementation could also be enhanced
by leveraging the low-level hardware interfaces available on the RPi platform, which
would not normally be available on a traditional cluster environment.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS
WSNFS was unit tested and validated at many levels of operation, utilizing the Java-
based implementation discussed in Chapter 3 and the hardware platform discussed in
Chapter 4. The primary method of validation was to identify the initial conditions
and expected results of a test, run the test with the specified initial conditions,
analyze the resulting output of the simulation following the test run, and compare
the results with the expected results. Each node in the WSNFS implementation was
designed to continually output its current internal state during operation by printing
messages to a terminal or to a text file that could be later analyzed. In addition to
the text output, much of the internal networking processes could be determined by
visually evaluating the status of the RGB LEDs as a test was in progress.
The characterized areas for the WSNFS implementation may be categorized
into several domains: emulation of wireless communications over a wired local area
network (LAN), network formation, network mapping, network routing, peripheral
device emulation, data storage, data view generation, data view sharing, and finally,
data sharing. In the following sections, each of these areas will be discussed at length,
identifying the methodology for validation, assumptions made, initial conditions,
expected results, and the experimental results. In an effort to make discussion of the
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results more manageable, protocol verification will be done while constraining the
network size to 9 nodes. This network size was chosen as it enables individual node
characteristics and behavior to be discussed in detail, at all stages, while being large
enough to require all aspects of WSNFS protocols to be exercised. Scalability and
performance in large networks will be addressed in detail within Chapter 6.
5.1 Simulation of Wireless Communication
As discussed briefly in Section 3.1 and Section 3.4.1, the WSNFS implementation
was developed to operate on top of a simulated wireless environment. The simulated
wireless environment translated communications to a standard LAN by utilizing
UDP mutlicast groups to emulate the asynchronous, non-guaranteed data delivery
characteristics present within WSNs. To reasonably resemble a WSN, the simulated
environment must place the wireless sensor nodes within a system that imposes a
limited range of communication, provides a simplex communications channel with
bandwidth limitations, and allows nodes to arbitrarily transmit on the channel
independently, with the possibility of inter-node communications interference for
neighboring nodes.
The communications layer framework of the system was verified through direct
experiment. Tests were done utilizing only the lowest network layer within the
WSNFS implementation, i.e. the transceiver module. The initial conditions of the
low-level communications test are enumerated in the following:
1. The network was configured to have 9 nodes with a transmission radius of 5.1
and a node-to-node grid distance of 5.
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2. Each node was assigned a neighborhood based on the defined transmission
radius.
3. Each node was configured with unique multicast groups assigned to each node
in the network, based on neighborhood membership.
4. Each node was programmed to both broadcast and unicast messages to a static
set of nodes 1-9 (since network formation is not present at this level) on a 1
second interval.
5. Packets sent by any given node were to include an identifier derived from its
identification number and the local generated packet sequence identifier (e.g.,
ID = 1000 ·NID + SID).
The corresponding settings input file for the above initial conditions is shown in
Listing 5.1, and Figure 5.1 shows a diagram of the corresponding experimental set
up.
Listing 5.1: Settings File for Low-Level Transceiver Behavior Experiment
1 <?xml version=’1.0’ encoding=’UTF-8’?>
2 <wsnfs-settings>
3 <x-grid-size value="3"/>
4 <y-grid-size value="3"/>
5 <grid-space value="5.0"/>
6 <txr-radius value="5.1"/>
7 <retransmits value="5"/>
8 <neighborhood count="9">
9 <node id="1" multicast-group="224.5.6.1">
10 <neighbor id="2"/>
11 <neighbor id="4"/>
12 </node>
13 <node id="2" multicast-group="224.5.6.2">
14 <neighbor id="1"/>
15 <neighbor id="3"/>
16 <neighbor id="5"/>
17 </node>
18 <node id="3" multicast-group="224.5.6.3">
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19 <neighbor id="2"/>
20 <neighbor id="6"/>
21 </node>
22 <node id="4" multicast-group="224.5.6.4">
23 <neighbor id="1"/>
24 <neighbor id="5"/>
25 <neighbor id="7"/>
26 </node>
27 <node id="5" multicast-group="224.5.6.5">
28 <neighbor id="2"/>
29 <neighbor id="4"/>
30 <neighbor id="6"/>
31 <neighbor id="8"/>
32 </node>
33 <node id="6" multicast-group="224.5.6.6">
34 <neighbor id="3"/>
35 <neighbor id="5"/>
36 <neighbor id="9"/>
37 </node>
38 <node id="7" multicast-group="224.5.6.7">
39 <neighbor id="4"/>
40 <neighbor id="8"/>
41 </node>
42 <node id="8" multicast-group="224.5.6.8">
43 <neighbor id="5"/>
44 <neighbor id="7"/>
45 <neighbor id="9"/>
46 </node>
47 <node id="9" multicast-group="224.5.6.9">
48 <neighbor id="6"/>
49 <neighbor id="8"/>
50 </node>
51 </neighborhood>
52 </wsnfs-settings>
As seen in Figure 5.1, the dotted circles surrounding each node represent the
transceiver communication radius corresponding to each node. The overlap of these
areas represent the neighborhoods for each node. For example, the overlapping area
in which Node 4 resides is covered by transceiver radii of nodes 1, 4, 5, and 7. Each
node is also assigned a unique multicast group address for the configuration of the
UDP multicast sockets associated with the UDP transceiver of each node. As such, at
startup, the transceiver for each node queries the runtime settings subsystem for the
multicast groups that must be joined on initialization (e.g., according to the settings
specified, Node 4 will join multicast groups 224.5.6.1, 224.5.6.4, 224.5.6.5, and
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Figure 5.1: Low-Level Communications Experimental Setup
224.5.6.7).
Listing 5.2 shows the output of Node 1 upon initialization of the test. This output
is identical across all other nodes during initialization because they are reading the
same configuration file (shown in Listing 5.1). The discovery time and mapping time
settings are not used since none of the upper levels of the simulation were active
for this test. The total run time of the experiment was 5 minutes. From Listing
5.2, we see that the appropriate neighborhoods and multicast groups are assigned as
expected from the settings input.
In general, we expect that each node will both periodically broadcast a message
and transmit unicast messages to nodes 1-9. Furthermore, each node is expected to
register receiving both broadcast and unicast messages originating from neighboring
nodes. Thus, a successful demonstration of emulated wireless communication over a
wired channel will have the following results:
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1. No node outside each defined neighborhood will receive a message from a node
outside the neighborhood whether broadcast, or unicast to said node.
2. Broadcast packets sent by a node within a given neighborhood will be received
by all nodes within said neighborhood.
3. Unicast packets sent by a node within any given neighborhood will only be
received by the directly addressed node.
Listing 5.2: Low-Level Communications Experiment - Initialization
1 XGrid Value: 3
2 YGrid Value: 3
3 Grid Space Value: 5.0
4 TXR Radius Value: 5.1
5 Retransmits: 5
6 Log level not specified, using default value: DEBUG_HIGH
7 Message interval not specified, using default value: 1000
8 Discovery time not specified, using default value: 10000
9 Discovery interval minimum not specified, using default value: 500
10 Discovery interval maximum not specified, using default value: 1000
11 Mapping time not specified, using default value: 30000
12 Mapping interval minimum not specified, using default value: 1000
13 Mapping interval maximum not specified, using default value: 2000
14 Found 9 nodes...
15 Added neighbor list for node 1: [2, 4]
16 Added neighbor list for node 2: [1, 3, 5]
17 Added neighbor list for node 3: [2, 6]
18 Added neighbor list for node 4: [1, 5, 7]
19 Added neighbor list for node 5: [2, 4, 6, 8]
20 Added neighbor list for node 6: [3, 5, 9]
21 Added neighbor list for node 7: [4, 8]
22 Added neighbor list for node 8: [5, 7, 9]
23 Added neighbor list for node 9: [6, 8]
24 Updating multicast group membership...
25 Added multicast group 224.5.6.4 to node 1
26 Added multicast group 224.5.6.2 to node 1
27 Added multicast group 224.5.6.1 to node 1
28 Added multicast group 224.5.6.3 to node 2
29 Added multicast group 224.5.6.5 to node 2
30 Added multicast group 224.5.6.2 to node 2
31 Added multicast group 224.5.6.1 to node 2
32 Added multicast group 224.5.6.3 to node 3
33 Added multicast group 224.5.6.6 to node 3
34 Added multicast group 224.5.6.2 to node 3
35 Added multicast group 224.5.6.4 to node 4
36 Added multicast group 224.5.6.5 to node 4
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37 Added multicast group 224.5.6.7 to node 4
38 Added multicast group 224.5.6.1 to node 4
39 Added multicast group 224.5.6.4 to node 5
40 Added multicast group 224.5.6.6 to node 5
41 Added multicast group 224.5.6.5 to node 5
42 Added multicast group 224.5.6.8 to node 5
43 Added multicast group 224.5.6.2 to node 5
44 Added multicast group 224.5.6.3 to node 6
45 Added multicast group 224.5.6.6 to node 6
46 Added multicast group 224.5.6.5 to node 6
47 Added multicast group 224.5.6.9 to node 6
48 Added multicast group 224.5.6.4 to node 7
49 Added multicast group 224.5.6.8 to node 7
50 Added multicast group 224.5.6.7 to node 7
51 Added multicast group 224.5.6.5 to node 8
52 Added multicast group 224.5.6.8 to node 8
53 Added multicast group 224.5.6.7 to node 8
54 Added multicast group 224.5.6.9 to node 8
55 Added multicast group 224.5.6.6 to node 9
56 Added multicast group 224.5.6.8 to node 9
57 Added multicast group 224.5.6.9 to node 9
58 ...
Listing 5.3 shows a sample of the output from several nodes during run time.
From Listing 5.3, we see that each node outputs a message each time it transmits
or receives a packet. Each message is labeled with type (RX or TX), mode (direct
or broadcast), source, destination, packet identifier, and payload. This data was
collected and analyzed to assess the performance of the low-level communications
scheme using UDP and multicast groups to emulate a multi-hop, range limited,
network. Immediately, we see from Listing 5.3, that Node 1, 2, and 9 each received
messages from their defined neighbors. In other words, Node 1 received messages
from Node 2 and 4, Node 2 received messages from Nodes 1, 3, and 5, and Node 9
received messages from Nodes 6 and 8.
Listing 5.3: Low-Level Communications Experiment - Running
1 Node 1
2 ...
3 [2014-01-03 23:37:50.892] Node[1] TX ==> [0]: Seq[1000] Broadcast from Node[1]
4 [2014-01-03 23:37:51.949] Node[1] RX <== [2]: Seq[2000] Broadcast from Node[2]
5 [2014-01-03 23:37:52.059] Node[1] TX ==> [1]: Seq[1001] Direct message from Node[1]
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6 [2014-01-03 23:37:52.165] Node[1] RX <== [2]: Seq[2001] Direct message from Node[2]
7 [2014-01-03 23:37:52.291] Node[1] RX <== [4]: Seq[4000] Broadcast from Node[4]
8 [2014-01-03 23:37:53.118] Node[1] TX ==> [2]: Seq[1002] Direct message from Node[1]
9 [2014-01-03 23:37:53.290] Node[1] RX <== [4]: Seq[4001] Direct message from Node[4]
10 [2014-01-03 23:37:54.183] Node[1] TX ==> [3]: Seq[1003] Direct message from Node[1]
11 [2014-01-03 23:37:55.280] Node[1] TX ==> [4]: Seq[1004] Direct message from Node[1]
12 [2014-01-03 23:37:56.362] Node[1] TX ==> [5]: Seq[1005] Direct message from Node[1]
13 [2014-01-03 23:37:57.500] Node[1] TX ==> [6]: Seq[1006] Direct message from Node[1]
14 [2014-01-03 23:37:58.599] Node[1] TX ==> [7]: Seq[1007] Direct message from Node[1]
15 [2014-01-03 23:37:59.682] Node[1] TX ==> [8]: Seq[1008] Direct message from Node[1]
16 [2014-01-03 23:38:08.391] Node[1] TX ==> [9]: Seq[1009] Direct message from Node[1]
17 [2014-01-03 23:38:09.481] Node[1] TX ==> [0]: Seq[1010] Broadcast from Node[1]
18 [2014-01-03 23:38:09.565] Node[1] RX <== [2]: Seq[2010] Broadcast from Node[2]
19 [2014-01-03 23:38:10.547] Node[1] TX ==> [1]: Seq[1011] Direct message from Node[1]
20 [2014-01-03 23:38:10.606] Node[1] RX <== [2]: Seq[2011] Direct message from Node[2]
21 [2014-01-03 23:38:11.155] Node[1] RX <== [4]: Seq[4010] Broadcast from Node[4]
22 ...
23
24 Node 2
25 ...
26 [2014-01-03 23:37:50.862] Node[2] TX ==> [0]: Seq[2000] Broadcast from Node[2]
27 [2014-01-03 23:37:51.946] Node[2] RX <== [1]: Seq[1000] Broadcast from Node[1]
28 [2014-01-03 23:37:52.054] Node[2] TX ==> [1]: Seq[2001] Direct message from Node[2]
29 [2014-01-03 23:37:52.139] Node[2] RX <== [3]: Seq[3000] Broadcast from Node[3]
30 [2014-01-03 23:37:52.930] Node[2] RX <== [5]: Seq[5000] Broadcast from Node[5]
31 [2014-01-03 23:37:53.113] Node[2] TX ==> [2]: Seq[2002] Direct message from Node[2]
32 [2014-01-03 23:37:53.169] Node[2] RX <== [1]: Seq[1002] Direct message from Node[1]
33 [2014-01-03 23:37:53.631] Node[2] RX <== [3]: Seq[3002] Direct message from Node[3]
34 [2014-01-03 23:37:54.174] Node[2] TX ==> [3]: Seq[2003] Direct message from Node[2]
35 [2014-01-03 23:37:54.926] Node[2] RX <== [5]: Seq[5002] Direct message from Node[5]
36 [2014-01-03 23:37:55.303] Node[2] TX ==> [4]: Seq[2004] Direct message from Node[2]
37 [2014-01-03 23:37:56.393] Node[2] TX ==> [5]: Seq[2005] Direct message from Node[2]
38 [2014-01-03 23:37:57.480] Node[2] TX ==> [6]: Seq[2006] Direct message from Node[2]
39 [2014-01-03 23:37:58.565] Node[2] TX ==> [7]: Seq[2007] Direct message from Node[2]
40 [2014-01-03 23:37:59.651] Node[2] TX ==> [8]: Seq[2008] Direct message from Node[2]
41 [2014-01-03 23:38:08.410] Node[2] TX ==> [9]: Seq[2009] Direct message from Node[2]
42 [2014-01-03 23:38:08.462] Node[2] RX <== [3]: Seq[3010] Broadcast from Node[3]
43 [2014-01-03 23:38:08.661] Node[2] RX <== [3]: Seq[3012] Direct message from Node[3]
44 [2014-01-03 23:38:09.481] Node[2] TX ==> [0]: Seq[2010] Broadcast from Node[2]
45 [2014-01-03 23:38:09.565] Node[2] RX <== [1]: Seq[1010] Broadcast from Node[1]
46 [2014-01-03 23:38:09.663] Node[2] RX <== [5]: Seq[5010] Broadcast from Node[5]
47 [2014-01-03 23:38:10.542] Node[2] TX ==> [1]: Seq[2011] Direct message from Node[2]
48 ...
49
50 ...
51
52 Node 9
53 ...
54 [2014-01-03 23:37:55.540] Node[9] TX ==> [0]: Seq[9000] Broadcast from Node[9]
55 [2014-01-03 23:37:56.623] Node[9] TX ==> [1]: Seq[9001] Direct message from Node[9]
56 [2014-01-03 23:37:57.702] Node[9] TX ==> [2]: Seq[9002] Direct message from Node[9]
57 [2014-01-03 23:37:58.784] Node[9] TX ==> [3]: Seq[9003] Direct message from Node[9]
58 [2014-01-03 23:38:00.284] Node[9] TX ==> [4]: Seq[9004] Direct message from Node[9]
59 [2014-01-03 23:38:08.461] Node[9] TX ==> [5]: Seq[9005] Direct message from Node[9]
60 [2014-01-03 23:38:09.593] Node[9] TX ==> [6]: Seq[9006] Direct message from Node[9]
61 [2014-01-03 23:38:10.601] Node[9] RX <== [6]: Seq[6009] Direct message from Node[6]
62 [2014-01-03 23:38:11.151] Node[9] TX ==> [7]: Seq[9007] Direct message from Node[9]
63 [2014-01-03 23:38:11.784] Node[9] RX <== [8]: Seq[8009] Direct message from Node[8]
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64 [2014-01-03 23:38:11.865] Node[9] RX <== [6]: Seq[6010] Broadcast from Node[6]
65 [2014-01-03 23:38:12.202] Node[9] TX ==> [8]: Seq[9008] Direct message from Node[9]
66 [2014-01-03 23:38:12.761] Node[9] RX <== [8]: Seq[8010] Broadcast from Node[8]
67 [2014-01-03 23:38:13.252] Node[9] TX ==> [9]: Seq[9009] Direct message from Node[9]
68 [2014-01-03 23:38:14.336] Node[9] TX ==> [0]: Seq[9010] Broadcast from Node[9]
69 ...
The overall results of this experiment are summarized by Figures 5.2, 5.3, and
5.4. Figure 5.2a shows the total number of broadcast packets generated by each
node in the experiment, and Figure 5.2b shows the total number of unicast (direct)
messages generated and then transmitted to each corresponding node.
From Figure 5.2, we see that there were approximately 25 broadcast packets
generated by each node, and each node also generated approximately 25 unicast
messages directed to each node in the network (including itself). The packet counts
are not exactly the same for all nodes, because each node in the system is started
and stopped asynchronously. As such, some nodes operated slightly longer or shorter
relative to other nodes in the network. The asynchronous start-up is associated
with the fact that the participating cluster machines are accessed sequentially, and
thus random delays associated with establishing SSH connections and Java virtual
machine (JVM) initialization are at work. In this example, Node 6 ran for slightly
longer, relative to other nodes (delays were small), and therefore it has generated
one additional packet. Node 9, however, ran for a slightly shorter period, generating
one less packet than the average. Overall, Figure 5.2a gives us an idea of how
many total messages where generated by each node, and by extension, how many
messages should be filtered by each node based on the network configuration in this
experiment.
Figure 5.3 shows the number of packets received by each node, broken down by
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(a) Total Broadcast Packets
(b) Total Unicast Packets
Figure 5.2: Low-Level Communications Packets Generated
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Source 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Destination B 2 4 B 1 3 5 B 2 6 B 1 5 7 B 2 4 6 8 B 3 5 9 B 4 8 B 5 7 9 B 6 8 Total
Receive 
Node
1 25 25 25 25 100
2 25 25 25 25 25 25 150
3 24 25 26 25 100
4 24 25 25 25 25 24 148
5 24 25 24 25 26 25 25 25 199
6 24 25 24 25 24 24 146
7 24 25 25 25 99
8 24 25 24 24 24 24 145
9 25 25 24 25 99
Total 49 25 25 73 25 25 25 49 25 25 73 25 25 25 98 25 25 25 25 77 25 25 25 49 24 24 74 25 25 25 48 24 24 1186
Figure 5.3: Packet Reception Counts
packet source and addressing scheme. In Figure 5.3, the source field identifies the
sender of the packet, and the destination field identifies the address to which the
packet was sent (B indicates broadcast).
As is seen in Figure 5.3, the breakdown of reception counts is as expected. For
example, Node 1 only received packets from Node 2 and Node 4 (neighbors), and it
received 25 broadcast and 25 unicast messages from each. The general behavior can
be more simply represented by looking at the total percentage of packets received
by nodes from all other nodes. This distribution of received packets corresponding
to packet sources for each node is shown in Figure 5.4.
As seen in Figure 5.4, the distribution of received packets is in line with the
expected results. Each node only received unicast and broadcast packets from its
simulation-defined neighbors.
In summary, this simulated wireless environment was demonstrated to restrict
communication to defined neighborhoods for both broadcast and unicast packets,
allow broadcasts to be received by all nodes within a given neighborhood, and ensure
unicast messages were only received by their intended recipient. Thus, each of the
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Figure 5.4: Packet Reception Distribution
required behaviors were demonstrated, as necessary, to verify correct emulation of
wireless transceivers over a LAN using UDP. With the lowest level of functionality
validated, it was then possible to implement and test the upper levels of the WSNFS
system, namely network formation and routing protocols.
5.2 WSNFS Network Formation
Having tested the validity of the low-level communications, it was then possible to
begin verification of the WSNFS specific protocols. The first protocols to be tested
were the WSNFS network formation protocols. As discussed briefly in Section 2.4.1,
network formation is principally composed of two phases, discovery and mapping.
Discovery is the process in which each node identifies its 1-hop neighbors, and
mapping is the process in which each node determines what other nodes (aside from
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its nearest neighbors) are in the network. During discovery, nodes in the network
broadcast discovery packets at random intervals. When nodes receive discovery
packets, they respond with discovery response packets. Each node continuously
listens for discovery and discovery response messages and responds as needed, even
after the initial discovery phase of network start up. This ensures that the network
can dynamically grow as additional nodes come on line. Mapping is the process by
which each node identifies the larger network outside its 1-hop neighbors. This
is accomplished by two processes, self-identification by broadcasting the current
neighbor list and listening for map packets from other nodes in the network.
The network formation protocol was verified using the same network configuration
as discussed in Section 5.1, i.e. a uniform nine node network. In this experiment,
the initial conditions were as follows:
1. The system was configured as a 3Ö3 network forming a uniform grid with a
spacing of 5 and a transceiver radius of 5.1.
2. Each node began with no knowledge of any other surrounding nodes.
3. The discovery protocol utilized a message interval of 500-1000 ms (random
interval range).
4. The mapping protocol utilized a message interval of 1000-2000 ms (random
interval range).
Since the simulation settings are the same as in the previous experiment (Section 5.1),
the initialization is identical to the output shown in Listing 5.2. In this experiment,
successful results are characterized by the following:
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1. Each node should correctly detect its 1-hop neighbors.
2. Each node should correctly identify all of the nodes active in the network.
3. Each node should correctly identify the 1-hop neighbors of each active node in
the network.
Once initialized, each node enters discovery mode to determine its 1-hop neighbors.
Listing 5.4 shows a sample of the outputs during discovery. From Listing 5.4 we
see that each node outputs a message each time it identifies a 1-hop neighbor. For
example, Node 1 logged its discovery of two neighbors on lines 4-5 of Listing 5.4, and
Node 5 logged discovery of four neighbors on lines 17-20 of Listing 5.4. By taking note
of the time stamps we can determine how long it took for each node to identify its
neighbors. Table 5.1 shows the results of the discovery phase of network formation.
Figure 5.5 summarizes the time required by each node to complete neighborhood
identification and provides a relative comparison of the discovery completion times
between nodes. From Table 5.1, we see that all nodes correctly identified each of their
corresponding neighbors as defined by the simulation settings (and seen in Relative
Positions column of Table 5.1).
Listing 5.4: Network Formation Experiment Output - Discovery
1 Node 1
2 [2014-01-13 17:59:07.294] Starting up WSNFS network...
3 [2014-01-13 17:59:08.645] NetworkManager: Entered state: Discovery
4 [2014-01-13 17:59:09.785] Node[1]: Discovery: Adding neighbor: 2
5 [2014-01-13 17:59:10.231] Node[1]: Discovery: Adding neighbor: 4
6
7 Node 2
8 [2014-01-13 17:59:08.500] Starting up WSNFS network...
9 [2014-01-13 17:59:08.934] NetworkManager: Entered state: Discovery
10 [2014-01-13 17:59:10.079] Node[2]: Discovery: Adding neighbor: 1
11 [2014-01-13 17:59:10.523] Node[2]: Discovery: Adding neighbor: 3
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12 [2014-01-13 17:59:11.120] Node[2]: Discovery: Adding neighbor: 5
13 ...
14 Node 5
15 [2014-01-13 17:59:10.411] Starting up WSNFS network...
16 [2014-01-13 17:59:10.695] NetworkManager: Entered state: Discovery
17 [2014-01-13 17:59:11.843] Node[5]: DiscoveryReponse: Adding neighbor: 2
18 [2014-01-13 17:59:12.303] Node[5]: Discovery: Adding neighbor: 4
19 [2014-01-13 17:59:12.432] Node[5]: Discovery: Adding neighbor: 6
20 [2014-01-13 17:59:14.059] Node[5]: Discovery: Adding neighbor: 8
21 ...
From Figure 5.5, we see that all of the nodes completed neighborhood identifica-
tion in less than 3.5 seconds, with most nodes finishing within 2 seconds. Discovery
time could be significantly reduced by decreasing the the message interval. However,
for protocol analysis purposes, it was left to a time scale that was easy to monitor
directly.
After completing the discovery phase of network formation, each node begins
the mapping phase. As discussed earlier, during mapping each node periodically
broadcasts its neighbor list to the rest of the network. Each node additionally
processes received map packets to identify all of the active nodes in the network.
Listing 5.5 shows a sample of the mapping transactions during the mapping phase
of network formation.
Listing 5.5: Network Formation Experiment - Mapping
1 Node 1
2 [2014-01-13 17:59:24.124] NetworkManager: Entered state: Mapping
3 [2014-01-13 17:59:24.145] Node[1]: TX ==> [0]: Mapping: 22|1:1,5,[2,4],[1]
4 [2014-01-13 17:59:24.584] Node[1]: RX <== [4]: 26|4:4,5,[1,5,7],[4]
5 [2014-01-13 17:59:24.625] Node[1]: TX ==> [0] Map Re-broadcast (SRC=4): 26|4:1,5,[1,5,7],[4,1]
6 [2014-01-13 17:59:24.798] Node[1]: RX <== [7]: 14|7:4,5,[4,8],[7,4]
7 [2014-01-13 17:59:24.827] Node[1]: TX ==> [0] Map Re-broadcast (SRC=4): 14|7:1,4,[4,8],[7,4,1]
8 [2014-01-13 17:59:25.112] Node[1]: RX <== [2]: 31|2:2,5,[1,3,5],[2]
9 [2014-01-13 17:59:25.183] Node[1]: TX ==> [0] Map Re-broadcast (SRC=2): 31|2:1,5,[1,3,5],[2,1]
10 [2014-01-13 17:59:25.333] Node[1]: RX <== [3]: 21|3:2,5,[2,6],[3,2]
11 ...
12 Node 9
13 [2014-01-13 17:59:24.873] NetworkManager: Entered state: Mapping
14 ...
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Figure 5.5: Neighborhood Discovery Time
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15 [2014-01-13 17:59:25.855] Node[9]: RX <== [3]: 21|3:6,5,[2,6],[3,6]
16 [2014-01-13 17:59:25.871] Node[9]: TX ==> [0] Map Re-broadcast (SRC=6): 21|3:9,4,[2,6],[3,6,9]
17 [2014-01-13 17:59:26.139] Node[9]: RX <== [5]: 26|5:6,5,[2,4,6,8],[5,6]
18 [2014-01-13 17:59:26.179] Node[9]: TX ==> [0] Map Re-broadcast (SRC=6): 26|5:9,4,[2,4,6,8],[5,6,9]
19 [2014-01-13 17:59:26.378] Node[9]: RX <== [1]: 22|1:8,3,[2,4],[1,4,7,8]
20 [2014-01-13 17:59:26.424] Node[9]: TX ==> [0] Map Re-broadcast (SRC=8): 22|1:9,2,[2,4],[1,4,7,8,9]
21 [2014-01-13 17:59:26.585] Node[9]: RX <== [2]: 31|2:6,4,[1,3,5],[2,3,6]
22 [2014-01-13 17:59:26.641] Node[9]: TX ==> [0] Map Re-broadcast (SRC=6): 31|2:9,3,[1,3,5],[2,3,6,9]
23 ...
As is seen in Listing 5.5, each node outputs a message every time it broadcasts,
re-broadcasts, or receives a mapping packet. Furthermore, we see that each mapping
packet carries with it the path that it has taken across the network (denoted by the
last sequence of numbers enclosed in square brackets in each log message), and that
the broadcast sent by Node 1 on line 3 is received by Node 9 on line 19 of Listing
5.5. The mapping route sequence of [1, 4, 7, 8] seen at Node 9 (line 19 of Listing
5.5) indicates that this particular map packet traversed the network through nodes
1, 4, 7, and 8, finally reaching Node 9.
The time to complete mapping for each node was determined by identifying
when each node had received a mapping packet from every node in the network.
In general, nodes determine when they should stop mapping by monitoring changes
in the adjacency table. When there have been no changes in the table for a time,
mapping can be ended. The mapping phase must continue long enough to ensure
that all nodes have received packets from each of the nodes currently active, to a
high probability. This timeout is a configurable parameter that can be tuned based
on the expected network size and topology.
The results of the mapping phase of network formation are summarized in Listing
5.6, which shows the output from each node as they identify the set of nodes found
in the network.
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Listing 5.6: Network Formation Experiment - Mapping Results
1 Node 1
2 [2014-01-13 17:59:54.359] NetworkManager: Entered state: Running
3 [2014-01-13 17:59:54.527] Known nodes: [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
4
5 Node 2
6 [2014-01-13 17:59:54.942] NetworkManager: Entered state: Running
7 [2014-01-13 17:59:55.196] Known nodes: [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
8
9 Node 3
10 [2014-01-13 17:59:55.210] NetworkManager: Entered state: Running
11 [2014-01-13 17:59:55.476] Known nodes: [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
12
13 Node 4
14 [2014-01-13 17:59:54.997] NetworkManager: Entered state: Running
15 [2014-01-13 17:59:55.309] Known nodes: [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
16
17 Node 5
18 [2014-01-13 17:59:54.627] NetworkManager: Entered state: Running
19 [2014-01-13 17:59:55.101] Known nodes: [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
20
21 Node 6
22 [2014-01-13 17:59:54.797] NetworkManager: Entered state: Running
23 [2014-01-13 17:59:55.277] Known nodes: [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
24
25 Node 7
26 [2014-01-13 17:59:54.958] NetworkManager: Entered state: Running
27 [2014-01-13 17:59:55.187] Known nodes: [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
28
29 Node 8
30 [2014-01-13 17:59:54.744] NetworkManager: Entered state: Running
31 [2014-01-13 17:59:55.250] Known nodes: [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
32
33 Node 9
34 [2014-01-13 17:59:55.793] NetworkManager: Entered state: Running
35 [2014-01-13 17:59:56.080] Known nodes: [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
From Listing 5.6, we see that all nodes correctly identified all of the nodes present
in the network based on the network configuration. As for mapping performance,
Table 5.2 shows the timings associated with the reception of mapping packets, and
Figure 5.6 summarizes the total time each node required to receive and process map
packets from each node in the network (mapping completion time).
In averaging the packet reception times from Table 5.2, we find that mapping
packets were typically received within 1.53 seconds. By design, each node comes
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Table 5.2: Mapping Completion Time
online asynchronously (but approximately in sequence) and, in turn, maintains the
discovery and mapping phases for a fixed interval. This implies that the nodes
that start first will also enter mapping mode first. Thus, it is reasonable that the
nodes initialized first will take longer to reach a complete mapping state because
they depend on later nodes to come online and begin sending mapping packets. We
clearly see in Table 5.2 that Node 9 was the slowest to get messages to the rest of the
network, but in light of the way the simulation is started, this is to be expected. The
overall time to mapping completion is better visualized in Figure 5.6. From Figure
5.6, we can see the sequential start delay for each node is evident in the complete
mapping time trend, i.e. mapping time tends to decrease as node start-up sequence
increases.
Finally, having finished the mapping phase of network formation, each node
should have a network map that identifies neighborhoods for each active node in
the network. Listing 5.7 exemplifies the neighborhood identification for active nodes
in the network during the experiment. From Listing 5.7, we see that each node
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Figure 5.6: Network Mapping Time
correctly generated a table relating nodes and their corresponding neighbors for the
complete network. This result matches the simulation parameters specified in the
experiment.
Listing 5.7: Network Formation Neighbor Topology Identification
1 [2014-01-13 xx:xx:xx.xxx] Node[n]: Distances:
2 | 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
3 ----|---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
4 1| 0 1 99 1 99 99 99 99 99
5 2| 1 0 1 99 1 99 99 99 99
6 3| 99 1 0 99 99 1 99 99 99
7 4| 1 99 99 0 1 99 1 99 99
8 5| 99 1 99 1 0 1 99 1 99
9 6| 99 99 1 99 1 0 99 99 1
10 7| 99 99 99 1 99 99 0 1 99
11 8| 99 99 99 99 1 99 1 0 1
12 9| 99 99 99 99 99 1 99 1 0
13
14 Key:
15 99 = Unknown Distance
16 n = Node ID
In summary, as shown in each of the results above, the network formation proto-
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cols resulted in both the correct identification of 1-hop neighbors and correct identi-
fication of all other active nodes within the network. Additionally, the reception of
map packets resulted in correct identification of the relative neighborhood topology,
i.e. successful identification of 1-hop neighbors for all active nodes in the network.
In the next section we focus on utilizing the network formation information to test
optimal routing of messages through the network from an arbitrary source to an
arbitrary destination, i.e. network routing.
5.3 WSNFS Network Routing
Network routing is the process by which WSNFS determines how packets should
traverse the network from source node to destination node. As discussed in Sections
2.4.1 and 3.4.3, network routing in WSNFS is managed by the mapper module, which
maintains various network metrics including: nearest neighbors, active nodes, active
node neighbors, and node-to-node distances. In general, the mapper attempts to find
the shortest path between nodes when a route is requested, and the shortest path
(and associated distance vector table) is calculated using Dijkstra’s shortest path
algorithm (in this implementation). As routing only depends on the data structures
described above, verification can be done directly by supplying simulated network
conditions. Thus, it was possible to test correct routing function by both unit testing
the mapper or by direct in-network testing via a full WSNFS operation. The initial
conditions for a unit test of the network mapper are as follows:
1. All network related data structures were empty including neighbor table, dis-
tance table, and route tables.
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2. Data provided to the mapper module was configured to match a 3Ö3 network
(as used in the experiments in Sections 5.1 and 5.2).
3. Map packet data (active node and associated neighbor list) was added to the
mapper directly though the mapper API.
In this test, successful verification requires the following characteristics:
1. Routes should be calculated only as needed based on routing requests.
2. Calculated routes should be of minimum length and correspond to a valid route
though the network.
3. The distance (in hops) should be accurately established for nodes once a route
has been calculated.
As with previously discussed experiments, the results of testing are output to a log
file. Listing 5.8 shows the results of the mapper module unit test.
Listing 5.8: Network Routing Experiment Output
1 Initial state:
2 Empty:
3 | 1
4 ----|----
5 1| 0
6
7 Following Network Formation:
8 | 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
9 ----|---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
10 1| 0 1 99 1 99 99 99 99 99
11 2| 1 0 1 99 1 99 99 99 99
12 3| 99 1 0 99 99 1 99 99 99
13 4| 1 99 99 0 1 99 1 99 99
14 5| 99 1 99 1 0 1 99 1 99
15 6| 99 99 1 99 1 0 99 99 1
16 7| 99 99 99 1 99 99 0 1 99
17 8| 99 99 99 99 1 99 1 0 1
18 9| 99 99 99 99 99 1 99 1 0
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20 Calculated route from 1 to 9: [4, 7, 8]
21 Distances after one route calculation:
22 | 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
23 ----|---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
24 1| 0 1 2 1 2 3 2 3 4
25 2| 1 0 1 99 1 99 99 99 99
26 3| 99 1 0 99 99 1 99 99 99
27 4| 1 99 99 0 1 99 1 99 99
28 5| 99 1 99 1 0 1 99 1 99
29 6| 99 99 1 99 1 0 99 99 1
30 7| 99 99 99 1 99 99 0 1 99
31 8| 99 99 99 99 1 99 1 0 1
32 9| 99 99 99 99 99 1 99 1 0
33
34 Find all routes:
35 Route from 1 to 2: []
36 Route from 1 to 3: [2]
37 Route from 1 to 4: []
38 Route from 1 to 5: [4]
39 Route from 1 to 6: [4, 5]
40 Route from 1 to 7: [4]
41 Route from 1 to 8: [4, 7]
42 Route from 1 to 9: [4, 7, 8]
43 Route from 2 to 1: []
44 Route from 2 to 3: []
45 Route from 2 to 4: [5]
46 Route from 2 to 5: []
47 Route from 2 to 6: [5]
48 Route from 2 to 7: [5, 8]
49 Route from 2 to 8: [5]
50 Route from 2 to 9: [5, 8]
51 Route from 3 to 1: [2]
52 Route from 3 to 2: []
53 Route from 3 to 4: [6, 5]
54 Route from 3 to 5: [6]
55 Route from 3 to 6: []
56 Route from 3 to 7: [6, 9, 8]
57 Route from 3 to 8: [6, 9]
58 Route from 3 to 9: [6]
59 Route from 4 to 1: []
60 Route from 4 to 2: [5]
61 Route from 4 to 3: [5, 6]
62 Route from 4 to 5: []
63 Route from 4 to 6: [5]
64 Route from 4 to 7: []
65 Route from 4 to 8: [7]
66 Route from 4 to 9: [7, 8]
67 Route from 5 to 1: [4]
68 Route from 5 to 2: []
69 Route from 5 to 3: [6]
70 Route from 5 to 4: []
71 Route from 5 to 6: []
72 Route from 5 to 7: [8]
73 Route from 5 to 8: []
74 Route from 5 to 9: [8]
75 Route from 6 to 1: [5, 4]
76 Route from 6 to 2: [5]
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77 Route from 6 to 3: []
78 Route from 6 to 4: [5]
79 Route from 6 to 5: []
80 Route from 6 to 7: [9, 8]
81 Route from 6 to 8: [9]
82 Route from 6 to 9: []
83 Route from 7 to 1: [4]
84 Route from 7 to 2: [8, 5]
85 Route from 7 to 3: [8, 9, 6]
86 Route from 7 to 4: []
87 Route from 7 to 5: [8]
88 Route from 7 to 6: [8, 9]
89 Route from 7 to 8: []
90 Route from 7 to 9: [8]
91 Route from 8 to 1: [7, 4]
92 Route from 8 to 2: [5]
93 Route from 8 to 3: [9, 6]
94 Route from 8 to 4: [7]
95 Route from 8 to 5: []
96 Route from 8 to 6: [9]
97 Route from 8 to 7: []
98 Route from 8 to 9: []
99 Route from 9 to 1: [8, 7, 4]
100 Route from 9 to 2: [8, 5]
101 Route from 9 to 3: [6]
102 Route from 9 to 4: [8, 7]
103 Route from 9 to 5: [8]
104 Route from 9 to 6: []
105 Route from 9 to 7: [8]
106 Route from 9 to 8: []
107
108 Distances after route searching:
109 | 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
110 ----|---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
111 1| 0 1 2 1 2 3 2 3 4
112 2| 1 0 1 2 1 2 3 2 3
113 3| 2 1 0 3 2 1 4 3 2
114 4| 1 2 3 0 1 2 1 2 3
115 5| 2 1 2 1 0 1 2 1 2
116 6| 3 2 1 2 1 0 3 2 1
117 7| 2 3 4 1 2 3 0 1 2
118 8| 3 2 3 2 1 2 1 0 1
119 9| 4 3 2 3 2 1 2 1 0
From Listing 5.8 (lines 1-5) we see that, as expected, the distance matrix is
initially empty. However, once the network information has been passed into the
mapper, as would be the case during network formation, we see that the distance
matrix on lines 7-18 matches the result of the network formation experiment in
Section 5.2. The next step in the unit test was to verify that the distance matrix is
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only updated as needed for a particular route request. We see on line 20 of Listing 5.8
that a single route is calculated from Node 1 to Node 9, which results in a calculated
route of [4, 7, 8]. This implies that if Node 1 needs to send a message to Node 9,
it should first send to Node 4, Node 4 should relay to Node 7, Node 7 should relay
to Node 8, and finally, Node 8 should relay to its neighbor, Node 9. Thus, the route
from Node 1 to Node 9 requires a minimum of four hops. Indeed, this is a valid result,
as there is no other path through the network that results in fewer hops. However,
many other possible routes exist that would be equally valid (e.g., [2, 3, 6], [2, 5, 6],
[2, 5, 8], [4, 5, 6], or [4, 5, 8]). The result [4, 7, 8] was chosen by the path finding
algorithm because the algorithm simply takes the first minimum route found. After
calculating the route from Nodes 1 to 9, we see from lines 21-32 of Listing 5.8 that
all of the node distances are present for the Node 1 row of the table (line 24). In
lines 34-106 of Listing 5.8, we see that the test continues by verifying correct route
calculation from every possible source and destination in the network. Empty route
sequence results (as seen in lines 35, 37, and 43, for example) denote cases where no
routing was needed for a destination because the destination was a 1-hop neighbor.
Finally, lines 108-119 of Listing 5.8 show the complete distance matrix following the
route calculations. Here we see that the distances were correctly identified for all
nodes. These results were also reflected in the direct in-network testing. Overall,
we see that valid routes were calculated, the calculated routes utilized a minimum
route length, and the route distances were also correctly identified using the WSNFS
protocols.
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5.4 Simulation of Peripheral Devices
As this WSNFS implementation was designed to run on Raspberry Pis or standard
computer systems, emulation of sensors was necessary to provide real data on which
to operate. For this implementation, two sensor types were created: pseudo-sensors
and system-sensors. Pseudo-sensors are simply devices that provide a sensor API,
however they provide data based on an algorithm (e.g., a random number generator).
This is in contrast to a system-sensor that utilizes some real internal value on the
system to provide the sensor data (e.g., CPU temperature). While the Raspberry Pi
does provide low-level digital interfaces to connect to external sensors, utilization of
external sensors was not deemed particularly relevant to the verification of WSNFS
protocols.
The simulated sensor devices were implemented to provide a standard file-I/O-like
API: open(), close(), read(), write(), and ioctl(). Three sensors were created:
soct, rand, and fibo. Aside from the three sensors, a GPIO driver was developed to
leverage the RGB LED available on the RPiCluster. This was very useful as it allowed
internal packet transmission or reception states to be visualized with changing LED
outputs.
The soct sensor utilizes the SoC temperature sensor on the Raspberry Pi. This
sensor is implemented as a Java wrapper that provides the desired API for WSNFS,
but internally it accesses a bash script, which, in turn, accesses the firmware utilities
provided on the Raspberry Pi to read the temperature of the chip. Listing 5.9 shows
sample output from the WSNFS driver as it reads 25 measurements from the sensor
periodically.
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Listing 5.9: soct System-Sensor Output (Raspberry Pi)
1 Temperature Measurements:
2 [0]: 2014-01-31 23:42:17.176|double|37.932
3 [1]: 2014-01-31 23:42:18.176|double|36.318
4 [2]: 2014-01-31 23:42:20.176|double|36.856
5 [3]: 2014-01-31 23:42:23.176|double|36.856
6 [4]: 2014-01-31 23:42:27.176|double|36.856
7 [5]: 2014-01-31 23:42:32.176|double|36.856
8 [6]: 2014-01-31 23:42:38.176|double|36.856
9 [7]: 2014-01-31 23:42:45.176|double|36.856
10 [8]: 2014-01-31 23:42:53.176|double|35.78
11 [9]: 2014-01-31 23:43:02.176|double|36.856
12 [10]: 2014-01-31 23:43:12.176|double|36.856
13 [11]: 2014-01-31 23:43:23.176|double|36.856
14 [12]: 2014-01-31 23:43:35.176|double|36.318
15 [13]: 2014-01-31 23:43:48.176|double|36.318
16 [14]: 2014-01-31 23:44:02.176|double|36.856
17 [15]: 2014-01-31 23:44:17.176|double|36.318
18 [16]: 2014-01-31 23:44:33.176|double|36.856
19 [17]: 2014-01-31 23:44:50.176|double|36.318
20 [18]: 2014-01-31 23:45:08.176|double|36.318
21 [19]: 2014-01-31 23:45:27.176|double|36.856
22 [20]: 2014-01-31 23:45:47.176|double|36.856
23 [21]: 2014-01-31 23:46:08.176|double|35.78
24 [22]: 2014-01-31 23:46:30.176|double|35.78
25 [23]: 2014-01-31 23:46:53.176|double|35.78
26 [24]: 2014-01-31 23:47:17.176|double|36.318
The rand sensor utilizes the Java java.util.Random class to generate random
values within a specified range each time the sensor is read. Listing 5.10 shows sample
output from the WSNFS driver as it reads 25 “measurements” from the sensor. In
this example, the driver asked for random values between 0 and 1024.
Listing 5.10: rand Pseudo-Sensor Output Results
1 Random Sensor "Measurements":
2 [0]: 518
3 [1]: 939
4 [2]: 880
5 [3]: 714
6 [4]: 893
7 [5]: 519
8 [6]: 18
9 [7]: 470
10 [8]: 1018
11 [9]: 1000
12 [10]: 682
13 [11]: 184
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14 [12]: 876
15 [13]: 975
16 [14]: 149
17 [15]: 261
18 [16]: 315
19 [17]: 464
20 [18]: 704
21 [19]: 768
22 [20]: 997
23 [21]: 450
24 [22]: 125
25 [23]: 512
26 [24]: 689
The fibo sensor simply maintains its state and returns the next value in the Fi-
bonacci sequence based on the last value returned. Listing 5.11 shows sample output
from the WSNFS driver implementation as it reads the first 25 “measurements” from
the sensor. As the sequence diverges quickly, the driver has the option to start over
once the value has exceeded a specified limit.
Listing 5.11: fibo Pseudo-Sensor Output Results
1 Fibonacci Sensor "Measurements":
2 [0]: 0
3 [1]: 1
4 [2]: 1
5 [3]: 2
6 [4]: 3
7 [5]: 5
8 [6]: 8
9 [7]: 13
10 [8]: 21
11 [9]: 34
12 [10]: 55
13 [11]: 89
14 [12]: 144
15 [13]: 233
16 [14]: 377
17 [15]: 610
18 [16]: 987
19 [17]: 1597
20 [18]: 2584
21 [19]: 4181
22 [20]: 6765
23 [21]: 10946
24 [22]: 17711
25 [23]: 28657
26 [24]: 46368
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5.5 WSNFS Data Storage and Recall
As discussed in Section 2.4.2, time-series data may be stored in a special format
within WSNFS, which enables efficient access for in-network processing of collected
sensor data. The primary efficiencies are gained in time-block access, record-block ac-
cess, and multi-resolution access. These improvements were possible by the exchange
of traditional file access modes for a reduced set that is customized to meet the needs
of WSN systems. In WSNFS, time-block access is defined as data access that spans a
specified time interval. Record-block access is defined as access that spans specified
data item indexes. Multi-resolution access is defined as access that not only spans
either a time interval or record interval, but also specifies a sampling frequency
that may be greater than (interpolation) or less than (sub-sampling) the available
resolution. WSNFS data files are limited to append-only writes and sequential-only
read access within the various block-access modes. For this implementation, remote
access to shared data files is read-only. Additionally, time-series sensor data is stored
on a fixed sample rate. However, the fixed rate is only constant for individual files,
i.e. each file may have a different sampling period. In this WSNFS implementation,
the data storage system was built on top of the host file system. As such, standard
file I/O was abstracted to provide only the access modes discussed above. While
WSNFS files are logically a single entity, the implementation actually utilizes two
host files to represent a single WSNFS file. The two files represent the WSNFS
data descriptor and WSNFS raw data. Listing 5.12 shows the contents of these two
components for an example WSNFS file.
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Listing 5.12: Example WSNFS Data File
1 WSNFS Data Descriptor:
2 test.wsnfs.data|double|2014-02-02 18:07:09.167|1000|25
3
4 WSNFS Data:
5 0.123456789
6 1.123456789
7 2.123456789
8 3.123456789
9 4.123456789
10 5.123456789
11 6.123456789
12 7.123456789
13 8.123456789
14 9.123456789
15 10.123456789
16 11.123456789
17 12.123456789
18 13.123456789
19 14.123456789
20 15.123456789
21 16.123456789
22 17.123456789
23 18.123456789
24 19.123456789
25 20.123456789
26 21.123456789
27 22.123456789
28 23.123456789
29 24.123456789
From Listing 5.12, we see that the data descriptor maintains the state of a file by
holding a reference to the data file name, the type of data stored, the data starting
time, the interval between values (in milliseconds), and the current number of data
values stored. This arrangement proved effective for managing time-series data and
enabling multi-resolution access without significant overhead.
Listing 5.13 shows the output of several WSNFS data file multi-resolution access
tests, using the test file shown in Listing 5.12. In Listing 5.13, we see that four
tests were performed. The first simply read the file using a resolution of 1.0,
i.e. it requested all samples using the original sampling period. The second test
sub-sampled using one-half the original sampling period, thus we see roughly half
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the number of measurements returned. The third test requested a sampling ratio
(3.2), which was not evenly divisible into the original sampling period. In this
case, the system must use linear interpolation to provide the requested sampling
interval. We see from lines 43-49 of Listing 5.13 that every value returned had to be
interpolated (other than the first value), because the sampling ratio did not overlap
the original sampling period. Finally, the fourth test utilized a resolution of 4.0, thus
approximately one-quarter the number of values was returned.
Listing 5.13: WSNFS Data File Multi-Resolution Read Results
1 Test [0] Sub-Sampled Read (1.000):
2 [ 0]: 2014-02-02 18:07:09.167, 0.12346789
3 [ 1]: 2014-02-02 18:07:10.167, 1.12346789
4 [ 2]: 2014-02-02 18:07:11.167, 2.12346789
5 [ 3]: 2014-02-02 18:07:12.167, 3.12346789
6 [ 4]: 2014-02-02 18:07:13.167, 4.12346789
7 [ 5]: 2014-02-02 18:07:14.167, 5.12346789
8 [ 6]: 2014-02-02 18:07:15.167, 6.12346789
9 [ 7]: 2014-02-02 18:07:16.167, 7.12346789
10 [ 8]: 2014-02-02 18:07:17.167, 8.12346789
11 [ 9]: 2014-02-02 18:07:18.167, 9.12346789
12 [ 10]: 2014-02-02 18:07:19.167, 10.12346789
13 [ 11]: 2014-02-02 18:07:20.167, 11.12346789
14 [ 12]: 2014-02-02 18:07:21.167, 12.12346789
15 [ 13]: 2014-02-02 18:07:22.167, 13.12346789
16 [ 14]: 2014-02-02 18:07:23.167, 14.12346789
17 [ 15]: 2014-02-02 18:07:24.167, 15.12346789
18 [ 16]: 2014-02-02 18:07:25.167, 16.12346789
19 [ 17]: 2014-02-02 18:07:26.167, 17.12346789
20 [ 18]: 2014-02-02 18:07:27.167, 18.12346789
21 [ 19]: 2014-02-02 18:07:28.167, 19.12346789
22 [ 20]: 2014-02-02 18:07:29.167, 20.12346789
23 [ 21]: 2014-02-02 18:07:30.167, 21.12346789
24 [ 22]: 2014-02-02 18:07:31.167, 22.12346789
25 [ 23]: 2014-02-02 18:07:32.167, 23.12346789
26 [ 24]: 2014-02-02 18:07:33.167, 24.12346789
27
28 Test [1] Sub-Sampled Read (2.000):
29 [ 0]: 2014-02-02 18:07:09.167, 0.123456789
30 [ 1]: 2014-02-02 18:07:11.167, 2.123456789
31 [ 2]: 2014-02-02 18:07:13.167, 4.123456789
32 [ 3]: 2014-02-02 18:07:15.167, 6.123456789
33 [ 4]: 2014-02-02 18:07:17.167, 8.123456789
34 [ 5]: 2014-02-02 18:07:19.167, 10.123456789
35 [ 6]: 2014-02-02 18:07:21.167, 12.123456789
36 [ 7]: 2014-02-02 18:07:23.167, 14.123456789
37 [ 8]: 2014-02-02 18:07:25.167, 16.123456789
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38 [ 9]: 2014-02-02 18:07:27.167, 18.123456789
39 [ 10]: 2014-02-02 18:07:29.167, 20.123456789
40 [ 11]: 2014-02-02 18:07:31.167, 22.123456789
41
42 Test [2] Sub-Sampled Read (3.200):
43 [ 0]: 2014-02-02 18:07:09.167, 0.123456789
44 [ 1]: 2014-02-02 18:07:12.367, 3.323456789
45 [ 2]: 2014-02-02 18:07:15.567, 6.523456789
46 [ 3]: 2014-02-02 18:07:18.767, 9.723456789
47 [ 4]: 2014-02-02 18:07:21.967, 12.923456789
48 [ 5]: 2014-02-02 18:07:25.167, 16.123456789
49 [ 6]: 2014-02-02 18:07:28.367, 19.323456789
50
51 Test [3] Sub-Sampled Read (4.000):
52 [ 0]: 2014-02-02 18:07:09.167, 0.123456789
53 [ 1]: 2014-02-02 18:07:13.167, 4.123456789
54 [ 2]: 2014-02-02 18:07:17.167, 8.123456789
55 [ 3]: 2014-02-02 18:07:21.167, 12.123456789
56 [ 4]: 2014-02-02 18:07:25.167, 16.123456789
57 [ 5]: 2014-02-02 18:07:29.167, 20.123456789
In summary, this WSNFS data file format applies some limitations to the type of
data access modes available, restricting write modes to append-only and read modes
to time-block access, record-block access, and multi-resolution access. However,
these restrictions also enable useful access semantics for time-series data within WSN
systems without significant computational overhead.
5.6 WSNFS Data Views
As discussed in Section 2.2.1, data views are how WSNFS provides additional context
to collected data. This context allows distributed algorithms to make better choices
when processing collected data. While WSNFS supports any number of data views,
it always provides the network-relative view of shared data on the network. WSNFS
maintains a virtual file system for managing access to both local and remote data
within the network. This data is generally organized into a minimal set of directories:
cache, data, dev, share, and views. While this set of directories is typically present in
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the file system across applications, the contents of each directory varies by application
and system configuration. In general, the cache directory is designated for general
local data caching. The data directory is designated for storing local sensor data.
The dev directory provides a location for node devices, such as sensors. The share
directory is designated for exportation of data to the network at large (i.e., any tree
within the share directory is exported by WSNFS for access by any node within the
network). Finally, the views directory provides a location for linking remote data
into the local file system.
As with other parts of the WSNFS protocol stack, verification of the view gen-
eration algorithms was done through direct implementation and experiment. The
following experiment was carried out utilizing the same network initial conditions as
used in Sections 5.1-5.3. The view generation protocol executed with the following
conditions:
1. The view generation service utilized an interval of 10 seconds.
2. Three sensors were active, logging sensor measurements on a 1000 ms interval.
(a) soct - SoC temperature on Raspberry Pi
(b) rand - pseudo-sensor random values
(c) fibo - pseudo-sensor Fibonacci sequence values
3. The sensor devices and their associated data files were exported for remote
access by all other nodes in the network.
4. Only the default network hop view was generated.
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Features of successful verification include the following:
1. All nodes should generate views that correspond correctly to their location in
the network (i.e., inter-node distances must be correct).
2. Each node should generate a file system tree that includes local data and remote
view data.
3. All of the active sensors and associated data files should be represented in the
generated view tree for both local and remote data.
As with the experiments run in Sections 5.1-5.3, each node outputs a log of system
events. However, in this test, each node also ends its run time by outputting the
file system tree that was developed during its run. Listing 5.14 shows the received
FSRemoteTree packets for each node during this experiment. We see from Listing
5.14 that each node received a packet from every other node in the network publishing
their shared data.
Listing 5.14: WSNFS Remote Data Communications for All Nodes
1 Node 1:
2 [2014-01-30 01:37:55.496] FSRemoteTree received from Node[2]
3 [2014-01-30 01:37:57.198] FSRemoteTree received from Node[4]
4 [2014-01-30 01:37:59.966] FSRemoteTree received from Node[3]
5 [2014-01-30 01:38:02.171] FSRemoteTree received from Node[7]
6 [2014-01-30 01:38:03.042] FSRemoteTree received from Node[6]
7 [2014-01-30 01:38:06.098] FSRemoteTree received from Node[8]
8 [2014-01-30 01:38:11.180] FSRemoteTree received from Node[9]
9 [2014-01-30 01:38:22.244] FSRemoteTree received from Node[5]
10
11 Node 2:
12 [2014-01-30 01:37:57.866] FSRemoteTree received from Node[3]
13 [2014-01-30 01:37:59.301] FSRemoteTree received from Node[1]
14 [2014-01-30 01:38:01.838] FSRemoteTree received from Node[6]
15 [2014-01-30 01:38:05.830] FSRemoteTree received from Node[7]
16 [2014-01-30 01:38:08.392] FSRemoteTree received from Node[9]
17 [2014-01-30 01:38:10.151] FSRemoteTree received from Node[4]
18 [2014-01-30 01:38:20.079] FSRemoteTree received from Node[5]
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19 [2014-01-30 01:38:28.267] FSRemoteTree received from Node[8]
20
21 Node 3:
22 [2014-01-30 01:37:56.723] FSRemoteTree received from Node[2]
23 [2014-01-30 01:37:58.811] FSRemoteTree received from Node[6]
24 [2014-01-30 01:38:01.814] FSRemoteTree received from Node[1]
25 [2014-01-30 01:38:05.097] FSRemoteTree received from Node[9]
26 [2014-01-30 01:38:07.589] FSRemoteTree received from Node[8]
27 [2014-01-30 01:38:08.476] FSRemoteTree received from Node[7]
28 [2014-01-30 01:38:12.738] FSRemoteTree received from Node[4]
29 [2014-01-30 01:38:21.988] FSRemoteTree received from Node[5]
30
31 Node 4:
32 [2014-01-30 01:37:59.650] FSRemoteTree received from Node[1]
33 [2014-01-30 01:38:01.157] FSRemoteTree received from Node[7]
34 [2014-01-30 01:38:02.614] FSRemoteTree received from Node[3]
35 [2014-01-30 01:38:04.004] FSRemoteTree received from Node[8]
36 [2014-01-30 01:38:07.633] FSRemoteTree received from Node[6]
37 [2014-01-30 01:38:12.013] FSRemoteTree received from Node[9]
38 [2014-01-30 01:38:47.161] FSRemoteTree received from Node[2]
39 [2014-01-30 01:39:02.478] FSRemoteTree received from Node[5]
40
41 Node 5:
42 [2014-01-30 01:38:03.758] FSRemoteTree received from Node[2]
43 [2014-01-30 01:38:05.247] FSRemoteTree received from Node[4]
44 [2014-01-30 01:38:09.040] FSRemoteTree received from Node[6]
45 [2014-01-30 01:38:10.772] FSRemoteTree received from Node[7]
46 [2014-01-30 01:38:15.745] FSRemoteTree received from Node[9]
47 [2014-01-30 01:38:20.561] FSRemoteTree received from Node[3]
48 [2014-01-30 01:38:26.199] FSRemoteTree received from Node[8]
49 [2014-01-30 01:38:34.277] FSRemoteTree received from Node[1]
50
51 Node 6:
52 [2014-01-30 01:37:58.146] FSRemoteTree received from Node[3]
53 [2014-01-30 01:38:00.772] FSRemoteTree received from Node[2]
54 [2014-01-30 01:38:02.189] FSRemoteTree received from Node[9]
55 [2014-01-30 01:38:05.451] FSRemoteTree received from Node[8]
56 [2014-01-30 01:38:06.660] FSRemoteTree received from Node[1]
57 [2014-01-30 01:38:20.573] FSRemoteTree received from Node[4]
58 [2014-01-30 01:38:21.661] FSRemoteTree received from Node[5]
59 [2014-01-30 01:38:28.758] FSRemoteTree received from Node[7]
60
61 Node 7:
62 [2014-01-30 01:37:56.925] FSRemoteTree received from Node[4]
63 [2014-01-30 01:38:00.251] FSRemoteTree received from Node[8]
64 [2014-01-30 01:38:01.538] FSRemoteTree received from Node[1]
65 [2014-01-30 01:38:05.450] FSRemoteTree received from Node[3]
66 [2014-01-30 01:38:08.280] FSRemoteTree received from Node[9]
67 [2014-01-30 01:38:10.954] FSRemoteTree received from Node[6]
68 [2014-01-30 01:38:25.270] FSRemoteTree received from Node[5]
69 [2014-01-30 01:39:17.316] FSRemoteTree received from Node[2]
70
71 Node 8:
72 [2014-01-30 01:38:02.391] FSRemoteTree received from Node[7]
73 [2014-01-30 01:38:03.732] FSRemoteTree received from Node[4]
74 [2014-01-30 01:38:05.236] FSRemoteTree received from Node[9]
75 [2014-01-30 01:38:06.996] FSRemoteTree received from Node[1]
76 [2014-01-30 01:38:12.124] FSRemoteTree received from Node[6]
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77 [2014-01-30 01:38:22.357] FSRemoteTree received from Node[5]
78 [2014-01-30 01:38:23.838] FSRemoteTree received from Node[3]
79 [2014-01-30 01:40:04.568] FSRemoteTree received from Node[2]
80
81 Node 9:
82 [2014-01-30 01:37:58.415] FSRemoteTree received from Node[6]
83 [2014-01-30 01:37:59.881] FSRemoteTree received from Node[3]
84 [2014-01-30 01:38:01.631] FSRemoteTree received from Node[8]
85 [2014-01-30 01:38:03.722] FSRemoteTree received from Node[2]
86 [2014-01-30 01:38:05.792] FSRemoteTree received from Node[7]
87 [2014-01-30 01:38:07.638] FSRemoteTree received from Node[4]
88 [2014-01-30 01:38:11.511] FSRemoteTree received from Node[1]
89 [2014-01-30 01:38:24.922] FSRemoteTree received from Node[5]
Listing 5.15 shows the complete file system tree output from Node 1. As seen in
Listing 5.15, the primary directories within the file system are represented, / (root:
line 2), cache (line 3), data (line 4), dev (line 8), share (line 12), and views (line 23).
As the system was configured with three sensors, we expect to see both device and
data files linked in the local file system. Each directory and file node represented
in WSNFS has an entry for its name, the number of child nodes (file nodes will
always have a child count of zero), and a reference to the parent node of the entry.
In the following listings, this information is represented in the format: [node name,
child node count, parent node]. For example, [hops |5 |views ] represents a
directory named hops , with five child nodes (file and/or directory nodes), and a
parent node named views . From lines 5-7 of Listing 5.15, we see the data files were
linked into the data directory; and in lines 9-11 of Listing 5.15, we see that the devices
themselves were linked into the device directory as expected. Additionally, we see
from Listing 5.15 that both the sensor devices (lines 14-16) and sensor data files
(lines 19-21) were exported in the share directory. Next, from Listing 5.15, we see
the views directory (line 23) is populated with a single view (hops), which represents
the number of network hops required for communication. In this case, Node 1 is
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shown to have nodes at a distance varying between zero (itself) and four hops away
(Node 9). On lines 36-56 of Listing 5.15, we see that Node 1 correctly identified its
list of 1-hop neighbors. Not only did Node 1 correctly discover the neighborhood
relationships, but we also see, as a whole, that it correctly mapped remote data and
sensors from each node in the network into its local file system.
Listing 5.15: WSNFS Data View Results: Relative Network Location Node 1
1 [2014-01-30 01:43:15.219] Final file system tree:
2 [/|6|null]
3 [cache|0|/]
4 [data|3|/]
5 [rand.dat|0|data]
6 [soct.dat|0|data]
7 [fibo.dat|0|data]
8 [dev|3|/]
9 [soct|0|dev]
10 [fibo|0|dev]
11 [rand|0|dev]
12 [share|3|/]
13 [sensors|3|share]
14 [soct|0|sensors]
15 [fibo|0|sensors]
16 [rand|0|sensors]
17 [events|0|share]
18 [data|3|share]
19 [rand.dat|0|data]
20 [soct.dat|0|data]
21 [fibo.dat|0|data]
22 [sys|0|/]
23 [views|1|/]
24 [hops|5|views]
25 [0|1|hops]
26 [1|3|0]
27 [sensors|3|1]
28 [soct|0|sensors]
29 [fibo|0|sensors]
30 [rand|0|sensors]
31 [events|0|1]
32 [data|3|1]
33 [rand.dat|0|data]
34 [soct.dat|0|data]
35 [fibo.dat|0|data]
36 [1|2|hops]
37 [2|3|1]
38 [sensors|3|2]
39 [soct|0|sensors]
40 [fibo|0|sensors]
41 [rand|0|sensors]
42 [events|0|2]
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43 [data|3|2]
44 [rand.dat|0|data]
45 [soct.dat|0|data]
46 [fibo.dat|0|data]
47 [4|3|1]
48 [sensors|3|4]
49 [soct|0|sensors]
50 [fibo|0|sensors]
51 [rand|0|sensors]
52 [events|0|4]
53 [data|3|4]
54 [rand.dat|0|data]
55 [soct.dat|0|data]
56 [fibo.dat|0|data]
57 [2|3|hops]
58 [3|3|2]
59 [sensors|3|3]
60 [soct|0|sensors]
61 [fibo|0|sensors]
62 [rand|0|sensors]
63 [events|0|3]
64 [data|3|3]
65 [rand.dat|0|data]
66 [soct.dat|0|data]
67 [fibo.dat|0|data]
68 [7|3|2]
69 [sensors|3|7]
70 [soct|0|sensors]
71 [fibo|0|sensors]
72 [rand|0|sensors]
73 [events|0|7]
74 [data|3|7]
75 [rand.dat|0|data]
76 [soct.dat|0|data]
77 [fibo.dat|0|data]
78 [5|3|2]
79 [sensors|3|5]
80 [soct|0|sensors]
81 [fibo|0|sensors]
82 [rand|0|sensors]
83 [events|0|5]
84 [data|3|5]
85 [rand.dat|0|data]
86 [soct.dat|0|data]
87 [fibo.dat|0|data]
88 [3|2|hops]
89 [6|3|3]
90 [sensors|3|6]
91 [soct|0|sensors]
92 [fibo|0|sensors]
93 [rand|0|sensors]
94 [events|0|6]
95 [data|3|6]
96 [rand.dat|0|data]
97 [soct.dat|0|data]
98 [fibo.dat|0|data]
99 [8|3|3]
100 [sensors|3|8]
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101 [soct|0|sensors]
102 [fibo|0|sensors]
103 [rand|0|sensors]
104 [events|0|8]
105 [data|3|8]
106 [rand.dat|0|data]
107 [soct.dat|0|data]
108 [fibo.dat|0|data]
109 [4|1|hops]
110 [9|3|4]
111 [sensors|3|9]
112 [soct|0|sensors]
113 [fibo|0|sensors]
114 [rand|0|sensors]
115 [events|0|9]
116 [data|3|9]
117 [rand.dat|0|data]
118 [soct.dat|0|data]
119 [fibo.dat|0|data]
Another interesting example in this experiment is the output from Node 5. We
know from the initial conditions that Node 5 is the most highly connected node in
this experiment. As such, the view generation looks much different compared with
Node 1. Listing 5.16 shows the final file system tree generated by Node 5. We see
from Listing 5.16 that Node 5 shows it had nodes at a distance ranging from zero
(itself) to two hops away. Lines 36-76 of Listing 5.16 shows the 1-hop nodes, while
lines 77-117 show the 2-hop nodes and their associated shared data and devices.
Additionally, the nodes listed in these categories do in fact belong to the categories
assigned based on the initial conditions for the test.
Listing 5.16: WSNFS Data View Results: Relative Network Location Node 5
1 [2014-01-30 01:43:13.365] Final file system tree:
2 [/|6|null]
3 [cache|0|/]
4 [data|3|/]
5 [rand.dat|0|data]
6 [soct.dat|0|data]
7 [fibo.dat|0|data]
8 [dev|3|/]
9 [soct|0|dev]
10 [fibo|0|dev]
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11 [rand|0|dev]
12 [share|3|/]
13 [sensors|3|share]
14 [soct|0|sensors]
15 [fibo|0|sensors]
16 [rand|0|sensors]
17 [events|0|share]
18 [data|3|share]
19 [rand.dat|0|data]
20 [soct.dat|0|data]
21 [fibo.dat|0|data]
22 [sys|0|/]
23 [views|1|/]
24 [hops|3|views]
25 [0|1|hops]
26 [5|3|0]
27 [sensors|3|5]
28 [soct|0|sensors]
29 [fibo|0|sensors]
30 [rand|0|sensors]
31 [events|0|5]
32 [data|3|5]
33 [rand.dat|0|data]
34 [soct.dat|0|data]
35 [fibo.dat|0|data]
36 [1|4|hops]
37 [2|3|1]
38 [sensors|3|2]
39 [soct|0|sensors]
40 [fibo|0|sensors]
41 [rand|0|sensors]
42 [events|0|2]
43 [data|3|2]
44 [rand.dat|0|data]
45 [soct.dat|0|data]
46 [fibo.dat|0|data]
47 [6|3|1]
48 [sensors|3|6]
49 [soct|0|sensors]
50 [fibo|0|sensors]
51 [rand|0|sensors]
52 [events|0|6]
53 [data|3|6]
54 [rand.dat|0|data]
55 [soct.dat|0|data]
56 [fibo.dat|0|data]
57 [4|3|1]
58 [sensors|3|4]
59 [soct|0|sensors]
60 [fibo|0|sensors]
61 [rand|0|sensors]
62 [events|0|4]
63 [data|3|4]
64 [rand.dat|0|data]
65 [soct.dat|0|data]
66 [fibo.dat|0|data]
67 [8|3|1]
68 [sensors|3|8]
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69 [soct|0|sensors]
70 [fibo|0|sensors]
71 [rand|0|sensors]
72 [events|0|8]
73 [data|3|8]
74 [rand.dat|0|data]
75 [soct.dat|0|data]
76 [fibo.dat|0|data]
77 [2|4|hops]
78 [3|3|2]
79 [sensors|3|3]
80 [soct|0|sensors]
81 [fibo|0|sensors]
82 [rand|0|sensors]
83 [events|0|3]
84 [data|3|3]
85 [rand.dat|0|data]
86 [soct.dat|0|data]
87 [fibo.dat|0|data]
88 [1|3|2]
89 [sensors|3|1]
90 [soct|0|sensors]
91 [fibo|0|sensors]
92 [rand|0|sensors]
93 [events|0|1]
94 [data|3|1]
95 [rand.dat|0|data]
96 [soct.dat|0|data]
97 [fibo.dat|0|data]
98 [7|3|2]
99 [sensors|3|7]
100 [soct|0|sensors]
101 [fibo|0|sensors]
102 [rand|0|sensors]
103 [events|0|7]
104 [data|3|7]
105 [rand.dat|0|data]
106 [soct.dat|0|data]
107 [fibo.dat|0|data]
108 [9|3|2]
109 [sensors|3|9]
110 [soct|0|sensors]
111 [fibo|0|sensors]
112 [rand|0|sensors]
113 [events|0|9]
114 [data|3|9]
115 [rand.dat|0|data]
116 [soct.dat|0|data]
117 [fibo.dat|0|data]
Overall, these results are representative of each node in this experiment and its
variations. We see from these results that each node generated a file system tree
linking local devices and data files while also exporting those objects by linking
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them in its share directory. Each node determined its location relative to other
nodes in the network, and in turn generated the network views in its file system tree
corresponding to its relative distance to other nodes. Remote file system trees were
also linked into the hops view correctly, as the trees are representative of the file
trees originally exported by each node in the network.
5.7 WSNFS Data Sharing
Data sharing in WSNFS is accomplished on two levels: metadata and physical data.
As discussed in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.3, WSNFS enables efficient data sharing by
primarily sharing only metadata on a network-wide basis. This allows all nodes in the
network to be aware of the available data but does not require the continuous transfer
of the underlying physical data unless there is an explicit request for the operation.
As we saw in Section 5.6, metadata is synchronized throughout the network through
the data views system.
Physical data sharing occurs when a node reads a remote file that was exported
(shared) by another node in the network. This type of sharing can take place in
two modes: cache access or direct access. Cache access mode is defined as accesses
to remote resources that have, at some point, been made available in the local file
system within a data cache. Caching of data can occur as a result of access history,
predictive caching, or data replication. An example of access history caching is
when an entire file is cached when only a small block within the file was previously
accessed. Predictive caching may be defined as caching that occurs as a result of
some external event. For example, suppose several files within a directory were
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accessed, a predictive caching algorithm may decide to cache the remaining files
within that directory based on access behaviors. As discussed briefly in Section 2.1,
data replication is the process of maintaining multiple copies of a dataset across the
network. In this case, if it happens that remote data is being stored on the node
requesting the remote data, it can simply access the locally replicated copy rather
than impose additional network traffic to access it directly from the source node.
Direct access mode, as the name implies, is the process of accessing remote data
without caching. Direct access mode is needed when data has not been cached or
an application cannot wait for caching to occur, in which case this is the only way
to access the data. In the following experiment, direct access mode was the only
mode analyzed as it requires the greatest amount of network communication, and
thus provides the most stress on the sharing protocol employed by WSNFS. Caching,
in this instance, primarily improves remote data access efficiency and as such has
little bearing on the verification of the data sharing protocol itself.
The verification of the WSNFS data sharing protocol and metadata utilization
was accomplished using the same initial network conditions, as found in Sections
5.2-5.6, for network configuration, discovery intervals, data view intervals, and map-
ping intervals. For this experiment, each node was configured to utilize metadata
published by other nodes in the network to determine what data is available and
to make requests for shared data located throughout the network. The following
additional constraints were in place for the data sharing protocols experiment:
1. Two sensors were active on each node in the network, logging sensor measure-
ments on a 1000 ms interval.
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(a) rand - pseudo-sensor random values
(b) fibo - pseudo-sensor Fibonacci sequence values
2. Both the sensor devices and their associated data files were exported for remote
access by all other nodes in the network.
3. Only the default network hop view was generated.
Additionally, to test the data sharing protocol specifically, we had the following
configuration:
4. Each node queried data view metadata to identify the amount of available data
on remote nodes.
5. Each node periodically requested data from the rand sensor on each of its 1-hop
neighbors.
6. Each node also periodically requested data from the fibo sensor on all nodes
that are the greatest number of relative hops away (maximal-hops).
In this experiment, the characteristics of valid operation are as follows:
1. All nodes were aware of the quantity of data available on remote sensors that
were shared.
2. All nodes were able to utilize the hops view to group data access operations.
3. All nodes successfully requested/received remote sensor data from both 1-hop
and maximal-hop nodes in the network.
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As with previous experiments, the system log for each node provides detailed data
for the data sharing experiment. Each node in the network is actively acquiring
data from its two pseudo-sensors, fibo and rand. Additionally, each node in the
network attempts reading remote sensor data based on the relative position of the
data (relative to the node’s position in the network). As such, we expect that initially
there will be no available sensor data, because each node is sampling its sensors at
1000 ms intervals. Listing 5.17 shows a representative example of the initial condition
in which some nodes have exported their corresponding sensor data files but no data
is yet stored in the files.
Listing 5.17: WSNFS Data Sharing Results: Initial State Example (Node 1)
1 ...
2 [2014-02-08 17:04:13.554] FSRemoteTree received from Node[2]
3 [2014-02-08 17:04:13.816] FSRemoteTree received from Node[4]
4 [2014-02-08 17:04:14.167] FSRemoteTree received from Node[3]
5 ...
6 [2014-02-08 17:04:14.358] Reading 5 records from sensor rand on all nodes 1 hops away...
7 [2014-02-08 17:04:14.359] Hop Distances Available:
8 [2014-02-08 17:04:14.359] 1 selected
9 [2014-02-08 17:04:14.359] 0
10 [2014-02-08 17:04:14.359] rand sensor has 0 data points available on Node[2]
11 [2014-02-08 17:04:14.364] Node[1]: TX ==> [2]: FSRFileOp: Request ID: 0 Target: /share/data/rand.dat
12 [2014-02-08 17:04:14.470] FSRemoteTree received from Node[5]
13 [2014-02-08 17:04:14.638] FSRemoteTree received from Node[6]
14 [2014-02-08 17:04:14.749] FSRemoteTree received from Node[7]
15 [2014-02-08 17:04:14.910] FSRemoteTree received from Node[8]
16 ...
17 [2014-02-08 17:04:16.549] FSRemoteTree received from Node[9]
18 ...
As is seen on line 2 of Listing 5.17, Node 2 reported its exported data to Node
1 early during start up. Soon after this (line 10 of Listing 5.17), Node 1 reads the
available metadata from Node 2 and finds no data is yet available from the rand
sensor.
Once the network has been up and running for a time, we can begin to see the
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general data sharing protocol in this experiment. Each node selects data from nodes
within a given network range based on its local hops view. Once each member node of
a given range is identified, the node queries the available local metadata (no network
calls required) to determine how much data is available for a given sensor. The node
may then make a request for the latest sensor measurements from the remote node.
In this example (3Ö3 network), there are three types of nodes when classified by
their connectedness. The “corner” nodes (1, 3, 7, and 9) are least connected, having
only two 1-hop neighbors, and as such will require four hops to communicate with
other corner nodes. The next class of nodes is the “edge” nodes (2, 4, 6, and 8), which
has three 1-hop neighbors, and as such require at most three hops to communicate
with all other nodes in the network. The final node class is the “center” node,
which is the most connected class having four 1-hop neighbors. Node 5 is the only
member of the “center” class in this 3Ö3 network. In uniform grid networks, these
three categories represent all of the possible connectedness configurations (and is one
reason a 3Ö3 network may be considered representative of larger grid networks). In
the following, the results of the data sharing experiment will be examined for one
member from each of the these classes interacting with both their 1-hop neighbors
and maximally distant nodes in the network.
Listing 5.18 shows a typical example for “corner” nodes in the network. As
indicated earlier, Nodes 1, 3, 7, and 9 have similar behavior when sharing data with
the most distant nodes in the network (in this case 4-hops way), because they are in
analogous positions in the network relative to one another. We see from Listing 5.18
that Node 1 selects to request data from the fibo sensor on all nodes that are four
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hops way (line 8) and requests three of the latest measurements. Also, we see that
Node 1 was able to identify that there are at least 20 data items available on Node
9 (line 9). As Node 1 is one of the least connected nodes in this network (along with
3, 7, and 9), it also has the greatest range of hop views available. For Node 1, the
only member of the 4-hop group is Node 9, which returns the requested data on line
11 of Listing 5.18. Node 9’s returned data is shown on lines 13-15 of Listing 5.18.
Listing 5.18: WSNFS Data Sharing Results: Node 1, 4-Hop Sharing
1 ...
2 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.063] Reading 3 records from sensor fibo on all nodes -1 hops away...
3 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.063] Hop Distances Available:
4 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.063] 3
5 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.063] 2
6 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.063] 1
7 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.064] 0
8 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.064] 4 selected
9 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.064] fibo sensor has 20 data points available on Node[9]
10 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.064] Node[1]: TX ==> [9]: FSRFileOp: Request ID: 10 Target: /share/data/fibo.dat
11 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.081] FSRemoteData received from Node[9]
12 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.081] Processing reply for remote request[10] from Node[9]
13 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.082] fibo on Node[9], read[0]: 2014-02-08 17:03:53.484|double|4181.0
14 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.082] fibo on Node[9], read[1]: 2014-02-08 17:03:54.484|double|6765.0
15 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.082] fibo on Node[9], read[2]: 2014-02-08 17:03:55.484|double|10946.0
16 ...
Listing 5.19 shows example results of a corner class node requesting data from
its 1-hop neighbors. We see in Listing 5.19 Node 1 electing to request rand sensor
data from all of its 1-hop neighbors (line 6) and requesting the five most recent
measurements from them. In this case, the members of Node 1’s 1-hop neighbor
group is Node 2 and Node 4. Again, we see from lines 9 and 18 of Listing 5.19 that
Node 1 was able to query local metadata to determine available data, the results of
which were at least 20 data records available on Nodes 2 and 4 during this period.
Node 2’s and 4’s responses are shown on lines 11 and 20 of Listing 5.19, and these
responses are processed on lines 13-17 and 22-26, respectively.
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Listing 5.19: WSNFS Data Sharing Results: Node 1, 1-Hop Sharing
1 ...
2 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.126] Reading 5 records from sensor rand on all nodes 1 hops away...
3 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.126] Hop Distances Available:
4 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.126] 3
5 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.126] 2
6 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.126] 1 selected
7 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.126] 0
8 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.127] 4
9 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.127] rand sensor has 20 data points available on Node[2]
10 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.127] Node[1]: TX ==> [2]: FSRFileOp: Request ID: 11 Target: /share/data/rand.dat
11 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.136] FSRemoteData received from Node[2]
12 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.137] Processing reply for remote request[11] from Node[2]
13 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.137] rand on Node[2], read[0]: 2014-02-08 17:03:53.489|double|974.79451607893
14 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.137] rand on Node[2], read[1]: 2014-02-08 17:03:54.489|double|863.79299809659
15 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.138] rand on Node[2], read[2]: 2014-02-08 17:03:55.489|double|822.31235990147
16 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.138] rand on Node[2], read[3]: 2014-02-08 17:03:56.489|double|874.93979103954
17 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.138] rand on Node[2], read[4]: 2014-02-08 17:03:57.489|double|404.78376933888
18 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.139] rand sensor has 20 data points available on Node[4]
19 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.139] Node[1]: TX ==> [4]: FSRFileOp: Request ID: 12 Target: /share/data/rand.dat
20 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.145] FSRemoteData received from Node[4]
21 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.145] Processing reply for remote request[12] from Node[4]
22 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.147] rand on Node[4], read[0]: 2014-02-08 17:03:53.758|double|736.1940120971709
23 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.147] rand on Node[4], read[1]: 2014-02-08 17:03:54.758|double|274.77207840065
24 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.148] rand on Node[4], read[2]: 2014-02-08 17:03:55.758|double|320.22728348535
25 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.148] rand on Node[4], read[3]: 2014-02-08 17:03:56.758|double|320.99565617875
26 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.148] rand on Node[4], read[4]: 2014-02-08 17:03:57.758|double|268.48469774898
27 ...
Listing 5.20 shows the representative behavior for “edge” nodes during a data
sharing experiment. As mentioned earlier, in this experiment, nodes of this class
include nodes 2, 4, 6, and 8. From Listing 5.20, we see Node 2 selected its 3-hop
neighbors (line 4) and requested three records from the fibo sensor on each node. As
we saw with the corner node example, Node 2 was able to query the local metadata
(lines 8 and 15 of Listing 5.20) of its 3-hop neighbors, finding at least 20 records
available on both nodes 7 and 9. Following the data sharing requests to nodes 7
and 9, we see the data returned on lines 10 and 17 of Listing 5.20, respectively.
Additionally, the three data records returned from each of Node 2’s 3-hop neighbors
are displayed on lines 12-14 and 19-21 of Listing 5.20.
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Listing 5.20: WSNFS Data Sharing Results: Node 2, 3-Hop Sharing
1 ...
2 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.159] Reading 3 records from sensor fibo on all nodes -1 hops away...
3 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.160] Hop Distances Available:
4 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.160] 3 selected
5 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.160] 2
6 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.160] 1
7 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.160] 0
8 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.160] fibo sensor has 20 data points available on Node[7]
9 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.160] Node[2]: TX ==> [7]: FSRFileOp: Request ID: 13 Target: /share/data/fibo.dat
10 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.174] FSRemoteData received from Node[7]
11 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.174] Processing reply for remote request[13] from Node[7]
12 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.175] fibo on Node[7], read[0]: 2014-02-08 17:03:52.184|double|2584.0
13 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.175] fibo on Node[7], read[1]: 2014-02-08 17:03:53.184|double|4181.0
14 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.175] fibo on Node[7], read[2]: 2014-02-08 17:03:54.184|double|6765.0
15 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.176] fibo sensor has 20 data points available on Node[9]
16 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.176] Node[2]: TX ==> [9]: FSRFileOp: Request ID: 14 Target: /share/data/fibo.dat
17 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.185] FSRemoteData received from Node[9]
18 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.185] Processing reply for remote request[14] from Node[9]
19 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.186] fibo on Node[9], read[0]: 2014-02-08 17:03:53.484|double|4181.0
20 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.186] fibo on Node[9], read[1]: 2014-02-08 17:03:54.484|double|6765.0
21 [2014-02-08 17:04:39.187] fibo on Node[9], read[2]: 2014-02-08 17:03:55.484|double|10946.0
22 ...
As discussed earlier, the edge nodes have three 1-hop neighbors in this network.
Listing 5.21 provides an example of an edge node interacting with its 1-hop neighbors.
Listing 5.21: WSNFS Data Sharing Results: Node 2
1 ...
2 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.228] Reading 5 records from sensor rand on all nodes 1 hops away...
3 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.228] Hop Distances Available:
4 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.228] 3
5 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.228] 2
6 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.228] 1 selected
7 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.228] 0
8 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.228] rand sensor has 20 data points available on Node[3]
9 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.229] Node[2]: TX ==> [3]: FSRFileOp: Request ID: 15 Target: /share/data/rand.dat
10 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.235] FSRemoteData received from Node[3]
11 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.235] Processing reply for remote request[15] from Node[3]
12 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.237] rand on Node[3], read[0]: 2014-02-08 17:03:53.619|double|698.907304489311
13 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.237] rand on Node[3], read[1]: 2014-02-08 17:03:54.619|double|582.496422922586
14 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.237] rand on Node[3], read[2]: 2014-02-08 17:03:55.619|double|541.199033975508
15 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.238] rand on Node[3], read[3]: 2014-02-08 17:03:56.619|double|515.073995503771
16 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.238] rand on Node[3], read[4]: 2014-02-08 17:03:57.619|double|11.2961378306953
17 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.238] rand sensor has 20 data points available on Node[1]
18 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.238] Node[2]: TX ==> [1]: FSRFileOp: Request ID: 16 Target: /share/data/rand.dat
19 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.247] FSRemoteData received from Node[1]
20 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.247] Processing reply for remote request[16] from Node[1]
21 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.249] rand on Node[1], read[0]: 2014-02-08 17:03:54.305|double|466.120015047062
22 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.249] rand on Node[1], read[1]: 2014-02-08 17:03:55.305|double|939.468190614863
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23 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.249] rand on Node[1], read[2]: 2014-02-08 17:03:56.305|double|220.179074426112
24 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.250] rand on Node[1], read[3]: 2014-02-08 17:03:57.305|double|214.644674409903
25 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.250] rand on Node[1], read[4]: 2014-02-08 17:03:58.305|double|500.375790895252
26 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.250] rand sensor has 20 data points available on Node[5]
27 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.250] Node[2]: TX ==> [5]: FSRFileOp: Request ID: 17 Target: /share/data/rand.dat
28 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.256] FSRemoteData received from Node[5]
29 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.256] Processing reply for remote request[17] from Node[5]
30 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.257] rand on Node[5], read[0]: 2014-02-08 17:03:53.931|double|708.699671726641
31 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.258] rand on Node[5], read[1]: 2014-02-08 17:03:54.931|double|433.719392269232
32 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.258] rand on Node[5], read[2]: 2014-02-08 17:03:55.931|double|727.856290745388
33 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.258] rand on Node[5], read[3]: 2014-02-08 17:03:56.931|double|463.341677370240
34 [2014-02-08 17:04:42.259] rand on Node[5], read[4]: 2014-02-08 17:03:57.931|double|939.707043731835
35 ...
We see from Listing 5.21 that data sharing between 1-hop neighbors for edge
nodes performed similarly to previous examples. Here, Node 2 selects 1-hop neigh-
bors (on line 6 of Listing 5.21) and proceeds to access local metadata for each 1-hop
neighbor on lines 8, 17, and 26 of Listing 5.21. As with the other data exchanges
that occurred during this time frame, we see that each of the 1-hop neighbors shows
that there are at least 20 records available from the rand sensor at each node. After
requesting data from each of its 1-hop neighbors, we see that Node 2 received five
measurements from each as shown on lines 10, 19, and 28 of Listing 5.21. Finally, we
see that each data packet received contained valid rand sensor measurements from
each of the 1-hop neighbors on lines 12-16, 21-25, and 30-34 of Listing 5.21.
The final node class left to review results for is the “center” node. As discussed
earlier, in this experiment’s network configuration, the only member of the center
class is Node 5. Listing 5.22 shows the results of Node 5 accessing data from the most
distant nodes in the network relative to itself. As seen in Listing 5.22, Node 5 had
the same general behavior as other node types in the network previously discussed.
However, since Node 5 is centrally located, all nodes are within 2-hops of it. As such,
it selects the farthest group (2-hop neighbors) (line 3 of Listing 5.22), which includes
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nodes 1, 3, 7, and 9. Also, note that the results shown above occurred in a later
time frame of the experiment than the others discussed thus far. As the resulting
output is from a different time frame, we expect to see a different number of available
measurements from the fibo sensor at each of Node 5’s 2-hop neighbors. We see from
lines 6, 13, 20 and 27 of Listing 5.22 that indeed the metadata during this time frame
indicates there were at least 70 data points available for the fibo sensor on nodes 3,
5, and 7, but only 60 data points available on Node 9. The fewer available points
on Node 9 are explained by the the fact that Node 5 had not yet received the latest
metadata (which occurs on a roughly 10 second interval) and thus is slightly out of
date at the time it was queried.
Listing 5.22: WSNFS Data Sharing Results: Node 5
1 ...
2 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.167] Hop Distances Available:
3 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.167] 2 selected
4 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.167] 1
5 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.167] 0
6 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.167] fibo sensor has 70 data points available on Node[3]
7 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.167] Node[5]: TX ==> [3]: FSRFileOp: Request ID: 60 Target: /share/data/fibo.dat
8 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.176] FSRemoteData received from Node[3]
9 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.176] Processing reply for remote request[60] from Node[3]
10 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.177] fibo on Node[3], read[0]: 2014-02-08 17:04:41.609|double|7.27234602481E13
11 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.177] fibo on Node[3], read[1]: 2014-02-08 17:04:42.609|double|1.17669030460E14
12 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.177] fibo on Node[3], read[2]: 2014-02-08 17:04:43.609|double|1.90392490709E14
13 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.177] fibo sensor has 70 data points available on Node[1]
14 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.177] Node[5]: TX ==> [1]: FSRFileOp: Request ID: 61 Target: /share/data/fibo.dat
15 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.186] FSRemoteData received from Node[1]
16 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.186] Processing reply for remote request[61] from Node[1]
17 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.187] fibo on Node[1], read[0]: 2014-02-08 17:04:42.294|double|1.17669030460E14
18 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.187] fibo on Node[1], read[1]: 2014-02-08 17:04:43.294|double|1.90392490709E14
19 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.187] fibo on Node[1], read[2]: 2014-02-08 17:04:44.294|double|3.08061521170E14
20 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.187] fibo sensor has 70 data points available on Node[7]
21 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.187] Node[5]: TX ==> [7]: FSRFileOp: Request ID: 62 Target: /share/data/fibo.dat
22 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.195] FSRemoteData received from Node[7]
23 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.195] Processing reply for remote request[62] from Node[7]
24 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.195] fibo on Node[7], read[0]: 2014-02-08 17:04:42.184|double|7.27234602481E13
25 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.195] fibo on Node[7], read[1]: 2014-02-08 17:04:43.184|double|1.17669030460E14
26 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.195] fibo on Node[7], read[2]: 2014-02-08 17:04:44.184|double|1.90392490709E14
27 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.195] fibo sensor has 60 data points available on Node[9]
28 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.196] Node[5]: TX ==> [9]: FSRFileOp: Request ID: 63 Target: /share/data/fibo.dat
29 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.204] FSRemoteData received from Node[9]
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30 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.204] Processing reply for remote request[63] from Node[9]
31 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.205] fibo on Node[9], read[0]: 2014-02-08 17:04:42.484|double|7.27234602481E13
32 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.205] fibo on Node[9], read[1]: 2014-02-08 17:04:43.484|double|1.17669030460E14
33 [2014-02-08 17:05:29.205] fibo on Node[9], read[2]: 2014-02-08 17:04:44.484|double|1.90392490709E14
34 ...
Finally, Listing 5.23 shows example results generated by Node 5 while accessing
data from its 1-hop neighbors, which include nodes 2, 4, 6, and 8. As shown in
Listing 5.23, Node 5 initially selected its 1-hop neighbors based on the hops view
(line 5) and proceeded to identify the amount of data available from each (lines 7,
16, 25 and 34). As with the 2-hop neighbor results for Node 5 (Listing 5.22), there
were approximately 70 data points of rand sensor measurements available at each
1-hop node, based on the metadata available at the time. We also see that Node 5
successfully requested (lines 8, 17, 26, and 35), received (lines 9, 18, 27 and 36), and
processed (lines 11-15, 20-24, 29-33, and 38-42 of Listing 5.23) remote rand sensor
data from its 1-hop neighbors.
Listing 5.23: WSNFS Data Sharing Results: Node 5
1 ...
2 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.224] Reading 5 records from sensor rand on all nodes 1 hops away...
3 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.224] Hop Distances Available:
4 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.225] 2
5 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.225] 1 selected
6 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.225] 0
7 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.225] rand sensor has 70 data points available on Node[2]
8 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.225] Node[5]: TX ==> [2]: FSRFileOp: Request ID: 64 Target: /share/data/rand.dat
9 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.232] FSRemoteData received from Node[2]
10 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.232] Processing reply for remote request[64] from Node[2]
11 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.232] rand on Node[2], read[0]: 2014-02-08 17:04:42.489|double|169.2184465274556
12 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.232] rand on Node[2], read[1]: 2014-02-08 17:04:43.489|double|333.183206817567
13 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.232] rand on Node[2], read[2]: 2014-02-08 17:04:44.489|double|310.2738025863025
14 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.232] rand on Node[2], read[3]: 2014-02-08 17:04:45.489|double|370.4970188670273
15 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.232] rand on Node[2], read[4]: 2014-02-08 17:04:46.489|double|922.0111522614812
16 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.233] rand sensor has 70 data points available on Node[6]
17 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.233] Node[5]: TX ==> [6]: FSRFileOp: Request ID: 65 Target: /share/data/rand.dat
18 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.237] FSRemoteData received from Node[6]
19 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.237] Processing reply for remote request[65] from Node[6]
20 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.238] rand on Node[6], read[0]: 2014-02-08 17:04:44.081|double|423.7210719703993
21 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.238] rand on Node[6], read[1]: 2014-02-08 17:04:45.081|double|258.5428514422175
22 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.238] rand on Node[6], read[2]: 2014-02-08 17:04:46.081|double|427.3294937956414
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23 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.238] rand on Node[6], read[3]: 2014-02-08 17:04:47.081|double|1009.373760328418
24 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.238] rand on Node[6], read[4]: 2014-02-08 17:04:48.081|double|566.3802398327366
25 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.238] rand sensor has 70 data points available on Node[4]
26 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.238] Node[5]: TX ==> [4]: FSRFileOp: Request ID: 66 Target: /share/data/rand.dat
27 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.245] FSRemoteData received from Node[4]
28 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.245] Processing reply for remote request[66] from Node[4]
29 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.246] rand on Node[4], read[0]: 2014-02-08 17:04:42.758|double|806.2884337882402
30 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.246] rand on Node[4], read[1]: 2014-02-08 17:04:43.758|double|115.3620836600666
31 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.246] rand on Node[4], read[2]: 2014-02-08 17:04:44.758|double|91.37166762782476
32 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.246] rand on Node[4], read[3]: 2014-02-08 17:04:45.758|double|891.0746605255194
33 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.246] rand on Node[4], read[4]: 2014-02-08 17:04:46.758|double|308.46233947976316
34 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.246] rand sensor has 69 data points available on Node[8]
35 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.246] Node[5]: TX ==> [8]: FSRFileOp: Request ID: 67 Target: /share/data/rand.dat
36 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.251] FSRemoteData received from Node[8]
37 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.251] Processing reply for remote request[67] from Node[8]
38 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.252] rand on Node[8], read[0]: 2014-02-08 17:04:43.359|double|48.44041722889983
39 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.252] rand on Node[8], read[1]: 2014-02-08 17:04:44.359|double|406.7244619910287
40 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.252] rand on Node[8], read[2]: 2014-02-08 17:04:45.359|double|921.6692960341228
41 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.252] rand on Node[8], read[3]: 2014-02-08 17:04:46.359|double|450.5065689883236
42 [2014-02-08 17:05:31.252] rand on Node[8], read[4]: 2014-02-08 17:04:47.359|double|762.5333669077311
43 ...
In conclusion, all of the criteria required to validate the data sharing mechanisms
were met. Nodes in this experiment were shown to be aware of the data available
on remote sensors that were shared through the network hop view. Nodes were
shown to be able to utilize the hops view context to limit the scope of data sharing
to particular groups of nodes in the network. Additionally, nodes were shown to be
capable of successfully accessing remote data from both 1-hop and maximally distant
nodes in the network.
5.8 Summary
In this chapter, we saw both the wireless simulation framework and the general
WSNFS protocols validated. The emulation of multi-hop wireless communication
using UDP packets proved effective for imposing many of the communications con-
straints present in WSNs and as such provided a reasonable method for testing
WSNFS protocols on traditional computer systems within a LAN. In Sections 5.2
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and 5.3, we saw WSNFS network formation and routing protocols enabled ad-hoc
multi-hop networks to be reliably established while also providing a decentralized
method for routing packets throughout the network. Finally, in Sections 5.6 and 5.7,
the core features of WSNFS, including data context assignment through hierarchical
metadata and data sharing through WSNFS views, were shown to provide flexible
and effective methods for WSN applications to manage sensor data exchanges in an
intelligent way.
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CHAPTER 6
ANALYSIS
Having validated many of the WSNFS protocols through testing of the implementa-
tion discussed in Chapter 5, we now turn to an analysis of WSNFS as compared to
existing WSN systems as well as a discussion of the merits and constraints present
in the WSNFS approach. Additionally, we will look at a few case studies to show,
explicitly, how the WSNFS approach greatly simplifies many typically complex tasks
that might be expected from a WSN system and would be difficult, if not impossible,
with traditional approaches.
6.1 WSNFS Benefits
In Chapter 2, we discussed many of the benefits of the WSNFS approach in general
terms. Here, we will delve into specific examples of how the approach improves the
process of collaborative in-network processing for WSN systems. The primary ex-
amples explored include location independent data sinks, reduced data transmission,
and simplified application logic.
As discussed in Section 1.2, a number of approaches have been proposed for
managing the data collected by WSNs. From that discussion, we found that two of
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the more dominant methods of data management, namely streaming and in-network
query, actually rely on some kind of “gateway” node to facilitate general operation.
In the case of streaming methods, the entire network sends its data to a gateway node,
to then be transfered out of the network to a data sink. In the case of in-network
query, a gateway (query proxy, or base station) node is typically responsible for
accepting outside queries and returning the results to a data sink. Some examples of
this reliance on gateways for in-network query are seen in the more widely adopted
systems such as COUGAR [36] and TinyDB [37]. Additionally, we find that most
systems that implement general purpose in-network processing frameworks, such
as Melete [38] and even more recent work such as Nano-CF [39], also rely on a
predetermined gateway node for operation. The issue is that, as network size scales,
requiring sensor network facilities access through a single location becomes untenable.
Recall, in Section 2.2.2, we briefly discussed the importance of a homogeneous sensor
network in the context of accessing the data available from the network, from any
physical location within the network. This is an area specifically addressed in WSNFS
by maintaining a homogeneous network with equivalent access to network data. The
main concern with a WSNFS-based system would be performance variance due to
a non-uniform topology, making one access point less efficient than another. The
location independent data sink capability supported by the WSNFS architecture also
allows many data sinks to be active simultaneously. As an example, in applications
such as environmental monitoring, mobile data sink devices (such as smartphones)
can easily leverage the sensor network’s data to get immediate and efficient access to
local data. Mobile devices may access sensor data physically close to their position
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directly from the sensor nodes that are near it. In the case of a single WSN gateway-
based system, the probability is high that the requested data would need to traverse
the entire network, only to then be forwarded to the mobile device that was already
physically near the sensor nodes containing the data of interest.
As seen in action within Section 5.7, the WSNFS data views abstraction paradigm
enables sensor nodes to directly limit the scope of data requests to nodes fitting
a desired criteria. With WSNFS, not only are WSN applications aware of the
possible data sources, but they also have knowledge of the relative cost (e.g., network
bandwidth, network traversal, etc.) associated with utilizing specific data sources.
In Section 5.7, we focused only on the default network hops view for governing data
sharing, but many other views can be employed as needed for an application. In
Sections 1.3.1 and 2.3.1, we discussed more traditional systems, such as SHRP, for
optimizing data sharing based on network distance, radio link quality (LQI), and
battery resources. For these kinds of traditional systems, adding additional opti-
mization parameters requires changing the underlying system. In WSNFS, adding
data sharing constraints is simply a matter of adding the corresponding data view
and adapting the top-level application logic to utilize the new information. In the
example of SHRP, WSNFS can utilize the same optimization parameters by creating
battery resource and link quality views in addition to the default network hops view.
One way of defining the battery view would be to set up distinct categories for battery
state (e.g., 0-25%, 26-50%, 51-75%, and 76-100% remaining capacity). LQI may be
similarly categorized, based on the average LQI of each node’s 1-hop neighbors. With
the various parameters of interest now available, the WSNFS application can then
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use the information to make decisions, as desired.
Finally, the WSNFS approach inherently provides a mechanism for simplified
distributed application logic. This characteristic comes from the ability of each node
to know (and by extension, the application programmer) the relative organization
of its fellow nodes in the network at run time (as seen in Section 5.6). Much like
how MPI provides the MPI COMM WORLD communicator to parallel processes that are
capable of participating in communication, WSNFS provides each sensor node in
the network with an understanding of the other nodes in the network. Thus, as
in MPI applications, WSNFS applications can be developed in the single program
multiple data (SPMD) fashion [40]. That is, a single WSN application may be
created utilizing WSNFS that is common to all nodes in the network, however
this common program may take different logical paths based on network or other
criteria provided by WSNFS. This allows a subset of nodes in the network to take
on roles different from others to collaboratively solve a problem, without having a
special WSN application for each node role. In the case of WSNFS, each node can
determine its logical location in the network and based on this information choose an
appropriate behavior (as determined by the distributed application). Typical WSN
in-network processing approaches, many of which were described by Bal et al. in
their review of in-network processing [15], require network information to operate.
WSNFS provides a relatively flexible means of providing network information to the
WSN application, and thus simplifies the work of the WSN application itself.
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6.2 WSNFS Constraints
A number of constraints govern implementation of WSNFS, particularly in the
context of the embedded microprocessors typically used in WSN systems. The key
constraints addressed in this discussion include: the scalability characteristics in
terms of memory requirements, the communications overhead, and the feasibility of
implementation on the constrained hardware typically used in WSN systems.
6.2.1 Routing Memory Requirements
As is apparent from the hardware characteristics described in Section 1.1.1, WSN
microcontrollers have limited memory resources. While these boundaries are con-
stantly being pushed as technology evolves, the current limitations must be taken
into account. For routing, each node in WSNFS must maintain a number of data
structures describing the current state of the network. These data structures include
the neighbor table, the known node table, adjacency matrix, distance table, and the
routing table. Clearly, the size of each of these data structures depends greatly on
the network size and the data type utilized to represent the information in them.
For the purposes of this discussion, let us assume that the unique network identifier
(UNID) for each node in the network may be represented as an 8-bit value. This
choice would enable unique identification of nodes in networks up to 255 nodes in
size (address zero is reserved for broadcasts). This is a reasonable constraint because
it is uncommon for WSN systems to exceed a few hundred nodes. Of course, if the
network size must be larger than 255 nodes, the UNID size could be increased to
16-bits, allowing for up to 65,535 nodes.
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The neighbor table is simply a list of 1-hop neighbor’s UNIDs. As such, the
memory required for the neighbor table is directly proportional to the maximum
number of neighbors each node may have within the network. In uniform networks,
such as those used to experiment with WSNFS protocols, the maximum number
of neighbors any node can have is four. Thus, in uniform networks, the memory
required for the neighbor table is NNeighbors · sizeof (UNID) = 4 · 1 = 4 bytes.
The known node table allows each node to keep track of all the current nodes
in the network. Strictly speaking, the known node table is not absolutely required
for a WSNFS implementation. The adjacency table or the distance table may be
referenced to provide this information, but an independent data structure provides
a way to quickly look up the available nodes. The size of the known node table is
directly proportional to the number of nodes in the network. As such, the memory
requirements for the known node table is N ·sizeof (UNID), where N is the number
of nodes in the network. Thus, in a maximally large network, with 8-bit UNIDs, the
known node table would be N · sizeof (UNID) = 255 · 1 = 255 bytes.
The adjacency matrix is used by WSNFS to calculate the distances between
nodes, and thus determine the shortest path for routing though the network. The
adjacency matrix is generally sparse because only the 1-hop neighbors must be known
for each node in the network to allow the distance calculations to be made. In the
adjacency matrix, the rows and columns represent the UNIDs of each node in the
network, and the elements are a binary value representing the condition that a node
is a neighbor of another. For example, as we saw in Section 5.3, a 3Ö3 network
would require a 9Ö9 adjacency matrix. The uniform network, discussed in Section
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5.3, would have an adjacency matrix as shown below, in Matrix 6.1 (where the first
column and first row are node UNIDs):
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
3 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
4 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
5 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
6 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
7 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
8 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1
9 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
(6.1)
From Matrix 6.1, we see that only a few entries are actually populated, thus it
would be possible to employ the Yale format [41] to reduce the amount of memory
needed to contain this matrix. A maximally large network (for 8-bit UNIDs) would
require a 255Ö255 matrix, assuming the matrix is in a non-compressed format. Since
all the non-zero values are 1, the only information that needs to be stored are the
indices of the non-zero values. Thus, using the Yale method, the adjacency matrix
can be reduced to two 1-dimensional matrices, which together have a size less than
2×NNZ , where NNZ is the number of non-zero elements. Assuming this method, the
memory requirements for the adjacency matrix would be ((N + 1) + N ·NNeighbors) ·
sizeof (INDEX )bytes on average, where sizeof (INDEX ) is the matrix index vari-
able size, and NNeighbors is the average number of neighbors for each node in the
network. Clearly, this method does not reduce memory if the average number of
neighbors per node approaches the number of nodes in the network (specifically we
need NNZ <
m·(n−1)−1
2
for this to save memory, which is likely). In the uniform
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3Ö3 example network, the reduced Yale format would be represented as shown in
Equations 6.2 and 6.3:
R :
[
2 3 6 8 11 15 18 20 23 24
]
(6.2)
C :
[
2 4 1 3 5 2 6 1 5 7 2 4 6 8 3 5 9 4 8 5 7 9 6 8
]
(6.3)
For this format, the node adjacency is determined by simple arithmetic. The neigh-
bors of Node 5, for example, reside in matrix C (Equation 6.3), indexed by matrix
R (Equation 6.2) between C[R[5]] and C[R[6] − 1], namely 2, 4, 6, and 8. We
see from this example that the average number of neighbors is 2.6, and the total
memory required is 34 bytes (since the matrix index fits in an 8-bit variable). In a
more extreme case, in a 255 node network, with an average 1-hop neighbor count
of 4, the memory required would be ((N + 1) + N ·NNeighbors) · sizeof (INDEX ) =
((255 + 1) + 255 · 4) · 1 = 1276 bytes (not bad compared to the 64 kilobytes needed
by a standard matrix representation).
The distance table for a given node is also proportional to the number of nodes in
the network, as there is one distance number for each node in the network. As such,
the distance table requires N ·sizeof (max (Dvar)), where Dvar is the distance value,
in hops, and its size is dependent on the largest distance in the network. In uniform
networks, the max (Dvar) = m + n − 2, where m and n are grid dimensions. Thus,
in the 255 node example, max (Dvar) ≈ 30, which would require an 8-bit variable.
Finally, the routing table size is also proportional to the network size. The
routing table is a self-referencing data structure in which each entry is the address
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of a network node, and the index of the table also maps to a network address. The
total size of a routing table is N · sizeof (UNID) bytes. Equation 6.4 shows the
routing table for Node 1 from an example 3Ö3 network. Note that the first row is
not part of the routing table. The first row represents the UNIDs, or indices of the
nodes within the network.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9[
1 2 2 4 4 5 4 7 8
] (6.4)
From Equation 6.4, we find that if Node 1 needs to send a packet to Node 9, it must
check the route entry for Node 9, which in this case holds Node 8. Next, it consults
the routing table for how to send a message to Node 8, which contains Node 7. This
process continues until there is a complete path, or no route is found. As there is a
route to Node 9, the route determined for this example would be [4, 7, 8]. Thus, Node
1 need only transmit the message to its 1-hop neighbor, Node 4, to send the packet
to Node 9. This routing table size provides a single set of routes, thus if redundant
routes are needed, memory for the alternate routes would be required. The memory
required for a multiple route system would be N · NRoutes · sizeof (UNID) bytes,
where NRoutes is the number of alternate routes to be supported.
To summarize, Table 6.1 outlines the various data structures used for network
management, with their associated memory size expressions and an example size for
each data structure based on 64, 255 (largest network with 8-bit UNIDs), and 1,024
node uniform grid networks. We see from Table 6.1 that the total memory required
for a 64 node WSNFS network is less than 0.5 kilobytes, a 255 node network requires
just under 2 kilobytes, and a 1,024 node network would require about 14.7 kilobytes,
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Table 6.1: WSNFS Routing Memory Requirements
Data Structure Memory Size Expression (in bytes) 64 Nodes 255 Nodes 1,024 Nodes
1-Hop Neighbors NNeighbors · sizeof (UNID) 4 4 4
Node Directory N · sizeof (UNID) 64 255 2,048
Adjacency Matrix ((N + 1) + N ·NNeighbors) · sizeof (INDEX ) 289 1,276 9,970
Distance Table N · sizeof (max (Dvar)) 64 255 1,024
Routing Table N · sizeof (UNID) 64 255 2,048
Total 485 2,045 15,094
for routing information. These memory requirements are well within the capabilities
of microcontroller memory resources. Of course, the memory requirements may be
reducible with further optimization of the data structures used.
As a comparison to WSNFS, recall that OLSR also requires storage of routing
information on each node in the network. As an example, one implementation of
OLSR, called olsrd, is reported to operate with more than 2,000 nodes, storing over
10,000 routes in 640 kilobytes [42, 43]. WSNFS would require 19.5 kilobytes for a
2,000 node network.
6.2.2 Data Views Memory Requirements
One of the key areas that WSNFS diverges from traditional practice within WSN
systems is its application interface to sensor data, i.e. data views. For WSNFS
data views to function, each node must maintain an in-memory virtual file system
tree, and as such a certain overhead is associated with maintaining this data. The
memory required to maintain the file system is dependent on the number of nodes in
the network, the number of active data views, and the number of resources actually
being exported by each node in the network. In addition to each of these internal state
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dependencies, the memory requirements also depend on the specific implementation
used for the WSNFS file system data structures. The following discussion will be
based on the expected data structures required for embedded systems processors, as
they are the target platform for WSNFS.
As suggested in Section 2.6, the virtual file system of WSNFS is represented
in memory with a hierarchical tree data structure composed of fs node t objects
(Listing 2.6). In order to frame this discussion more precisely, we must describe
the overall expected architecture for a virtual file system as implemented on an
embedded system. Also of note, the memory required for data pointers depends
on the processor architecture. Thus, for this discussion, we will consider native
pointers (unless otherwise specified) to be 32-bit, or 4 bytes. Listings 6.1-6.5 define a
reasonable implementation (in the C programming language) of the data structures
needed for the WSNFS virtual file system.
The primary data structure of interest is the WSNFS file system node (fs node t).
As the name implies, the file system node is utilized for all nodes in the file system
tree to provide a common abstraction to all supported objects, e.g. directories, files,
devices, remote files, and remote devices, etc. As such, the file system node must
utilize the polymorphic nature of C pointers (through casting) to allow one reference
to apply to many types. Listing 6.1 shows the file system node data structure. As is
seen in Listing 6.1, the fs node t type is relatively simple. The fs node t type only
has four fields: a pointer to another fs node t for linked list support, a file object
reference (directory, file, device, etc.), a pointer to the parent node of an instance (if
the node is a child of another), and a linked list that maintains all of the child nodes
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(when the fs node t represents a directory). Each of these fields are pointers, and
thus the total memory required for the fs node t itself (not including any data that
it references) is only 16 bytes.
Listing 6.1: WSNFS Virtual File System Node Data Structure
1 //WSNFS virtual file system node
2 typedef struct _fs_node_t fs_node_t;
3 struct _fs_node_t{
4 fs_node_t *next; //linked list support
5 file_t fso; //file system object
6 fs_node_t *parent; //parent node to this node
7 llist_t *children; //linked-list of children nodes
8 };
In order to identify the actual memory used, we must know the size of each of
the referenced types. The primary use of memory will come from the file object
referenced, i.e. the data structure that is pointed to by file t within the file system
node. The file system object type (fs object t) may be considered the base class
of the other file system data structure types. It provides all of the required data
fields for the system to distinguish between object types (directory, local file, remote
file, device, etc.). It also maintains a symbolic name and provides a function pointer
table for the file I/O interface associated with an object. Listing 6.2 shows the data
structure definitions for the fs object t.
Listing 6.2: WSNFS File Object Data Structures
1 #define FS_NAME_SIZE 15
2
3 typedef struct _fs_object_t fs_object_t;
4 typedef void *file_t;
5
6 //Interface prototypes
7 typedef void (*fget_name_fp)(file_t f, char *name, size_t max);
8 typedef boolean (*fopen_fp)(file_t f, mode_t mode);
9 typedef void (*fclose_fp)(file_t f);
10 typedef size_t (*fread_fp)(file_t f, int offset, int count, data_t *data_out);
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11 typedef size_t (*fwrite_fp)(file_t f, data_t *data, size_t count);
12 typedef boolean (*fioctl_fp)(file_t f, ioctl_t params);
13
14 //Interface set
15 typedef struct{
16 fget_name_fp get_name;
17 fopen_fp open;
18 fclose_fp close;
19 fread_fp read;
20 fwrite_fp write;
21 fioctl_fp ioctl;
22 }fs_interface_t;
23
24 //File types
25 typedef enum{
26 FILE_TYPE_DIR //directory
27 FILE_TYPE_LOC, //local
28 FILE_TYPE_REM, //remote
29 FILE_TYPE_DEV, //device
30 FILE_TYPE_VRT //virtual
31 }file_type_t;
32
33 //File system object
34 typedef struct{
35 file_type_t type; //file type (dir,local,remote,device,virtual)
36 char name[FS_NAME_SIZE]; //local name of resource
37 fs_interface_t iface; //function pointer table for file interface
38 }fs_object_t;
As seen in Listing 6.2, a number of definitions are required for the fs object t
type, however its size is primarily governed by the maximum file name size allowed.
In this example, the maximum file name size is set to 14 characters, with null
termination. Additionally, the function pointer table has six function pointers each
requiring four bytes to support dynamic dispatch. Dynamic dispatch allows file
system object operations to be dynamically redirected to custom operation handlers
as desired. This is useful for managing alternate handlers for different object types,
e.g. remote resources, local resources, or special device objects. Thus, as defined, the
fs object t type utilizes 40 bytes. This size could be reduced if the platform in use
supports dynamic memory allocation (and has sufficient heap space). Dynamic name
memory allocation would prevent over allocation and would reduce static allocation
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of the fs object t type to 26 bytes. Also, if it was decided that dynamic dispatch
was not needed, the use of static file operation handlers would be possible, resulting
in a savings of 24 bytes per fs object t.
The next data structures that have a significant impact on memory requirements
are the sub-classes of fs object t. In particular, since we are primarily interested
in the network related memory allocations in remote data views, we must look at the
expected size of the fs object remote t type. Listing 6.3 shows the data structure
for remote data resources. For reference, Listing 6.4 also shows the data structure
associated with a local data file.
Listing 6.3: WSNFS Remote File Data Structure
1 //Remote file, extends fs_object_t
2 typedef struct{
3 file_type_t type; //file type
4 char name[FS_NAME_SIZE]; //name of resource
5 fs_interface_t iface; //dynamic dispatch
6
7 uint32_t rguid; //unique identifier for remote resource
8 uint8_t datatype; //type of data stored in file
9 uint16_t interval_ms; //sampling interval of data
10 uint32_t records; //number of available points
11 double start_date; //starting time of data
12 }fs_object_remote_t;
From Listing 6.3 we see that sub-classes of fs object t must explicitly include
the fields of the base class to enable seamless casting between base and sub-classes
within the C language. This also means that we only need to look at the additional
space required for sub-classes. In this case, the remote object type has additional
fields to maintain the metadata associated with the remote resource, as well as an
identifier handle to allow I/O calls to be forwarded to the remote host. The additional
memory required for remote data objects is 15 bytes, thus when an fs node t refers
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to an fs object remote t, it is pointing to 55 bytes.
Listing 6.4 shows the local data file fs object t sub-class for comparison. We
see from Listing 6.4 that the local sub-class for a data file is quite similar to its
remote counterpart, the primary difference being that it actually has a reference to
a local data file in the host file system. The reference to a local file descriptor would
be the implementation for a system that is utilizing a regular file system for physical
storage. However, this reference could alternatively be an address to off-chip serial
flash or similar.
Listing 6.4: WSNFS Local File Data Structure
1 //Local file, extends fs_object_t
2 typedef struct{
3 file_type_t type; //file type
4 char name[FS_NAME_SIZE]; //name of resource
5 fs_interface_t iface; //dynamic dispatch
6
7 uint32_t guid; //unique identifier for resource
8 uint8_t datatype; //type of data stored in file
9 uint16_t interval_ms; //sampling interval of data
10 uint32_t records; //number of available points
11 double start_date; //starting time of data
12 FILE *fd; //host file descriptor
13 }fs_object_local_t;
As we saw in Listing 6.1, the fs node t type references a linked list field, which
is allocated if the node is referencing a directory object. Listing 6.5 shows the data
structures for the generic linked list implementation. From Listing 6.5, we see this
singly-linked implementation includes two data types: the linked list and linked list
element types. The linked list structure requires nine bytes for its two pointers
and size field (assuming we are limiting total directory children to less than 255).
Thus, any directory-referencing fs node t is referring to both a linked list and a
fs object t data structure, and as such requires a total memory allocation of 49
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bytes.
Listing 6.5: Linked List Data Structures
1 //Linked List Element Type
2 typedef struct _llist_elem_t llist_elem_t;
3 struct _llist_elem_t{
4 llist_elem_t *next;
5 };
6
7 //Linked List Type
8 typedef struct _llist_t llist_t;
9 struct _llist_t{
10 llist_elem_t *head;
11 llist_elem_t *tail;
12 uint8_t size;
13 };
Finally, Figure 6.1 summarizes all of the relationships described above by showing
a diagram of pointer relationships between each of the defined data structures for a
subsection of an example WSNFS file system. From Figure 6.1, we see a simplified
file tree in which a sensor node is presenting a network hops view. In this example,
a 1-hop neighbor (node06) is sharing five data files. The expanded view in the figure
provides the detailed pointer linkages of the data structures discussed for a subset of
the file system indicated by the boxed area in the figure.
Having defined a reasonable estimate for the data structures required to imple-
ment the WSNFS virtual file system in memory, we can now turn to a generalized
estimation of global memory requirements for WSNFS data views. From the analysis
above, we see that the primary variable that determines the memory requirements
is the way the fs object t type is defined. The breakdown of feature memory
costs based on the implementation of the fs object t type are shown in Table 6.2.
From Table 6.2, we see that dynamic dispatch support adds a fixed addition of 24
bytes, while static name allocation fixes memory requirements to the maximum name
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Figure 6.1: WSNFS Virtual File System Data Structures
Table 6.2: fs object t Memory Requirements
Dynamic Dispatch Name Allocation Memory (bytes)
Disabled Dynamic FSODD = avg (strlen (fName)) + 1
Disabled Static FSODS = max (strlen (fName)) + 1
Enabled Dynamic FSOED = avg (strlen (fName)) + 25
Enabled Static FSOES = max (strlen (fName)) + 25
allowed. Furthermore, dynamic name allocation requires that we be concerned with
the average file name length to estimate the memory required for the fs object t
type.
With these definitions, we can now estimate the total space required on a per data
view basis with implementation specifics. We may now formalize the total memory
needed for directory objects, remote file objects, and local file objects. Equations
6.5, 6.6, 6.7, show each of these relations, respectively.
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DSize = FSNSize + LLSize + FSOSize (6.5)
RSize = FSNSize + FSOSize + RExtra (6.6)
LSize = FSNSize + FSOSize + LExtra (6.7)
Equation 6.5 defines the total memory required (DSize) for directories, where FSNSize
is the size of the fs node t, LLSize is the size of the linked list structure (llist t),
and FSOSize is the size of the fs object t type implementation. Similarly, Equation
6.6 defines the total memory required (RSize) for remote files linked into the file
system, where RExtra is the space required for the fs object remote t type, in
addition to the fs object t. Lastly, Equation 6.7 defines the total memory required
for local files to be linked into the file system (LSize), where LExtra is the space
required for the fs object local t type, beyond what is needed for the fs object t
type. We see, from Equations 6.5-6.7, that the primary variable of concern is the
fs object t size, which depends on the implementation chosen from Table 6.2.
These relationships can be combined to express the total memory usage for WSNFS
data views, as shown in Equation 6.8.
MTotal = (DN + RN) ·FSOSize +(DN + RN) ·FSNSize +RN ·RExtra +DN ·LLSize (6.8)
From Equation 6.8, we see that the total memory requirements, MTotal, are based on
the total number of directories and remote files associated with a data view, where
DN is the number of directories and RN is the number of remote files. The total
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number of directories and remote files represented in a data view depend on the
number of view categories, the number of sensor nodes sharing data in the network,
and the number of files being shared by each remote node. Equations 6.9 and
6.10 provide definitions for DN and RN in terms of network size and data view
characteristics.
RN = NSharing · RShared (6.9)
DN = NSharing · DShared + CN + 1 (6.10)
We see in Equation 6.9 that the total number of remote files is proportional to the
number of nodes sharing, NSharing , and the number of files being shared by each
node in the network, RShared , for a given data view. Additionally, we see from
Equation 6.10 that the total number of directories within a given data view (DN)
is similarly defined, where DShared is the number of directories shared and CN is
the average number of distinct categories defined by the data view, for any given
node in the network. Utilizing these relationships in combination with Equation
6.8, we can now estimate the expected memory requirements for a given WSNFS
data view. Table 6.3 shows the total memory requirements for the four possible
implementations of fs object t, based on a nine node network with CN chosen
based on the network hops view characteristics. From Table 6.3, we see that the
implementation of fs object t has a significant impact on the memory required,
with nearly double the memory required for the FSOES implementation compared
to the FSODD implementation. In this example, each node is sharing four data files
and two directories to all other nodes in the network.
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Table 6.3: WSNFS Data View Memory Requirements: 9 Node Network
FSOSize NSharing RShared DShared CN strlen (fName) MTotal (bytes)
FSODD
9 4 2 4.32
8 (avg) 2,222
FSODS 15 (max) 2,635
FSOED 8 (avg) 3,638
FSOES 15 (max) 4,051
Table 6.4: WSNFS Data View Memory Requirements: 64 Node Network
FSOSize NSharing RShared DShared CN strlen (fName) MTotal (bytes)
FSODD
64 4 2 12.5
8 (avg) 15,051
FSODS 15 (max) 17,834
FSOED 8 (avg) 24,591
FSOES 15 (max) 27,374
Table 6.4 shows the memory requirements for the same network hop data view
when the network size is increased to 64 nodes (and CN is adjusted to be accurate for
a 64 node uniform network). As seen in Table 6.4, the memory requirement increased
linearly with network size. Specifically, we see there was approximately a seven fold
increase in memory requirements for a seven fold increase in network size. Based on
these estimates, the best option on memory constrained embedded systems is clearly
the FSODD implementation for fs object t. Often dynamic memory allocation
within embedded systems is avoided due to the non-deterministic nature of heap
space management (deallocation in particular). This issue should not be a significant
problem with long lived data views, because the memory would rarely be freed after
allocation.
Overall, we see that data views can require a significant amount of memory (for
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a microcontroller), depending on the number of resources shared and the scope at
which the view is deployed. However, in a WSNFS implementation that utilizes
static dispatch and dynamic name allocation, current microcontrollers clearly have
the memory resources necessary to manage multiple data views concurrently. Addi-
tionally, it should be pointed out that the examples presented in Tables 6.3 and 6.4
are based on the built-in WSNFS network hops data view. The network hops view
has memory requirements that increase at a greater rate than would be expected of
other data views. For the network hops view, network size inherently increases the
average number of categories (CN), because the view is directly representing network
topology. Many other possible data views would be restricted to a constant CN , and
therefore require less memory as the network size increases.
6.2.3 Data Views Communications Requirements
Aside from the memory resources, another resource needed for WSNFS data views
is communications bandwidth. The network bandwidth required is dependent on
the frequency at which the views are globally updated and the number of files and
directories being exported. As defined in Section 2.5.8, data views are synchronized
with broadcast file system tree packets. The size of these packets is significantly
affected by the length of the names of the resources being shared. As such, it
should be noted that there is little reason to actually use human readable names
for shared data resources. As long as there is a way to distinguish the type of
data being referenced, the WSN system would be unaffected by the name other
than the amount of memory required to store it. The amount of data transmitted
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in these packets is important and becomes more so when sharing large resource
trees. Such trees could easily exceed the physical packet size limitations of typical
IEEE 802.15.4 ISM band embedded transceivers often used in WSN systems. The
packet size limitations for these systems typically is in the range of 70-100 bytes.
Typically, RF transceiver chips impose this limitation as a result of having small
TX/RX FIFO buffers, in combination with relatively slow data rates. FIFO buffers
on these platforms have a size on the order of 64 bytes, and data rates on the order of
250-500 kilobits/second [44]. Currently, a number of higher performance transceivers
in this class are available, which operate with 128 byte buffers and data rates up to
2,048 kilobits/second, when utilizing a non-IEEE 802.15.4 compliant mode [45].
Aside from limiting resource name sizes and the number of resources shared in
a given packet, transmission of packets that are beyond the hardware capabilities of
typical WSN transceivers may be necessary. In this case, a further protocol control-
ling how the larger packets are sent by the network would be required. This could
be directly addressed by a protocol that splits larger packets on transmission and
recombines them on reception, however this adds complexity and would potentially
affect reliability. Perhaps a better option would be to simply transmit updated
metadata on a resource-by-resource basis or on a sub-tree basis, which increases the
number of total packets transmitted but would keep the WSNFS data view update
logic relatively simple. These decisions would need to be assessed with the particular
hardware constraints of the application in mind, since the hardware utilized would
determine the appropriate approach. As outlined in Section 2.5, WSNFS packets
are defined to utilize relatively small packet sizes. This approach mitigates issues
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associated with the limited packet sizes typically supported by WSN transceivers.
6.2.4 WSN Hardware Feasibility
To summarize the discussion of WSNFS hardware feasibility, for the limited hardware
employed in WSN systems, we have shown that the routing architecture provided
by WSNFS and discussed in Section 6.2.1 can be reasonably implemented on micro-
contoller hardware, particularly in smaller networks. Additionally, as discussed in
Section 6.2.2, we have shown that the WSNFS data view paradigm, while having the
capability of over committing current microcontroller hardware memory resources,
can easily be utilized successfully in memory constrained environments. Of course,
a functioning WSNFS implementation on a typical WSN system would require the
memory resources for both routing and data views. Considering the estimates found
in Tables 6.1 and 6.4, we see that the combination of memory requirements are
feasible on current microcontrollers, even with reasonably large networks.
Finally, in Section 6.2.3, we saw that there are significant hardware restrictions
for the transceivers typically used in WSN systems, and as such WSNFS imple-
mentations on these systems require careful consideration for how WSNFS data
views metadata is transfered between nodes in the network. All things considered,
WSNFS provides a viable mechanism for sharing data with an approach that enables
collaborative processing techniques that are typically only found in computer-based
message passing systems, e.g. MPI and traditional distributed file systems.
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6.3 Case Studies
As discussed in Chapter 1, most WSN data management systems fall into one of
three categories: streaming, in-network query, or in-network processing. In previous
discussions, we have ruled out the viability of the streaming and in-network query
approaches for general purpose applications, and as such we will focus now on how
in-network processing is accomplished with WSNFS. In the following, we will look
at two examples of how WSNFS can be used for collaborative processing, and then
compare these processes with other common methods. For these case studies, we
will first look at an example in which we apply in-network processing to aggregate
a variable over the area using an on-the-fly algorithm, which leverages the network
topology awareness available with WSNFS. The second case study will look at an
example in which we utilize WSNFS to apply data aggregation to a variable on a
continuous basis, without significant increase in operational overhead.
6.3.1 On-Demand Data Aggregation with WSNFS
For this study, we are interested in seeing how data aggregation algorithms might
be implemented using the WSNFS framework for on-demand calculation. For this
discussion, we will focus on an on-demand algorithm in which we use WSNFS
primarily for its network topology management. This example will implement the
aggregation algorithm manually, similar to how one might do the calculation on a
traditional cluster system. Another option would be to leverage the WSNFS data
views interface to provide aggregated information directly. This second option will
be discussed in the next section.
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On-demand data aggregation algorithms can be implemented in a number of
ways with WSNFS. Perhaps the simplest option would be to ensure that each node
exports the sensor monitoring the value of interest. This sensor of interest would
then be accessible by every other node in the network through the WSNFS data
views interface. Next, any external device, wanting an aggregated value, simply
connects to any node in the network and requests the network aggregation for the
sensor of interest. Upon receiving a request for aggregation, the receiving node
would then read the necessary values from the shared sensor on each node within the
network, apply the aggregation operation, and return the result to the requesting
device. While this approach is simple, it is not very efficient because it requires a
significant portion (on average) of the sensor data to traverse the network, and as
such, requires a significant amount of network-wide communications. Additionally,
the aggregation calculation takes place entirely on a single node, which means all
the processing is occurring in a sequential manner, constrained by the performance
of that single node.
A better solution is to utilize the topology information presented by the WSNFS
network hops view to allow the problem to be addressed in a divide and conquer
fashion. As discussed in Section 3.6 and demonstrated in Section 5.6, the WSNFS
network hops data view has categories that represent the number of hops relative to
a node’s logical position in the network. While it is not possible to identify the exact
physical location of a node with network hops view information only, classification
of each node into a relative region is possible. With WSNFS, each node is also
aware of how many nodes are in the network. Using the known number of nodes
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in the network and the network hops view information, each node can classify how
near the center of the network it is. To help illustrate this capability, Network 6.11
shows a 64-node uniform network, in which several nodes have been highlighted for
discussion.
(1) 2 3 (4) 5 6 7 8
9 (10) 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 (28) 29 30 31 32
33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48
49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56
57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64
(6.11)
We see from Network 6.11, we have indicated 16 nodes of particular interest (in bold
font) within the network, which include nodes 1-4, 9-12, 17-20, and 25-28. All of
these nodes have a unique perspective on the network, relative to one another. Each
of these nodes will find that their network hops view has a unique number of distance
categories relative to each other. All other nodes in the network are represented by
this set, in terms of total number of hop categories. For example, due to symmetry,
Node 1 will have the same number of network hops categories as nodes 8, 57, and
64. However, the members within the hop categories will be different. Similarly,
Node 28 will have the same number of hop categories as nodes 29, 36, and 37. By
analyzing the WSNFS data view categories for the “unique” nodes, we can identify
a characteristic signature for each. For illustration purposes, in the following we will
look at a few of the unique nodes in detail (nodes in bold parenthesis in Network
6.11). To help visualize the difference between the the nodes of interest, Figure 6.2
displays the network hops view categories for nodes 1, 4, 10, and 28, indicating the
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Figure 6.2: 64 Node Network: WSNFS Hops Categories
node membership count for each category. From Figure 6.2, we see that Node 1, a
corner node (two 1-hop neighbors), finds that it has nodes within distances ranging
from 0 to 14 hops away. Similarly, Node 4, an edge node (three 1-hop neighbors),
finds that it has nodes within distances ranging between 0 and 11 hops away. Node
10, an inner diagonal node (four 1-hop neighbors), views nodes 0 to 12 hops away.
Finally, we see that Node 28, a center node, finds that all other nodes in the network
are within 8 hops. Recall that each node knows the total number of nodes in the
network. Thus, the closer a node is to the center of the network, the fewer hop
categories will be present in the network hops view, relative to the network size.
To further illustrate this concept, Network 6.12 shows a 256 node network in
which we have highlighted (bold parenthesis) nodes that are in similar classes as
the example nodes discussed for Network 6.11. As we saw earlier with the smaller
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network, each of these nodes has a different perspective on the network, and as such,
a different network hops signature that can be used to classify a relative region.
(1) 2 3 4 5 6 7 (8) 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48
49 50 51 (52) 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64
65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80
81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96
97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112
113 114 115 116 117 118 119 (120) 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128
129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144
145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160
161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176
177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191 192
193 194 195 196 197 198 199 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208
209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224
225 226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240
241 242 243 244 245 246 247 248 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 256
(6.12)
We see from Network 6.12 that the example nodes of interest are now nodes 1, 8,
52, and 120, which correspond conceptually to nodes 1, 4, 10, and 28 in Network
6.11. Figure 6.3 shows the corresponding network hops views for these nodes in
the larger network. As seen in Figure 6.3, each of the example nodes have nearly
identical hops category signatures as those for the smaller network, despite the fact
that each class has different magnitudes for category membership. This method of
region classification can be used for any network topology. Each topology simply
presents a different set of node position classes. Once characterized for the expected
topology, many parallel algorithms could be implemented utilizing these approxi-
mate localization methods. Furthermore, this technique could be combined with
other independent localization methods such as received signal strength (RSS) based
techniques (e.g., [46]), which would improve location estimation accuracy.
To show how this type of rough region localization can be utilized, the following
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Figure 6.3: 256 Node Network: WSNFS Hops Categories
demonstrates a distributed data aggregation algorithm for a uniform and symmetric
network (as shown above). This rough localization method, enabled by WSNFS,
is used to partition and dispatch communications and computations to be done in
parallel across the network. In this example, no aggregation is assumed to have been
performed before the request occurs, and an external device is expected to connect
to the network at a random location and request an aggregated value for a sensor.
1. Let the initial request receiver be denoted as nRX and a center node be denoted
as nC . The node nRX can be any node in the network. Upon receiving an
aggregation request on a sensor, nRX broadcasts the request to other nodes in
the network and waits for notification of partial aggregation results from nC
nodes.
2. A node identifies itself as nC if
∑
hC ≈
√
N , where hC is the number of
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hop categories, and N is the number of nodes in the network. Once any nC
identifies itself as such, it creates and exports a file indicating its election and
which contains a list of nodes less than
√
N
2
hops away. Each nC node reads the
the sensor value from each of its neighbors residing
√
N
2
hops away (excluding
those that overlap fellow nC node neighbor lists) and aggregates the results.
nC nodes also send a request for an aggregate value to one node in their most
distant hop category. Let these distant nodes be denoted as nD. Each request
sent by an nC node specifies that each nD should obtain an aggregate value
by reading from remote sensors within hop categories less than
√
N
2
hops away.
Once any nC has finished dispatching the requests and calculating its own
aggregated value, it waits for a new file to appear in each nD’s shared file
system (similar to a MPI barrier operation).
3. Each nD node aggregates the values read from its remote neighbors residing
less than
√
N
2
hops away and stores the result in a new file. Once the result
is stored in a new file, each nD exports the resulting file to be viewed by the
requesting nC .
4. Upon receiving notification of a new aggregated result file at each nD, each nC
reads the remote result and combines it with its own aggregated values. The
combined value is written to a new partial aggregation result file and exported.
5. Finally, upon receiving notification of partial aggregation results being avail-
able, nRX reads the partial aggregation values from each nC and combines
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results. The result is stored in a new file and exported. The nRX then forwards
the final result to the initial requesting device.
The above algorithm provides a scalable distributed method for attaining the ag-
gregate value for a sensor. This technique could be applied to almost any data
aggregation problem, e.g. average, minimum, maximum, or threshold, etc. As
stated earlier, this algorithm is based on a particular network topology that depends
on symmetry to estimate the appropriate range at which to partition the network.
However, the general scheme is applicable to other topologies with appropriate
characterization.
To illustrate the applicability of this type of algorithm to non-uniform networks,
we will briefly look at a non-uniform, non-symmetric network example. Network 6.13
shows an example 64 node, non-uniform, non-symmetric, network.
1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
12 13 14 (15) 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
(33) 34 35 36 37
38 39
40 41 42 43 44 (45) 46 47 48
49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56
57 58 59 60 61 62 63 (64)
(6.13)
We see that Network 6.13 is substantially different from our previous examples.
In this network, there are few logically equivalent nodes, compared to the uniform
network examples. For this network, we have highlighted (bold parenthesis) four
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Figure 6.4: 64 Node Non-Symmetric Network
nodes for example purposes, which include nodes 15, 33, 45, and 64. We expect that
each of these nodes should have a substantially different perspective on the network
as a whole. Figure 6.4 shows the network hop view categories for each of these
example nodes.
In Figure 6.4, we see that each of the example nodes has significantly different hop
category characteristics. Notably, the leaf node (Node 64) sees nodes at distances
ranging between 0 and 19 hops away, much larger than the uniform/symmetric
network corner nodes. Additionally, we see that Node 33 is roughly central within
the network, and nodes 15 and 45 are somewhere in between nodes 33 and 64 in
terms of centrality. Of particular interest in this example is that the logical center
of the network is still identifiable (Node 33), despite the network’s non-uniformity.
To show why this is so, Figures 6.5 and 6.6 present the network-wide hops category
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Figure 6.5: WSNFS Hops View Category Distribution: Uniform/Symmetric
distributions provided by WSNFS, for both the uniform and non-uniform example
networks (Networks 6.11 and 6.13), respectively.
For the uniform network hop category distribution, we see from Figure 6.5 that
there are many local minima across the network, between symmetrical peaks. Addi-
tionally, from Figure 6.5, we see that there are four equivalent global minima, which
correspond to nodes 28, 29, 36, and 37. These minima are the center nodes that we
pointed out earlier. For the non-uniform/non-symmetric network distribution, shown
in Figure 6.6, we see that there are also many local minima across the network, but
in this case, the peaks are irregular. In the non-uniform network, we see that there
are, in fact, two equivalent global minima, which correspond to nodes 33 and 39, and
represent the logical center of the network.
We see from these examples that the network hops view provides topology inde-
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Figure 6.6: WSNFS Hops View Category Distribution: Non-Uniform/Symmetric
pendent information that can be used directly to partition the network into logical
regions. As such, little would need to be changed in the distributed aggregation
algorithm presented earlier for the uniform network case, to be applicable to the
non-uniform case. The primary consideration would be to ensure that there are
enough elected “center” nodes to effectively partition the network, which could be
addressed by allowing center node election to encompass slightly off-center nodes as
well. Additionally, rather than using a region size purely proportional to the number
of nodes in the network
(√
N
2
)
, the non-uniform case would need to base the region
size on a measure of the hop category distribution. For example, this measure could
be defined as hCC
2
, where hCC is the number of categories found for “center” nodes.
Furthermore, in order to identify the global minima for the hop category distribution,
non-uniform networks would need an additional initialization step to compare their
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hop category counts for “center” node election.
Lastly, while the topology information provided by WSNFS has been shown
to enable identification of the logical center of the network heuristically, a formal
basis for this process exists that was originally developed within the graph theory
and network analysis fields [47]. In network analysis terminology, the WSNFS
topology discovery facilities are being utilized to measure the closeness of vertices
in a undirected and connected graph (a path exists from all vertices to all other
vertices). The logical center of the network is identified by locating the vertices
(nodes) with the minimum closeness values to all other vertices in the graph. Thus,
the centrality of a vertex may be defined as the reciprocal of the total closeness as
shown in Equation 6.14.
cC (u) =
1∑
v∈V d (u, v)
(6.14)
From Equation 6.14, we see that as the closeness values decrease, the centrality, cC ,
increases, where u is a vertex in the graph, v is a vertex in the set of all vertices (V ) in
the graph, and d (u, v) is the distance from vertex u to vertex v. With this relation, we
can identify the center of the graph by finding the maximum cC (u) for the network.
Another important measure of a graph is the vertex eccentricity, i.e. the largest
distance between any two vertices in the graph. Specifically, the eccentricity for a
graph, G, is defined as e (u) = max {d (u, v) : v ∈ V }. Furthermore, the minimum
eccentricity of a graph, G, defines the radius, r(G) = min {e(u) : u ∈ V }, of the
graph. These definitions enable the formal identification of the set of a center vertices
within a graph (center nodes), C(G), as shown in Equation 6.15.
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C (G) = {u ∈ V : r (G) = e (u)} (6.15)
The important result of Equation 6.15 is that it can be formally proven that for any
undirected and connected graph, the set of all center vertices, C(G), is non-empty
[47]. All WSNFS networks are undirected and connected graphs by virtue of the
network formation method. Thus, the topology information provided by WSNFS
enables the identification of the logical network center for any topology possible
within normal WSNFS network constraints, and therefore WSNFS-based applica-
tions can readily partition the network for distribution of computation and data
sharing effectively.
6.3.2 Continuous Data Aggregation with WSNFS
While the previous example outlines how the WSNFS framework provides general
purpose tools to solve in-network processing problems, there is yet another way that
WSNFS can be utilized that does not rely solely on network topology for relative
localization. Rather, it only utilizes WSNFS data sharing to provide a constantly
up-to-date aggregation calculation. This is accomplished by requiring each node in
the network to maintain an up-to-date aggregation of values from 1-hop neighbors,
for the variable of interest. This up-to-date aggregation is then exported in an agreed
upon directory, with one or more child files having a name that corresponds to the
aggregation type and value. This additional directory structure would add little
additional communication unless it is updated frequently, and remote data access is
primarily restricted to 1-hop neighbors. With this scheme, any node in the network
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Figure 6.7: Data Aggregation though WSNFS Metadata
can return a network aggregate by traversing the local aggregate directory for each
node in its network hops view, reading the aggregate value file names as aggregation
values, and applying a final aggregation to the values read. Another, perhaps more
versatile, option would be to utilize a regular file name to represent the aggregate
algorithm type and store the aggregate value within the metadata of the remote file
object itself. Figure 6.7 shows an example of this second scheme, representing how
each node’s virtual file system tree might appear.
We see from Figure 6.7 that each node shares a directory called agg for aggrega-
tion values. In this example, the agg folder contains various aggregation files, rep-
resenting different types of aggregation algorithms for a temperature sensor, namely
tavg, tmin, and tmax. The aggregated value could be directly stored within the
metadata fields of the fs object remote t object associated with each aggregation
file. Additionally, reading from any of these files would initiate a remote access of the
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latest aggregation value calculated at the associated remote node. The process could
be formalized by adding some additional data fields to the fs object remote t type
specifically for the purpose of keeping an aggregated value always locally available
for a remote data file.
From this example, and from the previous example in Section 6.3.1, we see that
WSNFS can greatly simplify application logic. Furthermore, WSNFS clearly provides
a framework that is general enough that it may be used to implement more complex
in-network processing algorithms in a scalable manner.
6.3.3 In-Network Processing Comparison
In Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2, we outlined two ways that in-network processing can be
implemented utilizing the WSNFS framework, namely on-demand and continuous
data aggregation. In the following, we will compare these processes with some of the
traditional approaches typically applied to data aggregation in WSN systems. By
considering how data aggregation problems are addressed with traditional systems,
it should become apparent how helpful the WSNFS framework is for implementing
in-network processing applications within the WSN environment.
In Section 6.3.1, we presented two methods in which the WSNFS framework
may be used to implement an on-demand process that aggregates sensor data. In
the first simple example, we discussed a centralized approach in which we leveraged
the data publishing aspects of WSNFS to allow any node in the network to access
data from other parts of the network. In the second example, we discussed how to
utilize network topology information in combination with the data sharing aspects
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of WSNFS to implement a distributed algorithm for data aggregation. In this
discussion, we will address both approaches from a traditional perspective.
In traditional systems, the centralized on-demand algorithm for data aggregation
must be done without any direct knowledge of network topology. In these systems,
any sensor node that initiates the data aggregation has little, if any, information
about the size of the surrounding network, and as such the initiating node’s only
option is to broadcast a request for the needed sensor data to the network at large.
This in itself would not be a problem except that now the initiating node does not
know how many replies it might receive in response to its request. This causes several
issues ranging from general network congestion to algorithm termination determinism
problems. On the other hand, as we saw in Section 6.3.1, this type of algorithm is
trivial on a system supported by WSNFS, because the initiating node can directly
view network topology and the available remote data. The WSNFS node can then
either broadcast a request or sequentially request data from each of the nodes on an
individual basis as needed. Additionally, in a system supported by WSNFS, any node
attempting to calculate an aggregate value can utilize the network topology available
to directly establish a limit to the scope of the operation, keeping communications
and time required to a minimum.
In general, the distributed aggregation algorithm presented for WSNFS in Section
6.3.1 would not be possible using traditional methods, primarily because it relies
on each node having information about the network topology. As such, traditional
systems generally take a different approach to distributed data aggregation problems.
Effectively, a system without WSNFS must resort to some kind of message passing
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algorithm that does not need global network coordination. Examples of this are
found in statistical aggregation methods (e.g., [48]) in which nodes systematically
share data with 1-hop neighbors only and continually calculate marginal probabilities
to estimate the true aggregate value of a variable. This type of aggregation requires
continuous communication to allow the probabilistic values to converge and may not
be considered very flexible as a general purpose aggregation method. On the positive
side, this type of aggregation does not require any global network coordination. Aside
from the statistical methods, on-demand distributed aggregation problems may also
be addressed with in-network query-based algorithms (a survey of which is presented
in [14]). As discussed in Section 1.2.2, in-network query provides a reasonable method
for distributed aggregation. However, as we outlined in Section 6.1, in-network
query systems lack the flexibility needed for a general purpose in-network processing
solution. To illustrate this point, implementation of an in-network query system is
possible using the WSNFS framework, but the converse is not the case.
For continuous aggregation algorithms, as discussed in Section 6.3.2 with WSNFS,
the traditional approaches tend to utilize either a statistical method or some form of
a directed diffusion algorithm. Directed diffusion was first introduced in [50], however
many variations exist based on this approach. In general, directed diffusion-based
algorithms require each sensor node to keep track of which 1-hop neighbor forwarded
a request for data. Upon receiving a request (referred to as an interest), each node
assigns an attribute (metadata) to any locally acquired data that matches the request
and sends its response on a path determined by a communications gradient. In
directed diffusion, requests are broadcast through the network, and each receiving
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node begins acquiring data to service the request. The diffusion aspect of the
algorithm has to do with a virtual gradient established based on the network path
taken by the request. This gradient determines the direction of data flow through the
network. As such, there is generally no global information on the network available
to sensor nodes, and thus, each node simply forwards collected data to the 1-hop
neighbor from which it received the original request (according to the established
gradient). Aggregation in directed diffusion algorithms is only possible by having
each node cache data with a matching attribute as it is passed along through the
network. Each node continually calculates the aggregate based on its locally cached
data. These types of systems require near constant (though somewhat optimized)
flooding of sensor data throughout the network to find an aggregate value. Flooding
of data for aggregation in directed diffusion is a direct result of the fact that nodes in
the network are not aware of where a data request originated. Effectively, this means
each node must always assume the request originated from the neighbor that relayed
the original request. As we saw from Section 6.3.2, WSNFS significantly simplifies
applications that require continuous aggregation by comparison.
Overall, we see that the WSNFS framework provides services that greatly enhance
in-network processing applications programming. This is accomplished by providing
topology and data-sharing capabilities throughout the network. A comparison to
existing approaches shows that WSNFS capabilities significantly simplify in-network
processing by providing mechanisms to distribute both computation and data effec-
tively and efficiently.
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6.4 Framework Comparison
In Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2, we demonstrated how WSNFS enables general in-network
processing algorithm implementations with a spectrum of possible approaches. Ad-
ditionally, in Section 6.3.3, we looked at how WSNFS simplifies distributed pro-
gramming in WSN systems. In this section, we will take a look at how WSNFS
compares with another WSN framework built with some similar goals. As indicated
in Sections 1.3, 2.3, and 6.1, a wide range of existing work may be compared to
different aspects of WSNFS. However, as we have seen, few examples of truly general
purpose frameworks for WSN systems exist that enable WSN application access to
network topology while providing a mechanism for wireless sensor nodes to both
discover and share acquired sensor data for general in-network processing purposes.
In their recent survey of state-of-the-art WSN collaborative processing research,
Bao et al. discussed a large cross section of WSN collaborative processing systems
and applications research [49]. They categorized WSN systems by a number of
characteristics including collaborative processing for localization, energy manage-
ment, task execution, routing/topology, and others. Among the systems discussed,
only one of the frameworks presented was somewhat comparable to WSNFS, called
SPINE2 [51]. SPINE2 may be considered similar to WSNFS in that it was designed
to provide an API for general purpose WSN applications. SPINE2 builds on many
of the concepts first implemented within an earlier framework called SPINE. SPINE
was designed to be tightly integrated with TinyOS, specifically for health monitoring
sensor network applications. SPINE2 improves on SPINE by decoupling its services
from any particular underlying operating system or specific application. SPINE2
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provides APIs for collaborative data acquisition, data aggregation, and task execu-
tion. However, it achieves these goals at the cost of limiting access to the WSN
facilities, centralizing control of collaborative actions. Central control is imposed by
requiring a fixed coordinator node to orchestrate operations.
Aside from the problems associated with the centralized management scheme of
SPINE2, it does not provide a distributed way to allow each node in the network to
freely share data and thus work autonomously. Data aggregation and processing in
SPINE2, again, must be explicitly orchestrated by a network coordinator. In terms
of the data aggregation methods discussed in Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 for WSNFS,
the SPINE2 model is most closely represented by the first simple (and centralized)
method discussed in Section 6.3.1. From this, we can see that WSNFS provides a
far wider range of in-network processing options to WSN application developers.
Finally, SPINE2 does not provide sensor nodes with network topology informa-
tion, as found in WSNFS. Instead, it implicitly hides the network information from
the application (as is traditionally done), in an effort to facilitate WSN application
portability. While this is a commendable goal, it prevents WSN applications from
making smart decisions when sharing and collaboratively processing sensor data.
6.5 Summary
In this chapter, we discussed the benefits of the WSNFS approach to WSN ap-
plications as compared to existing systems. We showed that WSNFS provides a
unique combination of services that have great potential for improving in-network
processing within WSNs. We also identified the practical issues associated with
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implementing WSNFS on current embedded hardware. We outlined how WSNFS
may be implemented on memory restrictive platforms by defining the data structures
and relations needed for WSNFS to be implemented in the C programming language.
In Section 6.3, we identified how WSNFS provides valuable information about the
network topology that aids in developing collaborative processing algorithms. Here,
we also provided examples of how the WSNFS approach can greatly simplify data
aggregation as compared to traditional methods. Lastly, we provided a comparison
of WSNFS with one of the more similar in-network processing frameworks currently
available and showed that the WSNFS approach provides a number of characteristics
that make in-network processing and data sharing more effective in WSNs.
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CHAPTER 7
FUTURE WORK
While many of the details of the WSNFS concept have been investigated as part
of this work, there remain a number of areas that are worthy of further study.
Embedded systems implementations, routing enhancements and network mapping
enhancements represent a few of these areas. In Chapter 3, we presented an im-
plementation of WSNFS that operates on computer systems within a LAN, which
was utilized to verify many of the WSNFS protocols and algorithms. One of the
next steps is to push WSNFS onto the microcontroller-based platforms that are
typically used in WSN systems. Some of the issues associated with an embedded
systems implementation of WSNFS were discussed in Chapter 6, however the work
of porting WSNFS to these platforms remains. As for routing enhancements, the
routing mechanism employed in WSNFS, and discussed in detail within Section
2.4.1, provides only bare bones features for basic operation. A number of possible
enhancements exist in this area of WSNFS. Lastly, as with the WSNFS routing
framework, the network mapping framework (as described in Section 2.4.1), likewise
provides only essential functionality, and as such a number of ways to enhance this
area of WSNFS are available as well.
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7.1 Embedded Implementation
In Chapters 3 and Chapter 5, a proof-of-concept implementation of WSNFS was
developed and validated. However, to be a true replacement method for the greater
share of WSN systems, WSNFS needs to be ported to run on very limited microcontroller-
based systems. As we saw in Chapter 6, WSNFS can be expected to operate within
the confines of currently available, high-end microcontroller platforms. Furthermore,
as microcontroller capabilities continue to evolve, we can expect, in the long term,
that many other microcontroller systems will easily manage the memory and process-
ing required to implement WSNFS successfully. In the meantime, a number of ways
to utilize the WSNFS approach exist, even with current low-cost microcontrollers.
Figure 7.1 shows one example of an alternate hierarchical architecture in which
WSNFS can be used with low-end microcontrollers.
As seen in Figure 7.1, we have multiple high-performance devices (HPDs) form-
ing the backbone of a WSNFS network. Each HPD acts as a coordinator for a
subnet of low-performance sensor nodes. Currently available examples of suitable
HPDs include many of the 32-bit microcontrollers on the market. The ARM-based
microcontrollers, in particular, seem to offer the larger memory capacities. The
architecture shown in Figure 7.1 would offer a scalable design, which can remain
relatively low cost, while providing the many benefits of employing WSNFS services.
Of course, if cost is not a factor, WSNFS may be implemented on existing hardware
by simply utilizing only HPDs as sensor nodes.
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Figure 7.1: Alternate WSNFS Network Architecture
7.2 Network Mapping Enhancements
The network mapping framework in WSNFS is a key component that provides
network topology information to WSN applications. As we saw in Section 6.3,
network topology information allows distributed applications to partition the network
and make smart decisions when deciding on how to utilize remote data. In the
following, we will discuss some additions to the mapping system that would improve
the reliability and accuracy of the network topology estimation. In particular, we
will focus on network map optimization and network localization enhancements.
7.2.1 Network Map Optimization
As outlined in Section 2.4.1, the basic implementation of WSNFS determines the
network topology by sharing neighbor tables. With this information, each node
creates its own picture of the network topology. As such, a possibility remains that
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some nodes in the network may not agree on the topology. If nodes have significant
differences of topology assessment, it is possible that messages would traverse a non-
optimal route to their specified destination or fail to route entirely. Fortunately, this
is highly unlikely in WSNFS. The only way that this could occur in WSNFS is if a ma-
jority of nodes in the network fail to receive a network map packet from one or more
of the other nodes in the network. In the current proof-of-concept implementation,
the probability of this situation is nearly nonexistent, because the network mapping
state is maintained for a duration that ensures all nodes have ample time to receive
a map packet from every other node in the network. One way to address this issue
would be to require nodes that receive a packet destined for an unknown recipient
to then broadcast the message in a special address-unknown packet (containing the
payload of the original routed packet). Upon receiving an address-unknown packet
addressed to itself, the addressed node would then enter mapping mode again to
repair the information gaps. Another way to address this possibility, particularly
in situations where link quality is poor, would be to have nodes negotiate for an
accepted topology. This could be implemented by introducing an additional stage
of mapping in which only 1-hop neighbors exchange their (compressed) adjacency
information. Once the adjacency information has been exchanged, differences could
be identified, and the consensus of nearest neighbors would determine which table is
to be accepted. Finally, perhaps the best option would be to require each node in the
network to utilize the network path information already available within mapping
packets. The route information dynamically created as a map packet traverses the
network implicitly identifies 1-hop neighbors. It establishes a chain of known 1-hop
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neighbors that can be directly utilized to update each node’s adjacency table. With
this redundancy active, failure to receive map packets from a small subset of the
network would not prevent optimal routing and would add little overhead to the
mapping protocol as a whole.
7.2.2 Network Localization
In Section 6.3.1, we discussed how the WSNFS network hops view enables some basic
partitioning methods that can be used to support in-network distributed algorithms.
We also briefly mentioned the possibility of utilizing some other independent local-
ization method to improve this capability. In the following, we will discuss these
ideas in more detail. The partitioning accomplished in Section 6.3.1 was relatively
rough in that we could determine only the relative region in which different nodes
belonged. This enabled identification of nodes that reside at the logical center of the
network, and by extension enabled identification of nodes residing at the logical edges
of the network. With these extremes known, selection of regions based on distance
(in terms of network hops) was possible. This method is functional, however some
applications exist where knowing the relative physical locations of the nodes in the
network is important. Some common example applications include environmental
monitoring and target tracking. In such situations, localization techniques, such as
the RSS methods mentioned earlier, would provide the necessary relative positioning.
Furthermore, such localization methods would likely have a synergistic relationship
with WSNFS, thanks to the topology characterization already provided by WSNFS.
Adding relative localization would allow distributed algorithms to make decisions
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based on physical domains, and as such enrich the tools available for WSN in-network
processing applications.
7.3 Routing Enhancements
From Section 2.4.1, we saw that the WSNFS routing protocol was designed to
provide point-to-point communications by calculating a single shortest path route
between nodes. The selection of a route was based entirely on the logical distance,
i.e. how many network hops. As the initial goal of this work was to verify the utility
of WSNFS concepts, only the minimum functionality was defined for the routing
system. As such, the WSNFS routing framework could be extended in a number
of ways. The primary areas of interest include: static route assigned packet types,
alternate route support, and link quality assessment for route selection. In this
section, we will look at how each of these areas may be extended to improve WSNFS
routing capabilities.
7.3.1 Static Route Packets
As discussed in Section 7.2.1, each WSNFS node identifies its own view of network
topology. This means that, when a node relays a packet, it may not be certain of
the actual path taken by the packet to reach its destination. This characteristic
emerges from the fact that each node independently calculates a route between itself
and any destination node and then forwards the packet to the neighbor that falls
along the calculated path. In general, this is not a problem, because all nodes in
the network should have the same topology information and will therefore send the
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packet on the expected route. However, one enhancement to this process would be
to add a special WSNFS packet type that requires forwarding only as specified by
internal routing information within the packet (initially set by the creator of the
packet). This static route packet type would allow a number of additional options
for in-network processing algorithms. As an example, data aggregation could be
accomplished by specifying a route that causes the packet to traverse the network
and return to the sender. Each node that receives the aggregation packet reads the
existing aggregate value in the payload, combines its own value, and then updates the
aggregate value and sends the packet on its way. When the initial node receives the
packet it had originally sent, it then has an aggregate value that is calculated based
on the information from all nodes on the route specified. This aggregation technique
could be used in combination with logical or physical localization to create very
efficient mechanisms to identify aggregate values for specific regions of the network,
with very simple application logic.
7.3.2 Alternate Routes
The initial WSNFS routing system implementation was kept to a single stored route,
as that was the minimum requirement for a working system. This choice was also
made to help reduce complexity and memory requirements. Memory on embedded
systems comes at a premium, thus anything that could be done to limit memory
usage was deemed preferable. However, enabling alternate route support in WSNFS
could be very useful. In most dense networks, a wide range of possible routes exist
between any two nodes, many of which could have an equivalent logical distance.
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These available alternate routes can be useful for managing network congestion and
for maintaining QoS. Alternate route support could be easily integrated into the
existing WSNFS routing framework. One easily implemented option would be to
have the WSNFS communications stack keep route usage metrics. The system could
then consult route usage and divert traffic though alternate (but equivalent) routes
when the default route becomes busy. This would provide an effective method for
network load balancing, reducing network hot spots, and therefore improving the
available bandwidth for data transmission.
7.3.3 Link Quality Assessment
Most embedded transceivers provide a link quality indicator (LQI), which is designed
to provide a measure of the expected reliability of transmissions to the corresponding
transceiver. As we discussed earlier, the route selection in WSNFS is currently based
only on the logical distance of the destination. However, route selection could be
enhanced by taking LQI into account as well. As mentioned in Section 7.3.1, the
primary result of a route calculation in WSNFS is the identification of the next hop in
the routing chain. The next step in the routing chain will always be a 1-hop neighbor,
relative to the current node calculating the route. This process continues until the
specified destination is reached. Based on this process, we see that the LQI value
of 1-hop neighbors, for each node, can be used to characterize the merit of a route.
Thus, when the route finding algorithm is identifying the shortest path, its selection
could be weighted by the LQI of the 1-hop neighbors needed to initiate the route. Of
course, LQI considerations may not be utilized if the network configuration is such
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that there are no alternative routes that enable the packet to reach its destination.
However, if alternate routes are available, LQI characterization could improve QoS
of WSNFS networks by allowing the routing framework to optimize routes based on
the best link quality, in addition to logical distance.
7.4 Summary
In this chapter, we saw that a number of further avenues warrant further exploration
within the WSNFS framework. In Section 7.1, we described several ways that
WSNFS could be implemented on current hardware. This could be done either by
solely utilizing high-performance embedded hardware, or by creating a hybrid system
in which high-performance devices form a WSNFS network, with each WSNFS node
supporting a large collection of simple, low-cost WSN nodes. Furthermore, we saw
in Section 7.2 ways in which the WSNFS mapping framework could be extended to
improve mapping consistency in networks with low quality links that are prone to
packet loss. Here, we also discussed how the topology characterization capabilities
of WSNFS could be combined synergistically to enable physical node localization,
which would be very useful in applications that need a more exact estimate of network
geometry. Finally, in Section 7.3, we outlined a number of ways in which the WSNFS
routing framework could be extended to enable new possibilities for data aggregation
through use of static route packets. Additionally, in this section, we looked at
how WSNFS communications QoS could be improved through the utilization of
transceiver LQI and alternate route maintenance.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS
In this final chapter, we will summarize the work that was presented in this disserta-
tion. Furthermore, we will revisit how this work represents a new way to approach
data sharing and collaborative in-network processing within WSNs.
In the introduction to this work (Section 1.2), we saw that there are several
approaches to data management in WSNs. These approaches generally fall into three
categories, namely streaming, in-network query, and in-network processing. The data
streaming approach, while useful for small networks, does not scale to large networks.
Additionally, streaming sensor data out of the network for processing and analysis
is inefficient because it effectively requires communication for each and every data
point collected. Such communication requirements are a problem for many WSN
systems due to the fact that WSN node energy resources are often limited, and
wireless communication is a primary energy consumer in these systems.
To address these issues, the WSN research community has investigated many
alternative approaches to data management, intended to reduce the amount of data
that must be transmitted out of sensor networks. The general theme of these
alternate approaches is to push more of the data processing and analysis into the
domain of the WSN system itself. Due to the low-power nature of the hardware
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typically used for WSN systems, computation generally requires less energy than the
transmission of the same data through the network. As such, the question we seek
to address is: How can we utilize the meager computation capabilities of WSN nodes
to collaboratively process the data acquired, and return the results, rather than the
raw data, to the outside world?
This question has been answered by a range of possible solutions, such as directed
diffusion, in-network query, or application specific in-network processing algorithms.
Unfortunately, in our view, these existing approaches tend to have several common
problems such as a centralized network management (which limits scale and external
interaction), or they could not be applied to the broad range of WSN application
domains due to an application specific design. Our approach was to distill these
existing methods and identify what capabilities are truly needed in WSN systems
to facilitate general purpose in-network processing effectively. From this process, we
determined that a general purpose in-network processing framework must provide
general purpose mechanisms for all nodes within the network to identify what data
is available within the network, and by extension what other nodes are available to
participate in collaborative processing. We concluded that WSN applications can
only make smart decisions on how remote data is utilized for in-network processing
with the aid of a framework capable of providing network topology information to the
application layer. This methodology breaks with the tradition of complete network
abstraction. WSNFS is the resulting framework that brings these concepts together
into a cohesive API for general purpose in-network processing within WSN systems.
As described in detail within Chapter 2, WSNFS provides a specialized DFS that
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is used to synchronize metadata throughout the network. This file system provides
a mechanism for representing both local and remote data, local and remote devices,
and metadata trees (WSNFS data views), enabling WSN applications to seamlessly
locate and utilize these resources. The DFS established by WSNFS is supported by
a decentralized network formation and routing framework that provides multi-hop
communications management and network topology discovery.
After establishing the specifications for WSNFS, a proof-of-concept implementa-
tion was assembled. This implementation was designed to operate on a collection of
standard computer systems within a LAN. Implementation in this fashion enabled
fast development and testing, while the chosen architecture also provided a realistic
representation of the programming semantics that would be needed for eventual port-
ing of WSNFS to embedded platforms. As WSNFS was designed to manage WSNs,
a simulation layer designed to emulate the communication restrictions imposed by
the low-power wireless transceivers (typically used in WSN systems) was created.
This simulation layer defined the relative network geometry and imposed transceiver
range limitations. The wireless channel was emulated by utilizing UDP multicast
sockets. UDP multicast communication was shown to have several properties in
common with wireless channels due to the possibility of channel contention and the
reception scope restrictions through multicast group membership control.
In Chapter 4, we presented a small cluster computing system that was built to
help facilitate development of WSNFS. This hardware platform provided an always-
available tool for development of WSNFS while also offering a number of additional
benefits. One unexpectedly useful benefit was the availability of low-level hardware
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interfaces such as GPIO, I2C, and SPI. The GPIO hardware interface was used to
drive tricolor LEDs on each cluster node, which provided helpful visual feedback
when testing the various network protocols associated with WSNFS.
Utilizing the hardware platform developed in Chapter 4, our work then turned to
verifying the function of WSNFS protocols. In Chapter 5, we verified the operation
of all the primary features of WSNFS, which were first presented in Chapters 2 and
3. Here, we verified the simulated wireless channel on which the WSNFS implemen-
tation operated and then proceeded to test WSNFS network formation, routing, data
storage/recall, data views, and data sharing protocols. These experiments showed
that the features of WSNFS, as implemented in the prototype system, operated as
expected.
Having verified the validity of WSNFS protocols in Chapter 6, we then provided
some analysis of the benefits provided by the WSNFS approach as compared to
existing systems. Furthermore, we presented an in-depth analysis of the practical
issues related to implementation of WSNFS on embedded hardware. In this analysis,
we showed that while WSNFS may require more memory than traditional systems,
implementation within the confines of current microcontroller hardware was deter-
mined feasible. After considering implementation in embedded systems, we then
addressed two case studies that explored how the WSNFS framework could be used to
implement both centralized and distributed in-network processing algorithms. From
these case studies, it was demonstrated how WSNFS simplifies both distributed
and centralized algorithms for in-network processing as compared to traditional
methods. This discussion showcased how WSN applications benefit from having
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a global view of network topology, enabling a wide range of capabilities, including
network partitioning and energy-aware remote data management.
Finally, in Chapter 7, we discussed areas of WSNFS that warrant further study.
Here, we focused on particular enhancements to network routing and mapping pro-
tocols, which could improve network QoS in poor link quality environments and
provide additional methods for efficient data aggregation. Additionally, we described
two architectures that would enable WSNFS implementation on currently available
embedded hardware.
In conclusion, the WSNFS approach was shown to provide a novel method of
WSN data sharing and network management that enables WSN applications to
carry out energy conscious in-network processing, while also simplifying WSN ap-
plication development for collaborative processing algorithms. These characteristics
are further enhanced by the decentralized architecture, which enables WSN network
interaction with outside devices to occur at any point throughout the network. This
opens up a wide range of new possibilities for WSN systems, and as such WSNFS
represents a new paradigm for in-network processing within WSNs.
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